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1 Overview

Teraptor is a collection of languages and tools for programmable-system design and
development. Teraptor allows modeling, simulation and verification of embedded systems
consisting of multiple processing elements and devices.
Teraptor Designer brings architecture specification and modeling to programmable-system
design. Teraptor Designer includes languages for processor and system modeling and a
comprehensive set of meta-model driven tools for software development, model export, test
case generation and verification.
Teraptor Player plays debug-enabled heterogeneous multi-core and multi-component system
models. These virtual platforms can be used for various phases of system development and
testing.
Teraptor Channels are ready to use set of components that can be used to kick-start system
design using Teraptor Player.
This document provides detailed information on how Teraptor can be used for system design
and serves as a user guide and reference manual.

1.1 Teraptor Components
The table below summarizes the main components of Teraptor. These include modeling
languages, compiler tools, verification tools and simulation tools.
Table 1.1 Teraptor Components
Component

Description

SANKHYA Machine
A language for modeling CPU architectures
Description Language (SMDL)
SANKHYA System Description A system description language that can be used to
Language (SSDL)
describe a system as a collection of component and
their interactions.
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Common Behaviour
Description Language (CBDL)

A language for describing processor behaviour.

Device API

C++ API for modeling peripheral devices

Development Tools

Dynamically targetable assembler, linker, object
file dumper, debugger

Validation Platform

Instruction Set Simulator, Cycle Accurate
Simulator, System Simulator (Teraptor Player)

Model Export Tools

Tools for exporting SMDL/SSDL models to other
formats including VHDL

Verification Tools

Model Space Explorer (MSE) for automatically
generating instructions from an SMDL model.
Tools for test case generation and model
verification.

1.2 System Design with SANKHYA Teraptor
Teraptor is a platform approach for modeling, virtualizing, verifying and generating
embedded systems. Figure 1.1 shows the embedded system design flow with Teraptor.

Create

Specify

Model

Integrate

Virtualize

Optimize

Verify

Develop

Figure 1.1 Design Flow with SANKHYA Teraptor
The system requirements are created and a specification of the complete system is described
using SSDL. Processor models are described using SMDL and device models using C++. The
components of the system are integrated and a virtual prototype is created. This prototype is
then used to simulate the system, optimize it and verify it for correctness. Finally, the
prototype is converted into hardware description from which the actual system can be
realized.
21

1.3 Teraptor Application Areas
The different usage areas of Teraptor is summarized in Figure 1.2. Teraptor can be used by
CPU designers to develop models of new application specific instruction-set processors. The
designers use SMDL to capture the processor architecture. The processor models can be
verified using the Model Space Explorer tool, which generates instruction sequences that can
be tested for correctness.
System designers can specify a complete system as a collection of one or more processors and
peripheral devices using SSDL. Designers can use an existing library of CPU and device
models to quickly build a virtual prototype. This can be used for architectural exploration,
simulation, verification and system generation.
System software developers can use a Teraptor based virtual prototype to port OS and device
drivers to the target hardware. This allows for rapid software development even before the
actual hardware is available.
Application software developers can use a virtual platform to develop and test applications
that will run on the target hardware. Teraptor includes model-driven software development
tools which can be targeted to a new CPU architecture at run-time without the need for
generating or building the tools.
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Figure 1.2 Teraptor Application Areas
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1.4 Organization of this Document
This document is organized in two parts. Part 1 is a user guide, which provides information
on how Teraptor can be used for system design. It includes information on CPU modeling,
device modeling, device driver development, virtual prototyping and application
development.
Part 2 is a reference manual and contains detailed specification of the languages and tools that
are part of Teraptor. This includes a detailed description of the model-driven software
development tools, simulator and also specifications of SMDL, SSDL and CBDL.
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2 CPU Modeling
2.1 Overview
Teraptor includes a CPU modeling language called SANKHYA Machine Description
Language, using which RISC, CISC, VLIW, DSP architectures can be described. This chapter
explains the steps involved in modeling a new CPU.
Please refer to SMDL Reference Manual for more details about the modeling language.

2.2 Creating a CPU Modeling Project
•

Start Teraptor IDE

•

Click File->New->Project and expand Teraptor

•

Select CPU and click Next

•

Type the CPU name in the CPU name text box and click Finish

•

•

In the Project Explorer view, expand the Processors item and verify that a project with
the specified CPU name is created.
Expand the new CPU project and the models directory under it. The following files
will be available
•

CPU.md

•

CPUabi.md

•

CPUreloc.md

•

CPUsyntax.md

The generated model files will contain sample definitions which can be modified as required.

2.3 Creating the SMDL Architecture Model
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The SMDL Architecture Model captures the instruction architecture of a processor. Please
refer to the SMDL Reference Manual for more information about the SMDL Architecture
Model.
The architecture description should be defined in the CPU.md file created for the new CPU.
In the IDE, expand the new CPU project and double click on the CPU.md file to open in the
editor.
The steps involved in modeling the architecture description of a CPU using SMDL is shown
in Figure 2.1.

Specify the
operands and
addressing modes

Specify the
Instructions

Specify the
Instruction Bundles

Figure 2.1 CPU Architecture Modeling Steps

2.3.1

Specifying Operands and Addressing Modes

2.3.1.1

Registers

27

The CPU registers are defined using a Operand description. A group of registers can be
defined using a range operand definition. Each register should be described in cbcode,
assembler mnemonic and machine code representations.
To define a register operand, add a Operand definition as shown below within a Processor
definition in CPU.md

Operand o_gprv : Register
{
};
Here o_gprv is a unique name for this operand.
Range of registers
To define a group of registers in one operand description, add a range definition as shown
below.
Operand o_gprv : Register
{
range (i = 0,31,1) {
};
};
Here a group of 32 registers is defined with values ranging from 0 to 31.
Define the cbcode representation of the registers
Operand o_gprv : Register
{
range (i = 0,31,1) {
cb { “r$i” };
};
};
The above defines a group of registers r0 to r31. The value of the range variable is substituted
when a reference to that variable ($i) is used in cbcode.
Define the assembly mnemonic representation of the registers
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Operand o_gprv : Register
{
range (i = 0,31,1) {
cb { “r$i” };
as { “r$i” };
};
};
The above asm statement defines a group of registers r0 to r31. The value of the range variable
is substituted when a reference to that variable ($i) is used in the asm definition.
Define the machine code encoding of the registers
Operand o_gprv : Register
{
range (i = 0,31,1) {
cb { “r$i” };
as { “r$i” };
mc { “$i” };
};
};
The above mcode statement specifies the values 0 to 31 as the machine code encoding for the
registers r0 to r31 respectively.
Single register
An SMDL operand that represents a single register can be defined as follows.
Operand
{
cb
as
mc
};

o_pc : Register
{ “pc” };
{ “pc” };
{ “” };

Here a program counter register is defined with the cbcode and asm representations
containing the string “pc”. The machine code representation is specified as an empty string in
this case.

29

Union of registers
When multiple SMDL operand definitions for registers are present and if it is necessary to
combine them into a single definition, then a union operand can be defined.
Operand o_all_regs : union (o_gprv, o_pc) { };
The above operand o_all_regs will match any of the registers specified by o_gprv and o_pc.
Register Width
By default, registers are assumed to be of 32-bits in size. To specify a different width,
define the b_width attribute as shown below.
Operand o_gprv : Register
{
b_width = 64;
range (i = 0,31,1) {
cb { “r$i” };
as { “r$i” };
mc { “$i” };
};
};
Register Alias
A register can be defined as an alias of an existing register. For example,
Operand
cb
as
mc
};

o_lr : Register {
{ "{!alias=r14}lr" };
{ "lr" };
{ "" };

Here the lr register is defined as an alias for the r14 register that is defined earlier. This allows
the lr register to be used as a replacement for r14.
Register List
In some processors, certain instructions take a list of registers, which are then encoded in a set
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of bits based on the register position. For example, bit 0 is set to 1 if r0 is in the list, bit 1 is set
to 1 if r1 is in the list and so on. This can be represented as shown below.
Operand o_reg_any_0 {
cb { "" };
as { "" };
mc { "0" };
};
Operand o_reg_r0_1 {
cb { "r0" };
as { "r0" };
mc { "1" };
};
Operand o_reg_r0 : union (o_reg_any_0, o_reg_r0_1) {};
Here the operand o_reg_any_0 matches an empty string and has a machine code encoding of
0. The operand o_reg_r0_1 specifies the register r0 in cbcode and asm representations and has
a machine code encoding of 1. An union operand o_reg_r0 is defined to include both the
above operands. This union operand will either match an occurrence of r0 in the register list
and will cause 1 to be encoded in r0's position in the register list or will match an empty
string causing the value 0 to be encoded in r0's position in the register list.
The other registers r1-r3 are defined similarly as shown below.
Operand o_reg_r1_1 {
cb { "r1" };
as { "r1" };
mc { "1" };
};
Operand o_reg_r1 : union (o_reg_any_0, o_reg_r1_1) {};
Operand o_reg_r2_1 {
cb { "r2" };
as { "r2" };
mc { "1" };
};
Operand o_reg_r2 : union (o_reg_any_0, o_reg_r2_1) {};
Operand o_reg_r3_1 {
cb { "r3" };
as { "r3" };
mc { "1" };
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};
Operand o_reg_r3 : union (o_reg_any_0, o_reg_r3_1) {};
Finally, the register list operand is defined by referring to the above definitions.
Operand o_reg_list {
o_reg_r0 r0;
o_reg_r1 r1;
o_reg_r2 r2;
o_reg_r3 r3;
cb { r0, r1, r2, r3 };
as { r0, r1, r2, r3 };
mc { r0(0,1); r1(1,1); r2(2,1); r3(3,1)};
};
Each register r0-r3 is specified in the cbcode, asm and mcode representations. In the mcode
representation, the registers are encoded as one bit values at bit positions 0, 1, 2 and 3
respectively.

2.3.1.2

Immediate Values

Immediate values are used in arithmetic, logical, bitwise and branch instructions. These
values are of specified sign and width. For example, 8-bit signed immediate, 8-bit unsigned
immediate, 16-bit signed immediate etc.
To specify an immediate operand of a specified sign and width, define an SMDL operand of
type Integer as shown below.
Operand o_simm8 : Integer
{
};
Here o_simm8 is a unique name for this operand. This represents an 8-bit signed immediate
operand.
Next, add a range definition for this operand. This range should include all the values
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supported by the type.
Operand o_simm8 : Integer
{
range (i = -128,127,1) {
};
};
Here the range is from -128 to +127 for 8-bit signed value.
Next, define the cbcode, asm and mcode representations of the immediate value as shown
below.
Operand o_simm8 : Integer {
range (i = -128, 127, 1) {
cb { “$i” };
as { “$i” };
mc { “$i” };
};
};
As shown above, in all the three representations the range variable is referenced as “$i” so
that any value in the range -128 to +127 is matched in these three representations.
Immediate values of unsigned type and other widths can be defined similarly.

2.3.1.3

Addressing Modes

The different addressing modes supported by a processor can be represented as SMDL
operands. These operands combine previously defined register and immediate values.
To specify a addressing mode operand, define an SMDL operand of type Address as shown
below.
Operand o_bd16 : Address
{
};
Here o_bd16 is a unique name for this operand.
33

Next, add reference to the previously defined operands that this addressing mode uses. For
example,
Operand o_bd16 : Address {
o_gprv base;
o_simm16 disp;
};
Here, a base register and 16-bit signed displacement are defined by referring to o_gprv and
o_simm16 operands defined earlier.
Next, define the cbcode representation for this addressing mode.
Operand o_bd16 : Address {
o_gprv base;
o_simm16 disp;
cb { “+”, base, disp };
};
In the cbcode representation, the base and displacement are added together to compute the
effective address.
Next, define the assembly mnemonic representation of the addressing mode. This represents
how the addressing mode will appear in assembly syntax. For example,
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Operand o_bd16 : Address {
o_gprv base;
o_simm16 disp;
cb { “+”, base, disp };
as { disp, “(“, base, “) };
};
Here the addressing mode is represented as disp ( base ). For example, 10 ( r1 ).
Finally, the machine code encoding for the addressing mode is specified.
Operand o_bd16 : Address {
o_gprv base;
o_simm16 disp;
cb { “+”, base, disp };
as { disp, “(“, base, “) };
mc { disp(0,16); base(16,5) };
};
The machine code representation specifies that the 16-bit immediate displacement is encoded
in bits 0-15 of the operand and the base register is encoded at bits 16-20 of the operand.
Symbolic Addressing
To define symbolic operands, Symbol should be used in the Operand definition.
For example, consider a PC-relative address used in branch instructions. This can be
represented as shown below.
Operand o_s_pcrel : Address {
Symbol s;
cb { {eltype=symbol}s};
as { s };
mc { expr(“%- $s pc”, 0, 16) };
};
The symbolic operand representing the branch target is represented using a Symbol. In the
cbcode representation, the eltype attribute is used to indicate that s is a symbol. In the machine
code representation an expression is specified to obtain the offset of the symbol from the
program counter. This value is then encoded at bits 0 to 15 of the instruction word.
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The above operand description is used for encoding purposes. For decoding and instruction
execution, the actual branch target is obtained by adding the offset to the current program
counter. This is represented by the following operand description.
Operand o_i_pcrel : Address {
o_simm16 o;
cb { "=", "pc","+", "pc", o };
as { o };
mc { o(0,16) };
};
In the cbcode part, the 16-bit offset is added to the program counter (“pc”) and the result is
written back to the program counter.
To ensure that both the definitions for the PC-relative addressing are used appropriately, a
union operand is defined containing these operands as shown below.
Operand b_imm16 : union (o_s_pcrel, o_i_pcrel) { };
The operand b_imm16 is used in branch instructions to encode and decode the branch target.

2.3.1.4

Other Operands

SMDL Operands can be used to represent other fields of an instruction. Some examples are
given below.
Operators
A class of instructions that only differ on the operation being performed can be compactly
represented using a single instruction description where the operators are specified using a
range operand.
enum string cbcode_op = { “==", "!=", "<", ">" };
enum string asm_op = { "eq", "ne", "lt", "gt" };
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Processor CPU {
...
Operand o_op {
range (i = 0, 3, 1) {
cb { "$cbcode_op[$i]" };
as { "$asm_op[$i]" };
mc { "$i" };
};
};
...
};
A text array cbcode_op is defined with the string values for the cbcode operators. Another text
array asm_op is defined with the string values for the assembly representation of the
operators. A range operand o_op is then defined to refer to this array. The cbcode and asm
representations refer to the string values of the operators and the machine code
representation encodes the values 0-3 for these operators.
Condition Codes
Some processors support condition codes like carry-set (cs), carry-clear (cc), equal-to (eq), notequal-to (ne) etc to represent certain conditions based on the flag register settings. These
codes can then be used in an instruction to enable conditional execution. These condition
codes can be represented using SMDL Operands as shown below.
Operand
cb
as
mc
};

o_eq {
{ "{sign=u}bf", "30", "1", "flags" };
{ "eq" };
{ or(0, 4, 0b0000) };

Operand
cb
as
mc
};

o_ne {
{ “!”, "{sign=u}bf", "30", "1", "flags" };
{ "ne" };
{ or(0, 4, 0b0001) };

...
Operand o_cond : union ( o_eq, o_ne, ... ) {};
The eq and ne conditions are shown above. The cbcode part of the operands checks for a
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specific bit (bit 30) of the flags register. For eq condition, this bit should be set and for ne
condition this bit should be zero. The asm part of the operands specifies the assembler syntax
for these condition codes. The mcode part specifies the machine code encoding for the
condition codes. Other condition codes can be defined in a similar way. A union of all the
condition codes, o_cond, is defined finally. This union operand can be used in instructions to
match any of the condition codes.
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Specifying the Instructions

The instructions supported by a processor are described in SMDL using Instruction elements.
Instruction i_add
{
};
Here i_add is a unique name for this SMDL instruction.
Next, the operands that are used in the instruction are declared. These should refer to
previously defined SMDL Operands.
Instruction i_add
{
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
};
Here three operands of o_gprv operand type are declared. These represent general purpose
registers.
The behaviour of the instruction is represented in the cbcode part of the SMDL instruction.
The cbcode part contains one or more CBDL statements.
Instruction i_add
{
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
cb { "{width=32}=", rd, "{sign=u}+", rs, rt };
};
The cbcode representation for the above instruction specifies that registers rs and rt are added
and the result is set to register rd. The width attribute specifies that the instruction operates on
32-bit values. The sign attribute for the + operator specifies that unsigned addition is
performed.
The assembly mnemonic representation specifies the assembler syntax for the instruction. For
example,
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Instruction i_add
{
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
cb { "{width=32}=", rd, "{sign=u}+", rs, rt };
as { "add", rd, rs, rt };
};
The assembly mnemonic representation specifies the opcode “add” followed by the three
registers.
The machine code encoding is then specified. This specifies how the different components of
the instruction are encoded. For example,
Instruction i_add
{
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
cb { "{width=32}=", rd, "{sign=u}+", rs, rt };
as { "add", rd, rs, rt };
mc { or(0,7,0b0000000); or(7,4,0001); rd(11,5);
rt(16,5); rs(21,5; or(26,6,0b000001)
};
};
The machine code encoding is specified as follows.
•
bits 0-6 are encoded as zeros
•
bits 7-10 are encoded with the value 1
•
bits 11-15 are encoded with the machine code value of register rd
•
bits 16-20 are encoded with the machine code value of register rt
•
bits 21-25 are encoded with the machine code value of register rs
•
bits 26-31 are encoded with 1
The above example shows how an add instruction can be modeled. Other arithmetic, logical
and bitwise instructions can be similarly described by using the appropriate CBDL operators.
Examples of modeling some other types of instructions are given below.
Example: Load Instruction
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Instruction i_rm_load {
o_gprv rd;
o_r_imm16 addr;
cb { "{width=32}=", rd, "{arity=1}*", addr };
as { "lb", rd, addr };
mc { addr(0,21); rd(21,5);or(26,6,0b000110)};
};
The destination register operand for the load instruction is specified as rd. The memory
operand addr is of type o_r_imm16, which represents a base + displacement addressing mode.
In the cbcode representation, the arity attribute for '*' indicates that it is the unary dereference
operator and not the binary multiplication operator.
Example: Unconditional Branch Instruction
Instruction i_rs_jump {
Symbol s;
cb { "j",{eltype=symbol} s };
as { "j", s };
mc { expr("%/ $s 4",0,26);or(26, 6, 0b100010)};
};
The cbcode representation contains a CBDL jump statement.
The machine code representation specifies an expression to right-shift the branch address by
2 (that is divide by 4). The shifted value is then encoded at bits 0-25.
Example: Conditional Branch Instructions
Instruction i_rri_beqz {
o_gprv rs;
b_imm16 i16;
cb { "jt", "==", rs, “0”,i16 };
as { "beqz", rs,i16 };
mc { i16(0,16); or(16,5,0b00001) ; rs(21,5);
or(26,6,0b001111)};
};
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The beqz instruction compares the register rs with zero and branches if rs is equal to zero.
In cbcode, it is represented using a jump-if-true CBDL statement.
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Instruction Attributes

The cbcode part of an instruction can contain attributes to specify the properties of the
operators and the operands used in the instruction. These properties include the type, size,
sign etc.
Instruction Type
The CBDL attributes type, width, eltype and sign can be used to specify the type of the
instruction. Some examples are given below.
•

No attributes are specified. By default, 32-bit signed integer type is assumed.
cb { “=”, rd, “+”, rs, rt };

•

32-bit unsigned integer addition
cb { “=”, rd, “{sign=u}+”, rs, rt };

•

64-bit signed integer addition
cb { “=”, rd, “{sign=s,type=int,width=64}+”, rs, rt };

•

32-bit floating-point addition
cb { “=”, rd, “{type=float, width=32}+”, rs, rt };

•

Addition of two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
cb { “=”, rd, “+”,
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}rs
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}rt
};

Operator Arity
The arity attribute can be used to specified the number of operands that an operator takes.
This is used to identify the correct operator when an operator name represents multiple
operators. For example,
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•

Multiplication

•

cb { “=”, rd, “*”, rs, rt };
Dereference Operation
cb { “=”, rd, “{arity=1}*”, rs };

In the first case, '*' is used without any arity attribute. So, it represents a multiplication
operation. In the second case, arity of 1 is specified and hence the operation is a dereference
operation.
Instruction Side-effects
The execution of an instruction in a processor can result in some side-effects. The most
common side-effect is the updation of a status or flags register. To describe how flags are
updated, the effects attribute can be used. For a detailed description of the effects attributes
please refer to the CBDL Reference Manual.
•

Add instruction that updates the negative, zero, carry and overflow flags. The effects
destination is the flags register. The effects-create-mask attribute specifies how the bits
of the destination register are affected.
cb { "=", rd, "{!effects=1,
!effects-create-mask=NZCVtttttttttttttttttttttttttttt,
!effects-destination=flags}+",
rs, rt
};

•

Subtract instruction that updates the negative, zero, carry and overflow flags. The
carry flag is set if there is no carry. This is represented by the 'Y' bit in the effectscreate-mask attribute definition.
cb { "=", rd, "{!effects=1,
!effects-create-mask=NZYVtttttttttttttttttttttttttttt,
!effects-destination=flags}-",
rs, rt
};

Delay slots and Nullified Instructions
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Some processors specify one or more delay slots for branch and load instructions, which
involve address computations that can stall the pipeline. Other useful instructions can be
placed in these delay slots to keep the pipeline busy. To specify the delay slot information for
an operation, the delayslot attribute can be used. For example,
cb { "{!delayslot=1}j", addr };
The above specifies a jump instruction with one delay slot.
In processors with branch prediction, it is possible to nullify the effects of the instructions in
the delay slot of a branch instruction when the prediction fails. This can be represented in
cbcode using the nullify attribute. For example,
cb { "{!delayslot=1,!nullify=1}jt", “==”, r1, “0”, addr };
Here, the instruction in the delay slot is nullified if the branch condition fails.

2.3.2.2

Conditional Execution

Some processors support conditional execution of instructions based on certain conditions.
This can be represented in cbcode using the CBDL predicate expression statement. For
example,
•

Execute the add operation only if condition code cc is set
cb { “?”, cc, op3, “+”, op1, op2 };

2.3.2.3

Multiple Operations

A cbcode representation of an instruction can contain multiple CBDL operations and
statements. This way a complex instruction involving multiple operations can be defined in
SMDL. For example,
•

Multiply and Accumulate: rd = rs + rm *rn
cb { “=”, rd, “+”, rs, “*”, rm, rn };
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•

Branch and Link
cb { “=”, ret, pc, “;”, “=”, pc, addr };

2.3.2.4

Machine Code Encoding

The different components (operators, operands) of an instruction are encoded in the machine
code representation as described earlier. Constant bits of the machine code are encoded using
the or type of encoding and child elements are encoded using the name of the child element
(for example, rd(0,5)). In some cases, it may required to encode parts of an element at multiple
locations in the machine code. This can be done as shown in the example below.
•

Encode bits 0-11 of op2 in bits 0-11 of the instruction and bit 12 of op2 at bit 25 of the
instruction.
mc { cc(28, 4); or(26, 2, 0b00); or(21, 4, 0b0111);
or(20, 1, 0b1);rn(16, 4); rd(12, 4);
op2((0, 12,0,12),(25,1,12,1))
};

2.3.3

Specifying the Instruction Bundles

A bundle represents a grouping of one or more instructions. In DSP and VLIW processors
more than one instruction can be encoded in a bundle.
Define a bundle using a Bundle description. For example,
Bundle b_mii {
};
The instructions that can be part of the bundle are then declared.
Bundle b_mii {
i_all i1, i2, i3;
};
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Here three instructions of the type i_all are declared. Typically, i_all will be defined as an
instruction union containing all the instructions of the processor.
Instruction i_all : union (i_add, ... ) { };
Next, specify the bundle width.
Bundle b_mii {
i_all i1, i2, i3;
b_width = 96;
};
Specify the cbcode, asm and mcode parts of the bundle. For example,
Bundle b_mii {
i_all i1, i2, i3;
b_width = 96;
cb { i1, i2, i3 };
as { i1, i2, i3 };
mc { i1(0,32); i2(32,32); i3(64,32) };
};
The bundle contains three instructions of 32-bits size each. The instruction represented by i1
is encoded at bits 0-31, instruction i2 at bits 32-63 and i3 at bits 64-95.
An SMDL model can contain multiple bundle descriptions. All the bundle descriptions will
be considered when encoding and decoding instructions of that processor.

2.3.4

Specifying Asynchronous Behaviour

In addition to synchronous execution of program instructions, processors support
asynchronous events in the form of interrupts and exceptions. This section describes how
such behaviour can be modeled. SMDL supports asynchronous instruction elements which
can be used to specify asynchronous behaviour. The CBDL representation of such instructions
specify how and when the asynchronous behaviour should be executed.
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2.3.4.1

Interrupt Register

Define an interrupt register operand which is used as a control/status register for interrupt
processing. This register can be a real processor register or a pseudo-register. The definition of
a pseudo-interrupt register is shown below. The name of the register is specified as ireg in the
CBCODE representation. The assembler mnemonic and machine code parts are not specified
since this is a pseudo register.
Operand
{
cb
as
mc
};

2.3.4.2

interrupt_reg : Interrupt
{ "ireg" };
{ "" };
{ "" };

Asynchronous Behaviour Elements

The asynchronous behaviour of a processor is defined using Instruction elements of the type
async. There can be multiple Instruction elements of this type and each instruction specifies a
particular behaviour. Each instruction also specifies when the asynchronous behaviour
should be executed by the processor.
For example, consider a processor with an interrupt signal which causes control to be
transferred to address 0x8 when the interrupt is asserted. This behaviour can be modeled
using the following Instruction element.
Instruction i_intr : async
{
cb { "”%post_step",
"?", "==", "{sign=u}bf", "0", "1", "ireg", "1",
“j”, “8” };
as { "" };
mc { "" };
};
The CBCODE of the above Instruction element contains an asynchronous operator,
“post_step” which indicates that the element is executed after every synchronous program
instruction is executed. The expression following the asynchronous operator, checks if the bit
0 of the interrupt register ireg is set. If this bit is set, then it indicates that an interrupt is
pending and control is transferred to address 8 using a jump.
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An SMDL model of a processor can contain many such asynchronous behaviour elements.
Each element is executed in the order specified in the model file. Instruction elements with
post_step operator are executed after each program instruction is executed. Instruction
elements with pre_step operator are executed before each program instruction is executed.
Instructions that do not specify pre_step/post_step are considered as post_step by default.
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3 CPU Modeling Tutorial
3.1 Overview
This tutorial explains in detail how a CPU can be modeled using SANKHYA Machine
Description Language (SMDL). The DLX processor described by Hennessy and Patterson is
used as the sample processor.

3.2 DLX Processor Architecture
The following is a brief description of the DLX processor
•
•
•
•

•

32-bit RISC CPU
Thirty two 32-bit general purpose registers (r0-r31).
Thirty two 32-bit floating point register (f0-f31)
Three special purpose register – Program Counter (PC), Interrupt Address Register
(IAR), Floating point Status Register (FSR).
Supports arithmetic, logical, bitwise, branch, trap and convert instructions

3.3 Creating the SMDL Architecture Model
The SMDL Architecture Model captures the instruction architecture of a processor. Please
refer to the SMDL Reference Manual for more information about the SMDL Architecture
Model.

3.3.1

Creating the Model File

To create an SMDL Architecture Model file from the IDE, please refer to Section in the
Teraptor Getting Started Guide.
To create an SMDL Architecture Model file from the command-line, open a file named dlx.md
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in your favourite editor.
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3.3.2

Specifying the Processor Description

Define a Processor statement in the model file, dlx.md as follows
Processor DLX {
ID = 1;
asm = {“dlx”};
Operand p_endianness {
cb { “big” };
};
};
The ID field indicates that this is a Architecture model. The asm field specifies a string to
identify the processor architecture. The p_endianness operand specifies the default endianness
supported by the processor.
All further information about the processor is specified inside the processor description
statement.

3.3.3

Specifying the Operands

The operands of the instruction set include registers, symbols, immediate values and
expressions involving these for different addressing modes. These are described next in the
architecture model.

3.3.3.1

Registers

Define a Operand for each class of registers.
General Purpose Registers
The general purpose registers, r0-r31 of DLX are described using a range operand as follows.
Operand o_gprv : Register {
range (i = 0, 31, 1) {
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cb { “r$i” };
as { “r$i” };
mc { “$i” };
};
};
The register class is given the name o_gprv. The range runs from 0 to 31 with increments of 1.
The icode and assembler mnemonic representations of the registers contain the letter 'r'
followed by the range variable. The machine code representation contains the numeric value
represented by the range variable (that is, 0 to 31).
Special Purpose Registers
The special purpose registers of DLX are defined as follows.
Operand
cb
as
mc
};

o_pc : Register {
{ “pc” };
{ “pc” };
{ “” };

Note that the machine code representation for the Program Counter is specified as an empty
string since there is no numeric value associated with this register.
The IAR and FSR registers can be defined similarly.

3.3.3.2

Immediate Values

Define a range operand for each type of immediate value, that is signed 8-bit, unsigned 8-bit
etc.
16-bit Signed Immediate
A 16-bit signed immediate operand is defined as follows.
Operand o_imm16 : Integer {
range (i = -32768, 32767, 1) {
cb { “$i” };
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as { “$i” };
mc { “$i” };
};
};
The range variable iterates from -32768 to +32767 with increments of 1. The cbcode, assembler
mnemonic and machine code representation contain a reference to the range variable.
28-bit Unsigned Immediate
A 28-bit unsigned immediate operand is defined as follows.
Operand o_uimm28 : Integer {
range (i = 0, 268435456, 1) {
cb { “$i” };
as { “$i” };
mc { “$i” };
};
};
The range variable iterates from 0 to 268435456 in increments of 1. The cbcode, assembler
mnemonic and machine code representation contain a reference to the range variable.
The other immediate values are defined similarly.

3.3.3.3

Addressing Modes

Register Indirect with 16-bit Displacement
Operand o_r_imm16 : Address {
o_gprv rs;
o_imm16 o16;
cb { “+”, rs, o16 };
as { o16, “(“, rs, “) };
mc { o16(0,16); rs(16,5) };
};
This addressing mode is described as containing a register of type o_grpv and a 16-bit
displacement (o_imm16). The cbcode representation specifies that the register value is added
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with the 16-bit immediate value. The assembly mnemonic part specifies the displacement
followed by the register in parenthesis. The machine code representation specifies that the 16bit immediate is encoded in bits 0-15 of the operand and the register is encoded at bits 16-20
of the operand.
PC-relative Addressing
This addressing mode is used for PC-relative branches. The address is encoded as
(symbol – PC) >> 2
Operand o_s_pcrel : Address {
Symbol s;
cb { {eltype=symbol}s};
as { s };
mc { expr(“%/ %- $s pc 4”, 0, 16) };
};
The symbolic operand representing the branch target is represented using a Symbol. In the
machine code representation an expression is specified to obtain the offset of the symbol from
the program counter and then to divide the value by 4 (that is , right shift by 2). This value is
then encoded at bits 0 to 15 of the instruction word.
The above operand description is used for encoding purposes. For decoding and instruction
execution, the actual branch target is obtained by shifting left the encoded address by 2 and
then adding it to the current program counter. This is represented by the following operand
description.
Operand o_i_pcrel : Address {
o_imm16 o;
cb { "=", "pc","+", "pc", "<<", o, "2" };
as { o };
mc { o(0,16) };
};
In the cbcode part, the 16-bit offset is obtained and then shifted left by 2. The result is then
added to PC and the final value is written back to the program counter.
To ensure that both the definitions for the PC-relative addressing are used appropriately, a
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union operand is defined containing these operands as shown below.
Operand b_imm16 : union (o_s_pcrel, o_i_pcrel) { };
The operand b_imm16 is used in branch instructions to encode and decode the branch target.
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Specifying the Instructions

Add Instruction
Instruction i_rrr_add {
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
cb { "{width=32}=", rd, "{sign=u}+", rs, rt };
as { "add", rd, rs, rt };
mc { or(0,7,0b0000000); or(7,4,0001); rd(11,5);
rt(16,5); rs(21,5);or(26,6,0b000001)
};
};
The three register operands for the add instruction are specified as rd, rs and rt. These are of
the type o_gprv which is defined earlier.
The cbcode representation for the instruction specifies that registers rs and rt are added and
the result is set to register rd. The width attribute specifies that the instruction operates on 32bit values.
The assembly mnemonic representation specifies the opcode “add” followed by the three
registers.
The machine code encoding is specified as follows.
•
bits 0-6 are encoded as zeros
•
bits 7-10 are encoded with the value 1
•
bits 11-15 are encoded with the machine code value of register rd
•
bits 16-20 are encoded with the machine code value of register rt
•
bits 21-25 are encoded with the machine code value of register rs
•
bits 26-31 are encoded with 1

Add Immediate Instruction
Instruction i_rri_addi {
o_gprv rd,rs;
o_imm16 i16;
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cb { "=", rd, "{width=32}+", rs, i16 };
as { "addi", rd, rs, i16 };
mc { i16(0,16);rd(16,5); rs(21,5);or(26,6,0b000011)};
};
The above instruction adds the contents of register rs with a 16-bit immediate value i16. The
immediate value i16 is encoded at bits 0-15 in the machine code representation. The
destination register rd is encoded at bits 16-20. The source register rs is encoded at bits 21-25.
The opcode is encoded at bits 26-31. Note that o_gprv and o_imm16 are previously defined
operands.
Multiplication Instruction
Instruction i_rrr_mul {
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
cb { "=", rd, "*", rs, rt };
as { "mult", rd, rs, rt };
mc { or(0,7,0b00000000); or(7,4,0011) ; rd(11,5);
rt(16,5); rs(21,5); or(26,6,0b000001)};
};
The multiplication operation is represented using '*' in the cbcode representation. The
assembler mnemonic for multiplication is 'mult' for DLX. The machine code representation
specifies the encoding of the opcode and operands of the instruction as described earlier.
Unsigned Multiplication Instruction
Instruction i_rrr_mulu {
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
cb { "=", rd, "{sign=u}*", rs, rt };
as { "multu", rd, rs, rt };
mc { or(0,7,0b00000000) ;or(7,4,0111); rd(11,5);
rt(16,5); rs(21,5); or(26,6,0b000010)};
};
The unsigned multiplication operation is specified using the sign=u attribute in the cbcode
representation.
Division Instruction
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Instruction i_rrr_div {
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
cb { "=", rd, "/", rs, rt };
as { "div", rd, rs, rt };
mc { or(0,7,0b00000000); or(7,4,0100); rd(11,5);
rt(16,5); rs(21,5); or(26,6,0b000001)};
};

Load Instruction
Instruction i_rm_load {
o_gprv rd;
o_r_imm16 addr;
cb { "{width=32}=", rd, "{arity=1}*", addr };
as { "lb", rd, addr };
mc { addr(0,21); rd(21,5);or(26,6,0b000110)};
};
The destination register operand for the load instruction is specified as rd. The memory
operand addr is of type o_r_imm16, which represents a base + displacement addressing mode.
In the cbcode representation, the arity attribute for '*' indicates that it is the unary dereference
operator and not the binary multiplication operator.
Unconditional Branch Instruction
Instruction i_rs_jump {
Symbol s;
cb { "{!delayslot=1}j",{eltype=symbol} s };
as { "j", s };
mc { expr("%/ $s 4",0,26);or(26, 6, 0b100010)};
};
The cbcode representation contains a CBDL jump statement. The jump instruction has a
single delay slot as specified by the delayslot attribute.
The machine code representation specifies an expression to right-shift the branch address by
2 (that is divide by 4). The shifted value is then encoded at bits 0-25.
Conditional Branch Instructions
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Branch-if-equal-to-zero Instruction
Instruction i_rri_beqz {
o_gprv rs;
b_imm16 i16;
cb { "{!delayslot=1,nullify=1}jt", "==", rs, “0”,
i16 };
as { "beqz", rs,i16 };
mc { i16(0,16); or(16,5,0b00001) ; rs(21,5);
or(26,6,0b001111)};
};
The beqz instruction compares the register rs with zero and branches if rs is equal to zero.
In cbcode, it is represented using a jump-if-true CBDL statement. DLX specifies that the beqz
instruction has one delay slot and the instruction in the delay slot is nullified if the branch is
not taken. This is represented using the delayslot and nullify attributes respectively.
Branch-if-not-equal-to-zero Instruction
Instruction i_rri_bnez {
o_gprv rs;
b_imm16 i16;
cb { "{!delayslot=1}jt", "!=", rs, “0”, i16 };
as { "bnez", rs, o16 };
mc { i16(0,16); or(16,5,0b00010) ; rs(21,5);
or(26,6,0b001111)};
};
AND Instruction
Instruction i_rrr_and {
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
cb { "=", rd, "&", rs, rt };
as { "and", rd, rs, rt };
mc { or(0,7,0b0000000);or(7,4,0001);rd(11,5);rt(16,5);
rs(21,5); or(26,6,0b000111)};
};
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OR Instruction
Instruction i_rrr_or {
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
cb { "=", rd, "|", rs, rt };
as { "or", rd, rs, rt };
mc { or(0,7,0b0000000);or(7,4,0010);
rd(11,5); rt(16,5); rs(21,5);or(26,6,0b000111)};
};

XOR Instruction
Instruction i_rrr_xor {
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
cb { "=", rd, "^",rs, rt };
as { "xor", rd, rs, rt };
mc { or(0,7,0b0000000);or(7,4,0011);
rd(11,5); rt(16,5);rs(21,5); or(26,6,0b000111)};
};
Shift-Left Instruction
Instruction i_rrr_sll {
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
cb { "=", rd, "{sign=u}<<", rt, rs };
as { "sll", rd, rt, rs };
mc { or(0,7,0b0000000);or(7,4,0010); rd(11,5);
rt(16,5); rs(21,5); or(26,6,0b001011)};
};
Logical Shift-Right Instruction
Instruction i_rrr_srl {
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
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cb { "=", rd, "{sign=u}>>", rt, rs };
as { "srl", rd, rt, rs };
mc { or(0,7,0b0000000);or(7,4,0001); rd(11,5);
rt(16,5); rs(21,5); or(26,6,0b001011)};
};
Arithmetic Shift-Right Instruction
Instruction i_rrr_sra {
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
cb { "=", rd, "{sign=s}>>", rt, rs };
as { "sra", rd, rt, rs };
mc { or(0,7,0b0000000);or(7,4,0011); rd(11,5);
rt(16,5); rs(21,5); or(26,6,0b001011)};
};
The sign=s attribute attached to the right-shift operator specifies that this is an arithmetic right
shift – that is, the sign bit is filled into the bit positions that are shifted out.

Set-if-Equal Instruction
Instruction i_rrr_seq {
o_gprv rd,rs,rt ;
cb { "=", rd, "==", rt, rs };
as { "seq" , rd , rs, rt };
mc { or(0,7,0b0000000);or(7,4,0001); rd(11,5);
rt(16,5); rs(21,5); or(26,6,0b010000)};
};
The seq instruction compares the contents of registers rs and rt and sets rd to 1 if they are
equal. The comparison is specified using the '==' operator in cbcode and the result of this
operation is assigned to the destination register rd.
The other conditions like not equal, less than, less than or equal can be represented similarly.

3.3.5

Specifying the Bundle
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A bundle represents a grouping of one or more instructions. The bundle for DLX processor
consists of one 32-bit instruction. To represent a union of all the instructions, an union
instruction of SMDL is defined as shown below.
Instruction i_all : union (
i_lab_l, i_rrr_add, i_rrr_sub, i_rri_addi, i_rri_subi,
i_rrr_mul, i_rrr_mulu, i_rrr_div, i_rrr_divu, i_ri_lhi, i_nop,
i_rm_load, i_rrr_and, i_rrr_or, i_rrr_xor, i_rri_andi,
i_rri_ori,i_rri_xori, i_rrr_srl, i_rrr_sll, i_rrr_sra,
i_rrr_srai, i_rri_srli, i_rro_slli, i_rri_beqz, i_rri_bnez,
i_s_jal, i_i_jal, i_o_jal, i_rs_jump, i_ri_jump, i_i_jump,
i_r_jumpr, i_r_jumpr_sim, i_rr_jumpral, i_rrr_seq, i_rrr_sne,
i_rrr_slt, i_rrr_sle, i_rrr_sgt, i_rrr_sge, i_rrr_sequ,
i_rrr_sneu, i_rrr_sltu, i_rrr_sleu, i_rrr_sgtu, i_rrr_sgeu,
i_rri_seqi, i_rri_snei, i_rri_slti, i_rri_slei, i_rri_sgti,
i_rri_sgei, i_rri_sequi, i_rri_sneui, i_rri_sltui, i_rri_sleui,
i_rri_sgtui, i_rri_sgeui, i_rrr_subu, i_rrr_addu, i_rr_movi2s,
i_rr_movs2i, i_rm_store ) {};
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The bundle is then defined as follows.
Bundle b_mii {
i_all i1;
b_width = 32;
cb { i1 };
as { i1 };
mc { i1(0,32) };
};
The bundle contains a single instruction of 32-bits size. The instruction can be any one of the
instructions defined in the i_all union. The bundle width is specified using the b_width
variable.
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4 CPU Verification

SMDL Model Space Explorer (MSE) is a tool for exploring an SMDL Architecture Model and
generating instruction sequences based on a exploration specification. Teraptor includes
scripts for generating test cases from an SMDL model and to execute the test cases and
compare the results with reference results. This can be used to validate the CPU models.

4.1 Creating a CPU Verification Project
•

Start the IDE, select File->New->Project->Teraptor->CPU Verification and click Next

•

In the Project Name text box, type the project name.

•

Select the CPU to be verified from the list labeled Select CPU.

•

Select a compiler tool chain from the Compiler Tool Chain list and click Finish

•

In the Project Explorer view, expand CPU Verification to find the newly created
project.

4.2 Creating an MSE Exploration Specification
A MSE exploration specification controls the instruction sequences that are generated from a
SMDL model. This specification is given as an input to the Model Space Explorer tool.
When a CPU verification project is created in the Teraptor IDE, a default MSE exploration
specification is created and is available in a file named, mse.in. This file can be updated to
specify the required statements to explore the CPU model.
In this section, we will see how an exploration specification can be created to generate certain
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sequences of arithmetic instructions for the ARMv4 architecture. The SMDL model for
ARMv4 architecture is available in the Teraptor Channel for ARMv4 Architecture and is
defined in the file arm.md under %STC_HOME%\models.
As a first step, we will create a CPU verification project in Teraptor IDE as shown in the
previous section. Use the following inputs when creating the project.
•
•
•

Project Name: CPU_TEST
CPU: ARMv4
Compiler: SANKHYA Tools Collection

Open the CPU_TEST project and double-click mse.in to open it in the editor.

4.2.1

Model Statement

The model statement specifies the SMDL model and the CPU architecture that should be
explored. For the CPU_TEST project the following model statement will be automatically
generated by the IDE.
model "arm.md" "ARMv4";

4.2.2

Program Space Specification

The program space specification determines which part of the instruction hierarchy will be
explored. This includes the bundles, instructions and operands of interest. In this example,
we will restrict the program space to the following elements defined in the SMDL model.
Bundle: b_all
Instructions: i_rro_addc (add with carry), i_rro_add (add),
i_rro_rsb (reverse subract), i_rro_rsc (reverse subtract with carry)
i_rro_sbc (subtract with carry), i_rro_sub (subtract)
Operands: Registers r4 and r5.
The program space definition corresponding to the above is as shown below.
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enum string arith_insns { "i_rro_adc", "i_rro_add", "i_rro_rsb",
"i_rro_rsc", "i_rro_sbc", "i_rro_sub"
};
enum string regs { "r4", "r5" };
enum string rval { "o_gprv" };
enum string op2

{ "o_shift_zero" };

explore program space ps1
{
explore element b_all { all }
explore element i_all { enum arith_insns }
explore element o_gprv_r0_r14 { enum regs }
explore element o_gprv_r15 { none }
explore element o_gprv_rval { enum rval }
explore element o_operand2_no_effects { enum op2 }
};

We will look at each explore statement of the program space ps1 in detail.
a) explore element b_all { all }

This statement explores all possible combinations for the top-level bundle b_all.
b) explore element i_all { enum arith_insns }

The element i_all in the ARMv4 model is a union of all the instructions defined in the
model. The above explore statement indicates that only the instructions specified in the
enum arith_insns should be explored. The enum specifies the arithmetic instructions
adc, add etc as mentioned earlier. So, only these instructions from the union element
i_all will be explored.
c) explore element o_gprv_r0_r14 { enum regs }
d) explore element o_gprv_r15 { none }
e) explore element o_gprv_rval { enum rval }
f) explore element o_operand2_no_effects { enum op2 }

The arithmetic instructions explored in (b) above all have the following types of
operands defined in the SMDL model for ARMv4.
Destination: o_gprv
Source1: o_gprv_rval
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Source2: o_operand2_no_effects
The SMDL operand element o_gprv is a union of two elements: o_gprv_r0_r14 and
o_gprv_r15. Since we are interested only in instructions with r4 and r5 registers as
operands, we restrict o_gprv_r0_r14 to the values specified in the enum regs, that is r4
and r5. The element o_gprv_r15 evaluates to r15 register and so its explore type is set to
none so that it will not be generated.
The element o_gprv_rval is a union element containing o_gprv and o_gprv_r15_1. Since
we are interested in only registers r4 and r5, we include only o_gprv in the explore type
for o_gprv_rval through the enum rval.
The element o_operand2_no_effects is a union of different elements indicating whether
the second operand is shifted, rotated etc. In this example we are interested only in a
register operand for the source operand 2. So, we set the explore type to o_shift_zero
which indicates a simple register which is not shifted or rotated. The o_shift_zero
element in turn refers to o_gprv_rval whose explore type is already set above.

4.2.3

State Space Specification

The state space contains the values assigned to the register and memory operands of the
explored instructions. In this example, we would like to assign the following values to the
registers r4 and r4.
r4: 1, 2
r5: -1, 10
This is achieved by defining the following enums and state space definitions.

enum integer r4_val { 1, 2 };
enum integer r5_val { -1, 10

};

explore state space ss1
{
explore register "r4" { enum r4_val }
explore register "r5" { enum r5_val }
};

The state space definition ss1 specifies that the register r4 should be explored for the values
specified in the enum r4_val, that is 1 and 2 and the register r5 should be explored for the
values specified in the enum r5_val, that is -1 and 10.
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4.2.4

Observe Specification

The state observe specification defines which operands should be observed. This is useful for
obtaining the values of operands that are modified when an instruction is executed. In this
example, since only registers r4 and r5 are generated, we will observe only the values of these
registers. The observe specification is as shown below.
observe state os1
{
observe "r4";
observe "r5";
};

4.2.5

Explore Program

The program space, state space and observe definitions above specify the subset of the
instruction space to be explored. To actually generate these instructions a program should be
defined. The MSE exploration language allows a program to be defined for iterating through
the program space and state spaces using for statements and to emit program space, state
space and observe elements using echo statements.
In this example, we would like to explore the program space ps1 for each value of the state
space ss1 and then observe the values specified by the observe definition os1. This is specified
using a program as shown below.
program P
{
for ps in ps1 {
for ss in ss1 {
echo "begin_test";
echo ss;
echo ps;
echo os1;
echo "end_test";
}
}
}

The outer for loop iterates through the program space ps1. The inner for loop iterates through
the state space ss1. The Model Space Explorer uses a Test Description Language (TDL) to
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define test cases. The TDL contains commands for setting register/memory, executing
instructions and for obtaining register/memory values. The echo statements above are used to
print a TDL SET command for the state space, a TDL EXEC command for the program space,
and a TDL GET command for the observe state. Please refer to the Model Space Explorer
Reference section for more information on the TDL commands. The “begin_test” and
“end_test” strings are used as markers to indicate the beginning and end of each test case.

4.3 Updating Test case Templates
The Model Space Explorer scripts use a set of template files to generate assembly programs,
simulator command file and script to run a test case. These template files are created when a
CPU verification project is created and are available under
templates/CPU/COMPILER/HOST directory under the verification project location. Here,
CPU stands for the CPU being verified, COMPILER is the compiler tool-chain selected and
HOST is win32 (Windows) or linux (Linux). The following templates will be present.

4.3.1.1

Assembly File Template

This file is used as the template for the assembly program containing the instructions
generated by exploring the program space. This file is available as asm_tmpl.txt under the
templates directory mentioned above. This file should contain a line with the word ASM,
which will be replaced by the scripts with the generated instruction. A sample assembly file
template is shown below.

main:

.text
.align
.globl
.ent main
ASM
.end

2
main

main

The above statements define a global function named main. A line with the keyword ASM is
placed inside the main function. This line will be replaced by the Model Space Explorer scripts
with an instruction generated by exploring the SMDL model of the CPU.
Sample assembly file templates are generated for SANKHYA Tools Collection and GNU GCC
tools when the verification project is created. For other compiler tool chains, a similar set of
statements should be defined according to the syntax used by the assembler.
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4.3.1.2

Simulator Command File Template

This file is used as the template for generating a command file to control the simulation of the
test programs generated for verifying a CPU. This file is available as cmd_tmpl.txt under
the templates directory mentioned above. This file should contain commands to setup
execution of the test program on a simulator or target hardware. A sample simulator
command file template to be used with SANKHYA Tools Collection is shown below.
model system System XDKSTDSystem.dll
model processor DLX DLX.md
model device SRAM sram.dll
component
component
component
component

System default
DLX core
SRAM local-ram 0x20000 rw
SRAM data-ram 0x20000 rw

map memory core:address.0x400030 local-ram:STDRAM rw
map memory core:address.0x0 data-ram:STDRAM rw
set cpu core
load TEST.x

The keyword TEST in the above template will be replaced with the test case name by the MSE
scripts.
A sample script that can be used with GDB simulator is shown below.
target sim
load
b * 0x400030
display /i $pc
r

The above command file templates are automatically generated for SANKHYA Tools
Collection and GNU GCC tools when the verification project is created. For other compiler
tool chains, a similar set of statements should be defined according to the simulator used.
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Simulator Command Map File

This file specifies the mapping between the TDL commands and the target simulator
commands. This file is available as commands.txt under the templates directory mentioned
above. This file is used by the MSE scripts to set register or memory, get register or memory
contents, execute instructions etc.
A sample map file is shown below for SANKHYA Tools Collection.
write_cmd=memset ADDR VAL
set_register_cmd=set RES VAL
read_cmd=memget ADDR
get_register_cmd=show RES
get_all_registers_cmd=register
step_cmd=step
init_step_count=0
quit_cmd=quit

The write_cmd variable is used to specify a simulator command to write the value VAL at
address ADDR in memory. The keywords ADDR and VAL are replaced with the actual
address and value by the MSE scripts.
The read_cmd variable is used to specify a command to read the value from address ADDR in
memory.
The set_register_cmd variable is used to specify a simulator command to set a register RES
with value VAL. The keywords RES and VAL are replaced with the register name and value
respectively by the MSE scripts.
The get_register_cmd variable is used to specify a simulator command to get the value VAL of
a register RES.
The get_all_registers_cmd variable is used to specify a simulator command to get the value of
all the registers of the CPU.
The step_cmd variable is used to specify a simulator command to step through one or more
instructions.
The init_step_count variable is used to specify the initial number of instructions that should be
stepped before executing the generated instruction.
The quit_cmd variable is used to specify a simulator command to stop the execution and exit
the simulator.
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A sample command map file for GNU GDB simulator is shown below.
write_cmd=set *(int*) ADDR = VAL
set_register_cmd=set $RES = VAL
read_cmd=x ADDR
get_register_cmd=info reg RES
get_all_registers_cmd=info reg
step_cmd=si
init_step_count=0
quit_cmd=quit

The above command map files are automatically generated for SANKHYA Tools Collection
and GNU GCC tools when the verification project is created. For other simulators, a similar
set of statements should be defined.

4.3.1.4

Test Script Template

This file contains commands to compile the generated test cases and execute them on the
target platform. This file is available as run_tmpl.txt under the templates directory
mentioned above.
A sample test script template for use with SANKHYA Tools Collection on Windows host is
shown below.

dtas -m arm.md -ms armsyn.md -mr armreloc.md --nodelay_slot TEST.s
-o TEST.o > TEST.asm.err 2>&1
if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 (
echo "Compilation FAILED"
exit 1
)
dtld -mr armreloc.md TEST.o -o TEST.x -e 0x400030 > TEST.ld.err 2>&1
if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 (
echo "Linking FAILED"
exit 1
)
dtsim -b -ma armabi.md -i TEST.cmd -l TEST.out 2> TEST.err
if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 (
echo "Execution FAILED"
exit 1
)
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The above template contains commands to assemble, link and execute a test case using
SANKHYA Tools Collection. The keyword TEST is replaced with the actual test case name by
the MSE scripts.
Sample test script templates are automatically generated for SANKHYA Tools Collection and
GNU GCC tool chain when the project is created. For other tool chains, a template like the
one shown below is generated for Windows host.
@echo off
COMPILER_COMMAND
if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 (
echo "Compilation FAILED"
exit 1
)
EXECUTE_COMMAND
if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ

0 (

echo "Execution FAILED"
exit 1
)

Here, COMPILER_COMMAND should be replaced with a command to compile the test case
using the specified compiler tool chain. Also, EXECUTE_COMMAND should be replaced
with a common to execute the test case binary on the target platform. Additional commands
can be added as required. The keyword TEST should be used to refer to the test case name as
explained earlier.

4.4 Generating and Executing Test cases
To generate test cases for verifying a CPU and for executing the tests, follow the steps
mentioned below. It is assumed that SANKHYA Tools Collection was chosen as the compiler
tool chain when creating the verification project.
•

Open Run->Open Run Dialog and expand Model Space Explorer

•

Click on Teraptor Model Space Explorer

•

In the Main tab on the right, click on Browse button, select CPU_TEST and click OK

•

In the Arguments box, type the following (remove any existing text in the box)
On Windows:
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--ms=mse.in --tc_loc=testcases --ts_loc=testsuite
--tmpl_loc=templates/ARMv4/stc/win32 --mode=normal

On Linux:
--ms=mse.in --tc_loc=testcases --ts_loc=testsuite
--tmpl_loc=templates/ARMv4/stc/linux --mode=normal
•

Click Run to start the Model Space Explorer tool.

Note: If the compiler tool chain selected is GCC, then replace stc in the templates path in the
above arguments with gcc. If a different compiler tool chain is used, then replace stc in the
arguments with that name. Note that the selected compiler binaries should be in the path so
that they could be invoked. Check the tool chains manual for setting the path.

4.4.1.1

TDL Test case Directory Structure

The TDL testcases will be generated in a folder named testcases/mse under the verification project
folder. The testcases directory structure will be as shown below.

Folder
Folder

Files

1

testcases
mse
2

...

N

Figure 4.1 TDL Test case Directory Structure
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CPU Test case Directory Structure

The CPU test cases generated from the TDL test cases will be generated under the folder
testsuite/mse. Each test case will include assembly files, command files and test script file as
shown below.

testsuite
mse

1

1.s

...

1.cmd run_1.bat

N
N.s

N.cmd

run_N.bat

Figure 4.2 CPU Test suite Directory Structure

4.4.1.3

Generating Tests in Batch Mode

To generate test cases without executing them specify the -–mode=batch option in the
Arguments for the Model Space Explorer. For example,
--ms=mse.in --tc_loc=testcases --ts_loc=testsuite
--tmpl_loc=templates/ARMv4/stc/win32 -–mode=batch

4.4.1.4

Comparing Results with Reference Processor

The Model Space Explorer scripts can be used to compare the results obtained from a test
with reference results. This allows easy verification of versions of the model against a
standard set of results. To compare with a reference result, use the --pr option. For example,
--ms=mse.in --tc_loc=testcases --ts_loc=testsuite
--tmpl_loc=templates/ARMv4/stc/win32 -–mode=normal -–pr=ref/mse

The above command assumes that the reference results are available in the folder ref/mse
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under the project folder. Note that the reference results must have the same folder structure
as the generated test suite, that is, directories named 1, 2, 3 etc and each of these folders
should have a file named <dir name>.out, which contains the reference output for that
particular test case. This directory structure is shown below graphically.

ref
mse
1

2

1.out

2.out

...

N
N.out

Figure 4.3 Reference Results Directory Structure
The Model Space Explorer scripts will compare the test results with the reference results and
generate a report containing the number of tests passed and number of tests failed. This
report will be available in the file report.txt in the verification project directory.

4.5 Generating Different Kinds of Instructions
In section 2 we saw how arithmetic instructions can be generated from the SMDL model for
ARMv4 architecture. In this section we will see how other types of instructions like load/store
instructions, branch instructions and compare instructions can be generated and tested.

4.5.1

Load/Store Instructions

We will restrict this example to the generation of LDR and STR instructions of the ARMv4
architecture. The syntax of these instructions is given below.
LDR Rd, A
STR Rd, A

Here Rd is a general purpose register and A refers to an address operand. Many different
modes are supported for the operand A, but we will restrict it to register indirect addressing
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with pre-indexed immediate offset, that is, [Rn, offset], where Rn is a general purpose register
and offset is a 12-bit immediate value.

4.5.1.1

Program Space Definition

The program space definition for the generation of the load/store instructions based on the
above mentioned constraints is shown below.
enum
enum
enum
enum
enum
enum

string ldst_insns
string regs
string rval
string addr
string addr1
integer imm12_val

explore program space
{
explore element
explore element
explore element
explore element
explore element
explore element
explore element
explore element
};

{
{
{
{
{
{

"i_ra_ldr", "i_ra_str" };
"r4", "r5" };
"o_gprv" };
"o_bd1", "o_bd2" };
"o_ldst_op2_imm" };
4 };

ps1
b_all { all }
i_all { enum ldst_insns }
o_gprv_r0_r14 { enum regs }
o_gprv_r15 { none }
o_gprv_rval { enum rval }
o_word_bd { enum addr }
o_ldst_operand2 { enum addr1 }
o_uimm12 { enum imm12_val }

Please refer to section 2.2 for a discussion on how the explore elements are specified. The key
points to note are that the element i_all is restricted to ldr and str instructions through the
enum ldst_insns. The register operands are restricted to r4 and r5 registers using the enum
regs. The choice of modes for the A operand is restricted using the enums addr (base register) ,
addr1 and imm12_val (for the immediate offset).

4.5.1.2

State Space Definition

For a load/store instructions, the state space of interest includes the source/destination
register and the memory address. In this example, we would like to look at memory address
10000 with an offset +4 and -4. So, the addresses of interest are 9996, 10000 and 10004. We
would also like to set the registers r4 and r5 to 10000 so that they can serve as the address
operand for the load/store. A state space definition for this specification is shown below.
enum
enum
enum
enum
enum

integer
integer
integer
integer
integer

r4_val { 10000 };
r5_val { 10000 };
mem_val { 10 };
mem_val1 { 20 };
mem_val2 { 30 };
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explore state
{
explore
explore
explore
explore
explore
};

space ss1
memory "10000" { enum mem_val }
memory "10004" { enum mem_val1 }
memory "9996" { enum mem_val2 }
register "r4" { enum r4_val }
register "r5" { enum r5_val }

Here, memory address 10000 is explored for the value 10, address 10004 for the value 20 and
address 9996 for the value 30. The registers r4 and r5 are explored for the value 10000 which
represents the base address we are interested in. Note that the program space generates
load/store instructions with address operand containing an offset of -4, 0 or +4 from the base
address.

4.5.1.3

State Observation Definition

In this example we are interested in observing the values at addresses 9996, 10000 and 10004
for store instructions and registers r4 and r5 for load instructions. This is achieved using the
following observe specification.
observe state os1
{
observe "9996";
observe "10000";
observe "10004";
observe "r4";
observe "r5";
};

4.5.1.4

Explore Program

The same program as specified in section 2.5 can be used for this case also.
The above MSE specification can be saved in a file named load_store.in in the project location
and passed to the MSE scripts as explained in section 4 to generate and execute the test cases.

4.5.2

Branch Instructions

In this section we will look at how conditional and unconditional branch instructions can be
generated and tested using the Model Space Explorer. The following conditional branch
instructions of ARMv4 architecture will be generated.
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beq – branch if equal
bne – branch if not equal
bgt – branch if greater
bge – branch if greater or equal
blt – branch if lesser
ble – branch if lesser or equal
The following unconditional branch instructions will be generated.
b – branch unconditionally
bl – branch and link

4.5.2.1

Program Space Definition

We define two program space elements corresponding to unconditional branches and
conditional branch instructions.
enum string branch_insns { "i_i_b", "i_i_bl" };
enum integer addr { 8 };
explore program space
{
explore element
explore element
explore element
};

ps1
b_all { all }
i_all { enum branch_insns }
o_imm26 { enum addr }

enum string cond_branch_insns { "i_i_beq", "i_i_bne", "i_i_bge",
"i_i_blt", "i_i_bgt", "i_i_ble" };
explore program space
{
explore element
explore element
explore element
};

ps2
b_condb { all }
i_all_condb { enum cond_branch_insns }
o_imm26 { enum addr }

The program space definition ps1 is used to generate unconditional branch instructions. The
26-bit branch offset is set to 8 using the enum addr.
The program space definition ps2, is used to generate conditional branch instructions using
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the enum cond_branch_insns. The 26-bit branch offset is set to 8 for this case also.

4.5.2.2

State Space Definition

For the unconditional branch instructions, there is no state for modification. In the case of the
conditional branch, the branching depends on the state of the program status register (cpsr).
So, these instructions can be tested by assigning different values to the cpsr. One such state
space definition is shown below.
enum integer cpsr_value { 19, 268435475, 536870931, 1073741843,
1342177299, 2147483667, 2415919123 };
explore state space ss1
{
explore register "cpsr" { enum cpsr_value }
};

The values assigned to cpsr using the enum cpsr_value correspond to the different settings of
the negative, zero, carry and overflow flags in the cpsr register. For example, the value 19
(0x13) corresponds to all flags being reset, the value 268435475 (0x10000013) corresponds to
the overflow flag being set and so on. The conditional branches are determined based on the
values of the flags in the cpsr. So, by assigning different values to cpsr, the effect on the
branch can be checked.

4.5.2.3

State Observation Definition

The effect of a branch can be studied by observing the program counter value. This will
indicate whether a branch is taken or not. The following observe definition observes the
program counter register as well as the cpsr register.
observe state os1
{
observe "pc";
observe "cpsr";
};
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Explore Program

The explore program contains two outer for loops, one for exploring the program space ps1
(for unconditional branches) and another for exploring the program space ps2 (for
conditional branches) as shown below.
program P
{
for ps in ps1 {
echo "begin_test";
echo ps;
echo os1;
echo "end_test";
}
for pss in ps2 {
for ss in ss1 {
echo "begin_test";
echo ss;
echo pss;
echo os1;
echo "end_test";
}
}
}

The above MSE specification can be saved in a file named branch.in in the project location and
passed to the MSE scripts as explained in section 4 to generate and execute the test cases.
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4.5.3

Compare Instructions

Compare instructions test two operands and set flags based on the result of the comparison
(equal, not equal, less than, greater than etc). In this example we will look at generating the
following comparison instructions supported by the ARMv4 architecture.
CMN – Compare Negative
CMP - Compare
TEQ – Test for Equality
TST - Test Bits

4.5.3.1

Program Space Definition

In this example we will restrict the operands of the comparison instructions to registers r4
and r5. The program space definition for this is specified below.
enum string compare_insns { "i_ro_cmn", "i_ro_cmp", "i_ro_teq", "i_ro_tst"
};
enum string regs
{ "r4", "r5" };
enum string rval
{ "o_gprv" };
enum string op2
{ "o_shift_zero" };
explore program space ps1
{
explore
explore
explore
explore
explore
explore

element
element
element
element
element
element

b_all { all }
i_all { enum compare_insns }
o_gprv_r0_r14 { enum regs }
o_gprv_r15 { none }
o_gprv_rval { enum rval }
o_operand2 { enum op2 }

};

Please refer to earlier explanations for the meaning of the different explore statements in the
program space definition.

4.5.3.2

State Space Definition

We will explore the value 1 and 2 for register r4 and -1 and 10 for register r5. This state space
definition is shown below
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enum integer r4_val { 1, 2 };
enum integer r5_val { -1, 10

};

explore state space ss1
{
explore register "r4" { enum r4_val }
explore register "r5" { enum r5_val }
};

4.5.3.3

State Observation Definition

Compare instructions set the flags based on the result of the comparison. So, we are interested
in observing the value of the flags after each comparison. This can be done by checking the
cpsr register in ARMv4 architecture. The state observation definition for this is given below.
Observe state os1
{
observe "cpsr";
};

4.5.3.4

Explore Program

A program identical to the one in section 2.5 can be used in this case also.
The above MSE specification can be saved in a file named compare.in in the project location
and passed to the MSE scripts as explained in section 4 to generate and execute the test cases.
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5 Device Modeling
5.1 Overview
Teraptor provides a C++ API using which peripheral devices can be modeled. These devices
can then be included as part of a virtual board and simulated using Teraptor Player.
This chapter explains the steps involved in modeling a new device. Please refer to Teraptor
Reference Manual for more details about the Teraptor Device API.

5.2 Create a Device Project
To create a new device project, follow the steps given below.
•

Start Teraptor IDE and click File->New->Project

•

Expand Teraptor, select Device and click Next

•

Type the device name in the text box and click Finish

•

In the Project Explorer view, expand the Channels item and verify that a project with
the specified device name is created.

The device project created above will contain template C++ source files and make files to
build the project. The following files will be created in under Device/src folder. These files
should be updated to define the device structure and behaviour.

File

Description

Device.h

C++ header file containing device class definition and
resource class definitions

Device.cpp

C++ source file containing device implementation

DeviceModel.h

C++ header file containing device type class definition

DeviceModel.cpp

C++ source file containing device type class implementation

Makefile

Make file for building the device library
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5.3 Define Device Resource Types
Identify the resources that are part of the device. Typically, these resources could be in the
form of device registers or memory blocks.
Register Resource
The template device header file, Device.h that is part of the device project contains a sample
register class with name DeviceRegister. This class can be suitably modified to define registers
for the device. The device register should support get and set operations. These can be
updated in Device.cpp file as shown below.
SSDLErrorCode MyDeviceRegister::get(string regname, MAU* read_buffer)
{
// Copy the contents of the register to read_buffer
memcpy(read_buffer, myregistervalue, regsize);
}

return e_ok;

SSDLErrorCode MyDeviceRegister::set(string regname, MAU* c)
{
// Set the value specified by c to the register
memcpy(myregistervalue, c, regsize);
}

return e_ok;

Memory Resource
A memory block resource of a device can be defined (in Device.h or a separate header file) as
shown below.
class MemoryBlock : public Readable, public Writeable
{
public:
MemoryBlock(string name, vector<char*> init_args) :
Resource(name, e_pt_none), Readable(name),
Writeable(name)
{
// Process arguments list and allocate size bytes of
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// memory pointed by data
...
set_property(e_pt_readable);
set_property(e_pt_writeable);

}
~MemoryBlock ()

{ delete[] data ;}

int get_size() { return size; }
SSDLErrorCode read(SM_address s, MAU* buf, int size);
SSDLErrorCode write(SM_address s, MAU* buf, int size);
private:

};

MAU *data;
int size;

The read and write methods of the MemoryBlock class should be suitably defined to
read/write size bytes of data to/from the buffer parameter.

5.4 Define Device Resource Objects
Once the resource classes are defined, the required objects of the class can be defined in the
main device class (in Device.h) as shown in the sample code below.

class MyDevice : public ComponentObject
{
public:
...
private:

};

MyDeviceRegister *control_register;
MyDeviceRegister *data_register;
MemoryBlock
*mem_block;

5.5 Add Device Initialization Code
The device class constructor (in Device.cpp) should be updated to create resource objects, add
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them to a resource manager, process any device parameters and create and display any
graphical interface associated with the device. An outline of the code is shown below.
MyDevice::MyDevice(ComponentType *p,string name, vector<char *>init_args)
: ComponentObject(name, p)
{
// Create ResourceManager object
resourceman = new ResourceManager();
// Create resource
control_register =
data_register
=
mem_block
=

objects
new MyDeviceRegister(“control_register”);
new MyDeviceRegister(“data_register”);
new MemoryBlock("memory", init_args);

// Register the resources with resource manager
resourceman->addResource(control_register);
resourceman->addResource(data_register);
resourceman->addResource(mem_block);

}

// Create and display graphical interface if required
...

5.6 Implement Device Operations
A device supports a set of well-defined operations as specified by its interface. These could be
read, write, set, get, run, step etc. These operations will usually involve one or more resources
of the device. If a device supports a graphical interface, then the graphical output can be
updated based on the result of these operations. For example, when the data register of a
seven-segment LED is updated, the updated value can be displayed on the screen.
The table below shows sample code for some of the operations supported by a device.
//Read Operation
SSDLErrorCode MyDevice::read(SM_address s, MAU* buf, int size,
int access_type, e_ma_type ma_type)
{
// Handle access_type and endianness
...

}

// Perform read on the memory block resource
SSDLErrorCode sc = mem_block->read (s, read_buffer, r_size);
return sc;
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// Set Operation
SSDLErrorCode MyDevice::set(string name, MAU* c)
{
Resource *r = resourceman->findResource(name);
if (!r) return e_err;
// Perform set operation on the resource
SSDLErrorCode sc = r->set(name, c);
return sc;
}

A device can support the step operation to perform any work when it gets control during
simulation. This can be defined as follows.
SSDLErrorCode MyDevice::step(int step_count)
{
// Perform bookkeeping operations
// Check for interrupts, raise interrupts
}

5.7 Define Device Type Class
Each device has a corresponding device type (see ComponentType class description in the
Reference Manual). The device type describes the kind of the device and also provides a
method to create device objects, thereby acting as a factory to create new device objects. The
device type definition is used by the Teraptor Player to create device instances.
The Device Type class definition is available in the DeviceModel.h and DeviceModel.cpp files
created as part of a new device project. A default definition of the createComponentObject
method is provided in the DeviceModel.cpp file as shown in the code fragment below. This
definition should be updated for any additional device specific processing.
XDKDevice* MyDeviceModel::createComponentObject(string name,
vector<char*> init_args)
{
// Create and return a MyDevice instance.
MyDevice *dev = new MyDevice(this, name, init_args);
return dev;
}

Define get_ComponentType() Method
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The get_ComponentType() method is used by the Teraptor Player to obtain a device type
object using which new device instances can be created. A default definition of this method is
provided in DeviceModel.cpp as shown below. This definition can be updated to add any
device specific functionality.
extern "C" DECLSPEC XDKDeviceModel* get_ComponentType()
{
return (new MyDeviceModel("MyDevice",e_smt_device, "MyDevice.dll"));
}

5.8 Build the Device Library
To build the device library, follow the steps given below.
●
●
●

Open Teraptor IDE
Expand Project Explorer->Channels and click on the device project.
Select Project->Build Project to build the project.

On successful completion of the build, the device library will be created in the bin/HOST
folder under the project. The HOST will be win32 for Windows host and linux for Linux host.
The created library will be named Device.dll on Windows and Device.so on Linux, where
Device refers to the name of the device project.
The created device library can be used in a system description so that the device can be
simulated using Teraptor Player. Please refer to System Modeling chapter for more
information about this.
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6 Describing a System

SANKHYA System Description Language (SSDL) is a declarative language for system level
design. SSDL allows modeling of systems consisting of hardware and software components.
SSDL provides constructs to specify the component models, instantiate one or more
components and to specify the relationship between the components. The components and
their relationships are specified in a behaviour independent and implementation language
independent manner. This chapter explains how a system can be described using SSDL. For
the SSDL specification, please refer to the SSDL Reference section in the reference manual.

6.1 Creating a System Description
An SSDL description is a text based description of a system in which a system is specified as
a collection of components and their interconnections. To create a new system description,
follow the steps mentioned below.
•

Start the IDE, select File->New->Project->Teraptor->Board and click Next

•

In the Project Name text box, type MyBoard

•

Select DLX from the list labeled Select a CPU

•

Select tc_core_SRAM from the list labeled Select Devices and click Finish

•

In the Project Explorer view, expand Boards and expand MyBoard

•

Double-click the file board.ssdl to open it in the editor. You will find that default
definitions have been created in the SSDL file.

An SSDL description of a system consists of three types of statements.
•

Component Type Definitions

•

Component Definitions

•

Component Relationship Specification
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Component Type Definition

A component type definition introduces a model in the design. A component can be a system,
a processsor or a peripheral device. For example, the following statement introduces the
SMDL model of the DLX architecture into the design.
model processor DLX dlx.md
The following statement introduces the model of a SRAM device into the design. The device
is implemented as a C++ DLL, sram.dll using the Teraptor Device API.
model device SRAM sram.dll
To introduce a USART device model, the following statement can be specified.
model device USART usart.dll

6.1.2

Component Definitions

A component statement defines a component of a specified type. A component can be a
system, a processsor or a peripheral device.
For example, the following statement defines a processor, dlx_core, which is an instance of the
DLX model defined earlier.
component DLX dlx_core
The following statement defines a SRAM device named ram which is an instance of the
SRAM device type defined earlier. The size of the memory is 0x50000 bytes and it has readwrite (rw) attributes set on it.
component SRAM ram size=0x50000 mode=rw

6.1.3

Component Relationship

A map statement defines a relationship between two or more components. The following map
statement maps the memory block resource (STDRAM) of the SRAM device (ram) into the
address space of the DLX processor (dlx_core) at address 0x0.
map memory dlx_core:address.0x0 ram:STDRAM rw
The following statement maps the control register of a USART to the address 0xfffd0000 of
the processors address space.
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffd0000 usart:control_reg rw
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SSDL also supports mapping the register of a component to another component. For example,
the following statement can be used to map the interrupt register of a USART to the
processor's virtual interrupt register.
map register usart:usart_interrupt_register core:ireg

6.2 Example
Consider a system with a single CPU and a memory device. The CPU is based on the DLX
architecture. The memory device is a RAM module of 0x5000 bytes. The memory is mapped
to the processor's address space at address 0x1000. The components of this system are the
CPU and the memory device. The component types are the DLX model and the memory
device model. The relationship includes the mapping of the memory into the processor's
address space. The SSDL description for the above system is shown in Listing 6.1.
Listing 6.1 SSDL Description of a Simple System
; System with a processor and a memory device
; System Model
model system System XDKSTDSystem.dll
; Component Models
; The processor model.
model processor DLX dlx.md
; Memory device model.
model device SRAM tc_core_sram.dll
;Component Definitions
component System default
; Define core processor
component DLX dlx_core
; Define SRAM of 0x50000 byte size
component SRAM ram size=0x50000 mode=rw
; Define relationship between components
; Map SRAM in the processor's address space
map memory dlx_core:address.0x1000 ram:STDRAM rw
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7 SANKHYA Assembler Reference
7.1 Overview
SANKHYA Assembler is a dynamically target-able assembler that obtains processor
information from SMDL model files. The assembler translates assembly language statements
into relocatable machine code by using the target processor, relocation and syntax
information obtained from SMDL models. SANKHYA Assembler generates relocatable object
files in ELF format as output.

7.2 Synopsis
dtas model_options [other_options] input_file
dtas -h
dtas -V

7.3 Description
SANKHYA Assembler takes a file, input_file, containing assembly language program as input
and generates a relocatable object file as output.
The input file should have a .s extension as in file_name.s, and by default, the output file is
generated with a .o extension as in file_name.o.

7.3.1

Model Options
Option

Description

-m arch_model

Specifies the path of the SMDL Architecture Model

-mr reloc_model

Specifies the path of the SMDL Relocation Model

-ms syntax_model

Specifies the path of the SMDL Syntax Model. This is
optional.
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Option

Description

-md delay_slot_model

7.3.2

Specifies the path of the SMDL model containing delay
slot transformations. See –nodelay_slot option below.

Other Options
Option

Description

-h

Displays help message and exits

-V

Displays version information and exits

-E big | little

Specifies the endianness of the output object file. -E big will
generate big-endian object files and -E little will generate littleendian object files. Default is big-endian.

-p processor

Specifies the processor variant to be used from an SMDL
architecture model in case multiple variants are defined in the
model. This is optional. By default, the first processor defined in
an SMDL model is selected.

-o output_file

Specifies the path of the output object file. The output file can be
created in a different directory by specifying the absolute or
relative path of the file in output_file. This option is optional. By
default, the output object file is created in the same directory as
the input assembly file.

-s syntax

Specifies the assembler syntax to be used for processing the input
assembly language program. This option is optional.

--nodelay_slot

Specifies that delay slot transformation should not be performed.
By default, the assembler expects a delay slot model file which
specifies how the delay slots should be filled. If --nodelay_slot
option is specified then the assembler will not try to perform delay
slot transformation.

7.4 Object File Formats Supported
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SANKHYA Assembler support ELF format for the generated object files. For more
information about the ELF format please refer to the ELF Specification.
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7.5 Assembler Elements
SANKHYA Assembler processes an assembly file line-by-line. A line of an assembly program
can contain comments, assembler directives, instructions, macro invocations, labels etc.

7.5.1

Comments and Whitespaces

The character '@' marks the start of a comment and this character and all the following
characters till the end of the line are ignored. A line containing only whitespace characters
(space, newline, tab) is ignored. Leading and trailing space and tabs in a line are ignored.

7.5.2

Assembler Directives

SANKHYA Assembler supports a number of assembler directives or pseudo instructions that
control the assembly process and how information is encoded in the object file. These
directives are explained in detail below.

7.5.2.1

.2byte

Syntax
.2byte expr
Description
Encodes a 16-bit value in the current location within the current section. The
expression expr should evaluate to a 16-bit integer value.
Examples
.2byte 1000
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7.5.2.2

.4byte

Syntax
.4byte expr
Description
Encodes a 32-bit value in the current location within the current section. The
expression expr should evaluate to a 32-bit integer value.
Examples
.4byte 0x12345678
.4byte L1-4

7.5.2.3

.abort

Syntax
.abort
Description
Aborts the assembly process and exits with an error message.
Examples
.abort

7.5.2.4

.align

Syntax
.align value
Description
Aligns the location counter of the current section to be a multiple of value, which is a
constant integer value. The intervening locations between the old location counter and
the new one after alignment are filled with zeros. If the location counter is already a
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multiple of value then it is not modified.
Examples
.align 2

7.5.2.5

.ascii

Syntax
.ascii STRING
Description
Places the bytes of the quoted string consecutively within the current section. No
trailing zero byte is added for the string.
Examples
.ascii “This is a string”

7.5.2.6

.asciz

Syntax
.asciz STRING
Description
Places the bytes of the quoted string consecutively within the current section and adds
a final zero byte.
Examples
.asciz “This is a string”

7.5.2.7

.bss

Syntax
Description
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Examples
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.byte

Syntax
.byte expr
Description
Places a 8-bit value in the current location within the current section. The expression
expr should evaluate to a 8-bit integer value.
Examples
.byte 0xf0

7.5.2.9

.comm

Syntax
.comm symbol,size,align
where,
symbol := IDENTIFIER
size := INTEGER
align := INTEGER
Description
Declares a common symbol, symbol, of length size bytes and alignment of align bytes.
While linking, if multiple common symbols with the same name are found, then
SANKHYA Linker will merge them into a single symbol with the maximum of the
sizes taken as the symbol size. If multiple common symbols with the same name are
linked and a defined symbol with the same name is found then the common symbol is
merged with the defined symbol.
Examples
.comm var,4,4
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7.5.2.10

.data

Syntax
.data
Description
Sets the data section as the current section. The following statements will be placed in
the data section.
Examples
.data
.byte 1

7.5.2.11

.end

Syntax
.end function
where,
function := IDENTIFIER
Description
Indicates the end of a function. Each .end directive should be preceded by an earlier
.ent directive for the same function. The size of the symbol function is set in the symbol
table.
Examples
.end main
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.endm

Syntax
.endm
Description
Indicates the end of a macro definition.
Examples
.endm

7.5.2.13

.ent

Syntax
.ent function
where,
function := IDENTIFIER
Description
Indicates the beginning of a function specified by the symbol function.
Examples
.ent main

7.5.2.14

.equ

Syntax
.equ symbol,expr
where,
symbol := IDENTIFIER
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Description
Sets the value of symbol to the result of evaluating the expression expr.
Examples
.equ DELAY 1000

7.5.2.15

.err

Syntax
.err
Description
Causes the assembler to prints an error message and exit.
Examples
.err

7.5.2.16

.extern

Syntax
.extern symbol
Description
Marks symbol as an external symbol that is defined in some other object file.
Examples
.extern var
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.file

Syntax
.file name
where,
name := STRING
Description
Indicates the start of a new assembly file. This directive is supported for compatibility
reasons only.
Examples
.file “test.s”

7.5.2.18

.fmask

Syntax
Description
Examples

7.5.2.19

.frame

Syntax
Description
Examples
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7.5.2.20

.globl, .global

Syntax
.globl symbol
.global symbol
where,
symbol := IDENTIFIER
Description
Marks symbol as a globally visible symbol.
Examples
.file “test.s”

7.5.2.21

.gpword

Syntax
Description
Examples

7.5.2.22

.half

Syntax
.half INTEGER
Description
Places a 16-bit value at the current location in the current section.
Examples
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.half 0x1234

7.5.2.23

.hword

Syntax
.hword expr
Description
Places a 16-bit value at the current location in the current section.
Examples
.hword 0x1234

7.5.2.24

.ident

Syntax
.ident STRING
Description
This directive is normally used to place an identification string in the object file to
identify compiler tool chain. SANKHYA Assembler accepts this directive but does not
perform any action for it.
Examples
.ident “C Compiler version 1.0”
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7.5.2.25

.int64

Syntax
.int64 expr
Description
Places a 64-bit value at the current location in the current section.
Examples
.int64 0x1234567887654321

7.5.2.26

.lcomm

Syntax
.lcomm symbol,size,align
where,
symbol := IDENTIFIER
size := INTEGER
align := INTEGER
Description
Declares a local common symbol, symbol, of length size bytes and alignment of align
bytes. Local common symbols are placed in bss section.
Examples
.lcomm var,4,4
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.long

Syntax
.long expr
Description
Places a 32-bit value in the current location within the current section. The expression
expr should evaluate to a 32-bit integer value.
Examples
.long 0x12345678
.long L1
.long L1-L2

7.5.2.28

.longlong

Syntax
.longlong expr
Description
Places a 64-bit value in the current location within the current section. The expression
expr should evaluate to a 64-bit integer value.
Examples
.longlong 0x1234567887654321
.longlong L1
.longlong L1-L2
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7.5.2.29

.macro

Syntax
.macro name [argument, argument,...]
where
name := IDENTIFIER
argument := IDENTIFIER
Description
Defines a macro named name that takes zero or more arguments. All the subsequent
lines that follow the .macro directive till a .endm directive are taken to be part of the
macro definition. These can include instructions, assembler directives and macro
references. When the macro name is used subsequently, then the macro body is
substituted at that location. If a macro takes any arguments, then the same number of
arguments should be supplied when the macro is invoked. When the macro is
expanded at the invocation location, the formal arguments in the macro definition are
replaced with the actual value supplied in the invocation.
Examples
Example1
.macro nop
or r0,r0,r0
.endm
...
@Invoke macro nop
nop
Example2
.macro addm dest src1 src2
add dest,src1,src2
.endm
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...
@Invoke macro addm. This will generate add r1, r2, r3
addm r1,r2,r3

7.5.2.30

.mask

Syntax
Description
Examples

7.5.2.31

.p2align

Syntax
.p2align value
Description
Aligns the location counter of the current section to be a multiple of 2 power value.
The intervening locations between the old location counter and the new one after
alignment are filled with zeros. If the location counter is already a multiple of 2 ^ value
then it is not modified.
Examples
@aligns the location counter to be a multipe of 2^3, that is 8
.align 3

7.5.2.32

.print

Syntax
.print STRING
Description
Prints a string to standard output.
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Examples
.print “Started assembling test.s”

7.5.2.33

.rdata

Syntax
.rdata
Description
Places the contents that follow this directive in the read-only data section.
Examples
.rdata
.ascii “read only string”

7.5.2.34

.sbss

Syntax
.sbss
Description
Places the contents that follow this directive in the sbss section.
Examples
.sbss
.long 10

7.5.2.35

.sdata

Syntax
.sdata
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Description
Places the contents that follow this directive in the small data section.
Examples
.sdata
.byte 0x2

7.5.2.36

.section

Syntax
.section name
Description
Sets the current section to the section named name. The contents that follow this
directive are then placed in the section name. If name is a quoted string then, the quotes
are removed.
Examples
.section .text

7.5.2.37

.short

Syntax
.short expr
Description
Places a 16-bit value in the current location within the current section. The expression
expr should evaluate to a 16-bit integer value.
Examples
.short 0x1234
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7.5.2.38

.size

Syntax
.size symbol, expr
Description
Sets the size of symbol to the value of expr.
Examples
.size func, Lend-Lbegin

7.5.2.39

.skip

Syntax
.skip size
Description
Increments the location counter by size bytes.
Examples
.skip 4

7.5.2.40

.sleb128

Syntax
.sleb128 expr
Description
Places a DWARF signed little-endian base 128 encoded value in the current section.
Examples
.sleb128 -4
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.space

Syntax
.space size
Description
Increments the location counter by size bytes. Same as .skip directive.
Examples
.space 4

7.5.2.42

.string

Syntax
.string STRING
Description
Places the bytes of the quoted string consecutively within the current section and adds
a final zero byte.
Examples
.string “This is a string”

7.5.2.43

.text

Syntax
.text
Description
Places the contents that follow this directive in the text section.
Examples
117

.text
instructions
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.type

Syntax
.type symbol, @symbol_type
where,
symbol := IDENTIFIER
symbol_type := function | object
Description
Sets the type of symbol to function or object.
Examples
.type main, @function
.type var, @object

7.5.2.45

.uleb128

Syntax
.uleb128 expr
Description
Places a DWARF unsigned little-endian base 128 encoded value in the current section.
Examples
.uleb128 0xc
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7.5.2.46

.weak

Syntax
.weak symbol
Description
Considers symbol as a weak definition.
Examples
.weak var

7.5.2.47

.word

Syntax
.word expr
Description
Places a 32-bit value in the current location within the current section. The expression
expr should evaluate to a 32-bit integer value.
Examples
.word 0x12345678
.word L1-L2
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Instructions and Bundles

An assembly instruction includes an operation mnemonic and zero or more comma separated
operands. The assembler imposes no specific order in which the mnemonic and operands
should be specified. The assembler obtains the information about a processor's instructions
from the SMDL architectural model and the assembler syntax information from an SMDL
syntax model.
An instruction statement could be either a processor instruction or a macro invocation.
If the first token in an instruction statement matches with the name of a macro defined earlier,
then the statement is treated as a macro invocation. Otherwise, it is a processor instruction.
The type of a token in an assembler instruction is determined as follows.
•

•

•

•
•
•

If the token matches with a keyword defined in the syntax model file, then it is treated
as a keyword.
If the token matches with one of the processor registers defined in the SMDL
architectural model, it is considered as a register operand.
A token starting with '$', '_', '.' or a letter and followed by zero or more alphanumeric,
'-' or '.' characters in treated as a symbol.
A token containing only numeric characters is treated as a numeric constant
Any other token is treated as an operation mnemonic.
An operand containing one or more symbols and the operators + - / * is treated as a
symbolic expression.

Instruction Bundles
A group of instructions encoded as a single unit is called an instruction bundle. The concept of
bundles is used in VLIW architectures where multiple instructions can be executed each
cycle.
An instruction bundle consists of one or more instructions enclosed within curly brackets.
{
instruction
121

instruction
...
}
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Operands

The operands of an instruction or an assembler directive can be of the following types.

7.5.4.1

Symbols

Symbols represent locations and numeric values. Each symbol has a name which starts with
a letter, '.', '_' or '$' character followed by zero or more letter, number, '.' or '_' characters.
(.|_|$|[a-zA-Z])(._[a-zA-Z0-9])*
Symbols can be local or global. A local symbol can be referenced only from the object file in
which it is defined. A global symbol can be referenced from any other object file that is linked
together with the object file containing the symbol's definition.

Labels
A label represents a location within a section. Labels are specified as a symbol name followed
by a ':'. For example,
main:
The value of a symbol representing a label is the offset of the symbol from the start of the
section.

7.5.4.2

Registers

There is no specific syntax for registers in SANKHYA assembler. A token in an instruction
which matches with a register operand defined in the SMDL architectural model is treated as
a register.

7.5.4.3

Constants
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7.5.4.3.1

Integer Constants

Integer constants are represented as a sequence of numeric characters. The constants are
assumed to be decimal constants (i.e. Base 10) by default. If the constant is prefixed with '0x'
or '0X' then it is treated as an hexadecimal (base 16) number.
For example, the following are valid integer constants.
1, 0x34, 1000, 0x12345678

7.5.4.3.2

Character Constants

Character constants are specified as a single character enclosed within single quotes. For
example,
'a'

7.5.4.3.3

'0'

':'

String Constants

A string constant is a sequence of characters enclosed within double quotes. For example,
“String”

7.5.5

Expressions

Expressions represent operations involving symbols and constants. An expression should
evaluate to a numeric value or a location. The following operators are allowed in expressions
+

- / *

All the operators have equal precedence and associate left-to-right.
Examples of some valid expressions are given below.
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•

constant

•

symbol

•

symbol + constant

•

symbol – constant

•

symbol1 – symbol2

SANKHYA
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7.6 Sections
A section is a contiguous block of data of the same type. SANKHYA Assembler processes an
input assembly file and assembles the input into different sections based on the directives
specified.
SANKHYA Assembler defines 3 sections by default. They are as follows
•
•
•

A .text section for placing program code and read-only data
A .data section for placing modifiable data
A .bss section for placing uninitialized data

Additional sections can be defined using the .section directive (see Section 5.3.26).
SANKHYA Assembler provides assembler directives like .text, .data, .bss, .section to set the
current section. In the absence of any directive specifying the current section where the
statements should be encoded, .text section is assumed.
SANKHYA Assembler maintains a counter for each section called the location counter. This
indicates the offset within the section where the next byte will be placed. Whenever a
processor instruction is encountered the location counter is incremented by the width of the
instruction. Also, directives that define data bytes (like .byte, .short, .word etc) and directives
that update the section alignment (.align and .p2align) cause the location counter to be
modified.
SANKHYA Assembler places the .text section contents starting from location 0 in an object
file. This is followed by the contents of .data section and .bss section. Any or all of these
sections can be empty.
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7.7 Relocation
Symbols used in an assembly program can be absolute or relocatable. An absolute symbol has
a fixed value that does not depend on where the section containing the symbol is placed in
the final program. On the other hand, a relocatable symbol's value depends on the final
placement of the section containing the symbol. The process of resolving a symbol's value
based on its section's final location is known as relocation.
SANKHYA Assembler generates a relocation record for each reference to a symbol that needs
relocation. The relocation record contains the following information.
•
•

•

offset - The offset within the section where the reference is present
info - Field containing information about the relocation type and symbol/section
name
addend - An optional value to be added to the symbol's value

SANKHYA Assembler places the relocation records corresponding to a section sec in a section
named .reloc.sec. For example, the relocation records for .text section are placed in .reloc.text
section.
SANKHYA Linker uses the relocation information from the .reloc sections to perform
relocations while linking the object files.

SMDL Relocation Model
SANKHYA Assembler obtains the information about the relocations supported for a target
from an SMDL Relocation Model. The relocation model contains information for generating
relocation records for different types of relocations. It also contains information for the linker
to perform the relocation for each type.
For each instruction or operand that contains a relocatable expression, the SMDL architectural
model should specify the expression as part of the machine code representation of the
instruction or operand. The same expression should also be specified as part of the cbcode
representation of a relocation type definition in the SMDL relocation model. While encoding
and instruction or operand, the assembler obtains the relocation expression from the machine
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code representation and matches it with the relocation types in the relocation model. If any of
the definitions match, then the assembler uses the information in the asm part of the
relocation definition to emit a relocation record in the object file. If no corresponding,
relocation type definition is found in the relocation model, the assembler generates an error.
For more information on SMDL architectural model and SMDL relocation model, please refer
to the SMDL Reference Manual.

7.8 Assembly Process
SANKHYA Assembler is a two-pass assembler. The details of the processing performed in
each pass is explained below.

Pass1
Command-line Processing
The command-line passed to the assembler is processed and the options are validated.
Input File Processing
The input file is opened and read line by line. Comments and empty lines are ignored. Each
remaining statement is identified as either a directive, label or instruction.
Syntax Transformation
If a syntax model file is specified, then each instruction statement is transformed using the
syntax model.
Delay Slot Transformation
If the target supports a delay slot model, then delay slots are filled by transforming the
instructions according to the delay slot model.
Directives Processing
The assembler directives are processed. Macros are recorded and expanded where used.

Pass2
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Instruction Encoding
The processor instructions are transformed into machine code by matching the assembly
mnemonic section of the SMDL Architectural Model of the processor for each instruction. The
corresponding machine code representation is obtained and encoded in the object file. If no
match is found for an assembly instruction, then an error is generated.
Relocations
References to local symbols are resolved by the Assembler where possible. External references
are emitted as relocation records in the relocation section corresponding to the section where
the reference occurs. The assembler uses the SMDL relocation model of the processor to
perform this step.
Output File Generation
The output relocatable object file is emitted in ELF format.
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8 SANKHYA Linker Reference
8.1 Overview
SANKHYA Linker links relocatable ELF object files to create executable files in ELF format.
The Linker obtains the relocation information for a target from the SMDL relocation model
file.

8.2 Synopsis
dtld model_options [other_options] file1 file2 ...
dtld -h
dtld -V

8.3 Description
SANKHYA Linker takes one or more ELF object files as input and creates an ELF executable
file as output.
The input files should have a .o extension as in file_name.o, and by default, the output file is
generated with a .x extension as in file_name.x.

8.3.1

Model Options

Option
-mr reloc_model

Description
Specifies the path of the SMDL Relocation Model
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Other Options
Option

Description

-h

Displays help message and exits

-V

Displays version information and exits

-E big | little

Specifies the endianness of the output object file. -E big
will generate big-endian object files and -E little will
generate little-endian object files. Default is big-endian.

-e address

Specifies the program start address. By default, the start
address is assumed to be 0x400030.

-o output_file

Specifies the path of the output file. The output file can be
created in a different directory by specifying the absolute or
relative path of the file in output_file. This option is
optional. By default, the output file is created in the same
directory as the input files.

-l archive_file

Specifies an archive file containing object files that can be
used to resolve symbol references.

-L lib_path

Specifies a path of a directory which can be used to search
for subsequent archive files specified using -l option

-defsym symbol=value

Defines a symbol named symbol with value value

8.4 Object File Formats Supported
SANKHYA Linker supports linking of ELF format relocatable object files to create ELF
executable programs.
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8.5 Linking Process
SANKHYA Linker processes each object file provided as input and creates a list of sections
and a symbol table containing information about all the symbols defined/referenced in the
object files. The linker resolves references to symbols with an actual definition of the symbol
found in an object file or a library archive. If no definition of a symbol is found, then the
linker displays an error. The linker then performs relocations on the sections and symbols to
place them at the required addresses. Finally, the linker groups the sections into different
segments and outputs the segments to the executable file.

8.5.1

Sections and Segments

The linker reads each input object file in the order specified in the command-line. The first
text section encountered is considered as the program starting point and is given the start
address specified using -e option or by default, 0x400030.
Sections with the same name from the input object files are concatenated into a single unified
output section.
Related sections are grouped into a segment in the output object file. Read only sections are
placed in a separate text segment. Write-able sections are placed in a separate data segment.
Bss sections are added to the end of the data segment.

8.5.2

Symbols

The linker reads the symbols from the input object files and constructs a symbol table.
An external reference in an object file may be resolved by a definition of the symbol in
another object file or library specified in the command-line.
The symbolic references are resolved in the following manner.
•

Each object file is read in sequence and symbols are processed. All object files are
processed ahead of libraries irrespective of the order in which they are specified in the
command-line. This implies that the definition of a symbol from an object file will be
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used even if an archive which contains a definition of the symbol is specified ahead of
the object file.
•

If unresolved references exist after the previous step, then the library files are checked
in the order specified for resolving the references. The object file containing the
definition is extracted from the archive and its symbols are added to the symbol table.
This step is repeated for the newly added symbols.

•

If more than one definition of a name is found then an error is displayed.

•

If any unresolved external references are still present then an error is displayed.

•

•

•

8.5.3

If a weak declaration of a name is followed by an actual definition then the declaration
is treated as a reference to the actual definition.
If a definition of a name is followed by a weak declaration then the declaration is
treated as a reference to the previous definition.
If only weak declarations of a name exist then it is allocated in the uninitialized data
section

Linker Defined Symbols

SANKHYA Linker defines certain symbols to mark the beginning and end of sections. These
symbols can be used in programs to obtain the section addresses. The pre-defined symbols
are specified in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1 Linker defined symbols
Symbol

Value

_fdata

Start address of .data section or the end address of .rodata
section

_edata

The end address of .data section

_ftext

The start address of .text section

_etext

The end address of .text section
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Symbol

8.5.4

Value

_bss_start

Start address of .bss section

_bss_end

End address of .bss section

_ctors_start

Start address of .ctors section

_ctors_end

End address of .ctors section

_dtors_start

Start address of .dtors section

_dtors_end

End address of .dtors section

_end

End address of allocatable sections

Relocations

The linker performs relocations to replace symbolic references with the final value of the
symbols.
For each section in the input object file that has symbol references, a corresponding
.reloc.section (for eg. .reloc.text) should be present in the object file. This section contains a
record for each relocation which includes the following information.
offset
info
addend

The offset within the input section where the relocation should be applied
Field containing information about the relocation type and symbol/section name
An optional value to be added to the symbol's value

Relocation types are specific to the target architecture and should match with the types
specified in the SMDL relocation model file for a target specified using -mr option.
Relocations are performed by evaluating the relocation expression specified in the machine
code part of a relocation type definition in the SMDL relocation model and the relocated
value is written at the specified offset. A relocated value is patched into the machine word
based on the relocation patch type specified in the relocation model file for the relocation
type. The following relocation patch types are supported.
%.=
%.+=

The relocated value overwrites the existing bits at the offset (default)
The relocated value is added to the existing bits at the offset
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Please refer to the SMDL Reference Manual for more information about the SMDL Relocation
Model. Please refer to the SMDL Model Creation Tutorial for more information on creating the
SMDL Relocation Model for a target.
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8.5.5

Target Information

The CDK linker obtains certain information about a target from the SMDL relocation model.
These are placed in the ELF header part of the output executable file. These are explained in
Table 8.2.
Table 8.2 Target Information
Target Information

Description

e_machine_value

A unique value to identify the target architecture.
This is written to the e_machine field of the ELF
header.

e_osabi_value

A unique identifier for the target OS ABI for which
the executable is generated. This is written to the
e_ident field of the ELF header

e_flags_value

The value to be used for the flags field in the ELF
header for the generated executable.

e_word_size

The bit size of an instruction word on the target (16,
32, 64 etc). Default is 32.
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9 SANKHYA Librarian Reference
9.1 Overview
SANKHYA Librarian allows the creation and manipulation of archive files that are a
collection of relocatable ELF object files.

9.2 Synopsis
slib options archive_file [file1 file2 ...]
slib -h
slib -V

9.3 Description
SANKHYA Librarian takes an archive file name as input and creates, modifies or lists the
contents of the archive.
If the archive is being created or modified (-q or -r option), then the files file1, file2 etc
represent the input object files that are to be added to or updated in the archive.
If -d option is specified, then the files file1, file2 indicate the object files present in the archive
that have to be removed from the archive.
If -x option is specified, then the files file1, file2 indicate the object files present in the archive
that have to be extracted from the archive.
If -t option is specified, then the names of the object files that are part of the archive are listed.
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Options
Option

Description

-h

Displays help message and exits

-V

Displays version information and exits

-q

Quickly appends files at end of archive

-d

Deletes one or more files from archive

-r

Replaces or adds files in archive

-t

Prints a list of archive member names

-u

Updates older files in archive

-x

Extracts files from archive

9.4 Object File Formats Supported
SANKHYA Librarian accepts ELF relocatable object files as archive members.
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10 SANKHYA Object File Dumper Reference
10.1 Overview
SANKHYA Dumper displays user-readable information about an ELF object file, executable
file or archive file. The dumper obtains target specific information from the SMDL models.

10.2 Synopsis
dtdump model_options [other_options] file1 file2 ...
dtdump -h
dtdump -V

10.3 Description
SANKHYA Dumper takes one or more ELF object files, executable files or library archives as
input and displays information about the contents of the file.

10.3.1

Model Options

Option

Description

-m arch_model

Specifies the path of the SMDL Architecture Model

-mr reloc_model

Specifies the path of the SMDL Relocation Model
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10.3.2

Other Options
Option

Description

-h

Displays help message and exits

-V

Displays version information and exits

-f

Dumps file header of each file in an archive

-g

Dumps global symbols of an archive symbol table

-a

Dumps all the information about an object file
(equivalent to -h -r -s)

-h

Dumps all the headers of the object file

-sh

Dumps the section header of the object file

-ph

Dumps the program header of the object file.

-r

Dumps the relocation information

-s

Dumps symbol table entries

-x number

Dumps the contents of the section numbered number

10.4 Object File Formats Supported
SANKHYA Dumper accepts ELF object files and executable files as input. Also, it accepts
archive files containing a group of ELF relocatable object files.
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11 SANKHYA Simulator Reference
11.1 Overview
SANKHYA Simulator is a CPU and System Simulator. It obtains the information about a
system from a system description written using SSDL. SANKHYA Simulator can simulate a
complete system consisting of one or more CPUs and peripheral devices. SANKHYA
Simulator can simulate any CPU whose instruction architecture is described using SMDL.

11.2 Synopsis
dtsim [-ma abi_file] [-b] [-i cmd_file] [-l log] [-e err_file]
dtsim -h
dtsim -V

11.3 Description
SANKHYA Simulator accepts simulator commands either from a command file or from the
console. When the -i option is not specified, the simulator runs in interactive mode and
accepts input from the console. When -i option is specified, the simulator reads commands
from a file. It then executes the commands in the order specified.

11.3.1

Options
Option

Description

-h

Displays help message and exits

-V

Displays version information and exits

-b

Runs in batch mode (non-interactive mode)
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Option

Description

-i cmd_file

Specifies the path of the simulator command file

-l log_file

Specifies the path of a file to which the simulator
output will be written.

-e err_file

Specifies the path of a file to which the simulator
error messages will be written.

-ma abi_file

Specifies the path of a SMDL ABI Model file

11.4 Simulator Commands
The operation of the SANKHYA Simulator is controlled by a set of commands. These
commands are classified into different categories as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Simulator Command Categories
Category

Commands

System Description

model
component
map
mblock (deprecated)
mregion (deprecated)
cpu (deprecated)

Execution Control

config_ins_cache_size
inc
load
quit
run
step
srun
sstep
cycle
scycle

Breakpoint Management

break
bplist
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Category

Commands
delete

11.4.1

CPU/System State

set
show
register
memset
memget
trace
disasm

Profiling

profile

Help

help

System Description Commands

11.4.1.1

model Command

Syntax
model model_type model_name model_path
where,
model_type := processor | device | system
model_path := path of the processor, device or system model
Description
A model command introduces a new model of a processor, device or a system. The
model_name identifier associates a name with the model type. model_type specifies the
type of the model – viz. Processor, device or a system. The model_path is the path
where the model of the processor, device or system is located. In the case of a
processor, the model path will be the location of the SMDL description of the
processor. In the case of a device, the model path will be the path of the device library
and in the case of a system, the model path is the location of the SSDL file describing
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the system.
Example
model processor myrisc_model myrisc.md;
model device uart_model my_uart.dll;
model system audio_model codec.ssdl;
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component Command

Syntax

component model_type component_name argument_listopt
where,
argument_list := list of argument
argument := arg_nameid '=' arg_value
arg_value := INTEGER | REAL | STRING
Description
A component command defines a new component of a specific model type. The
model_type identifier specifies the type of the component and should be the name of a
model already defined using a model statement. The component_name identifier
associates a unique name with the component. A component declaration can include
an optional list of arguments which are name-value pairs. These values can be used to
initialize any parameters when creating the component.
Example
; Define a processor component of a previously defined
; myrisc_model type
component myrisc_model myrisc_core
; Define a UART device component of a previously defined UART
; device model
component myuart_model my_uart baud_rate=38400
; Define a memory device component of a previously defined SRAM
; device model
component SRAM ram size=0x10000 mode=rw
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11.4.1.3

map Command

Syntax
map resource_type resource_list argument_listopt
where,
resource_type := memory | io | register
resource_list := list of resource
resource := component_path
| component_path '.' resource_path
component_path := system_nameid ':' nested_component_name
nested_component_name := component_nameid
| component_nameid ':'nested_component_name
resource_path :=
[[resource_groupid'.']resource_bankid'.']resource_id
resource_id := INTEGER | IDENTIFIER
Description
A map command defines a relationship between two or more components. The
resource_type field specifies the type of the resource and can be memory, I/O or register.
resource_list is a list of resource specification. A resource specification identifies a
resource of a possibly nested component. A resource_path includes a resource id that
uniquely identifies the resource and can optionally include a resource group and a
resource bank within the group. A map statement can optionally include an
argument_list to define parameters for the mapping as name-value pairs.
Example
; map ram device in read-only mode at 0x0 of the processor's
; address space
map memory myrisc_core:address.0x0 ram:STDRAM mode=ro
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cpu Command (Deprecated)

Syntax
cpu cpu_name arch_name
Description
Defines a CPU with name cpu_name of the architecture specified by arch_name. The
identifier arch_name should refer to the name of a processor architecture specified in a
DTTFProcessor definition of a SMDL Architecture Model file.
This command is deprecated. The component command (section 4.1.2) should be used
instead.
Example
; Define a CPU of DLX architecture
cpu mydlx DLX
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11.4.1.5

mblock Command (Deprecated)

Syntax
mblock [block_name size perm]
Description
Defines a memory block with name block_name of size bytes and access permissions,
perm. The permissions can be ro for read-only memory and rw for read-write memory.
If no arguments are specified, then the command lists the memory blocks currently
defined.
This command is deprecated. The component command (section 4.1.2) should be used
instead to define a memory component.
Example
; Define a read-only memory of 1024 bytes
mblock rom 1024 ro
; Define a read-write memory of 2048 bytes
mblock ram 2048 rw
; List all memory blocks
mblock
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mregion Command (Deprecated)

Syntax
mregion cpu_name block_name addr mode
Description
Maps a memory block with name block_name at address addr of the CPU cpu_name's
address space. The mode can be ro for read-only memory region and rw for read-write
memory region.
This command is deprecated. The map command (section 4.1.3) should be used instead
to map a memory component to a CPU's address space.
Example
; Map memory block 'rom' to address zero
mregion mydlx rom 0 ro
; Map memory block 'ram' to address 0x1000
mregion mydlx ram 0x1000 ro
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11.4.2

Execution Control Commands

11.4.2.1

config_ins_cache_size Command

Syntax
config_ins_cache_size size
Description
Sets the size of the simulator's instruction cache to size. The simulator caches
instructions to speed up execution. This command specifies the number of instructions
that should be cached. By default, instruction caching is turned off.
Example
; Cache up to 10000 instructions
config_ins_cache_size 10000

11.4.2.2

inc Command

Syntax
inc command_file_path
Description
Specifies the path of a simulator command file that should be included. The simulator
will open the specified file and execute the commands specified in that file.
Example
inc test.inc
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quit Command

Syntax
quit
Description
Stops the current simulator session and exits the simulator.
Example
quit
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11.4.2.4

load Command

Syntax
load exe_file
Description
Loads the executable file whose path is specified by exe_file. SANKHYA Simulator
supports loading of ELF format executable files. The starting address where the file
contents will be loaded is obtained from the ELF header. A valid memory block should
be defined at the address where the contents of the file is loaded. Otherwise, an error
will be displayed.
Example
load test.x
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run Command

Syntax
run [dest_addr]
Description
Executes the instructions of the currently loaded program. The optional argument
dest_addr, specifies an address at which execution should be stopped. If dest_addr is not
specified, then execution will stop only if a breakpoint is reached or if an error occurs.
Example
; Execute till a breakpoint is reached
run
; Execute till address 0x4000 or a breakpoint is reached
run 0x4000
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11.4.2.6

step Command

Syntax
step [count]
Description
Executes count number of instructions. If no argument is specified, then executes one
instruction.
Example
; Execute 10 intructions
step 10
; Execute the next instruction
step
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sstep Command

Syntax
sstep [count]
Description
Performs a system step and steps through all the active components of the system. The
parameter count specifies the number of times system step should be performed
(default is 1).
Example
; Perform system step 10 times
sstep 10
; Perform a system step
sstep
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11.4.2.8

srun Command

Syntax
srun
Description
Performs a system run. All the active components in the system will be run.
Example
; Perform system run
srun
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cycle Command

Syntax
cycle [count]
Description
Performs a cycle operation on the currently active processor. The optional argument
count, specifies the number of times the cycle should be performed
Example
; Execute one cycle on current processor
cycle
; Execute 10 cycles
cycle 10
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11.4.2.10

scycle Command

Syntax
scycle [count]
Description
Performs a cycle operation on all the active components in the system. The optional
argument count, specifies the number of times the cycle should be performed
Example
; Execute one cycle on all active components
scycle
; Execute 10 system cycles
scycle 10
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Breakpoint Management Commands

11.4.3.1

break Command

Syntax
break [addr]
Description
Sets a breakpoint at address addr. If no argument is specified then a breakpoint is set at
the current program counter value.
Example
; Set a breakpoint at 0x1000
break 0x1000
; Set a breakpoint at current pc
break

11.4.3.2

delete Command

Syntax
delete [bp_num]
Description
Deletes the breakpoint numbered bp_num. If no argument is specified then all
breakpoints are deleted.
Example
; Delete breakpoint number 1
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delete 1
; Delete all breakpoints
delete

11.4.3.3

bplist Command

Syntax
bplist
Description
Lists all breakpoints.
Example
bplist
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CPU/System State Manipulation Commands

11.4.4.1

set Command

Syntax
set reg_name value
Description
Sets the register named reg_name with value value. The name reg_name should refer to a
register defined in the SMDL Architecture Model of the currently active CPU.
The register value can be specified in decimal or hexadecimal formats.
Example
set r1 0x20
set r2 100

11.4.4.2

show Command

Syntax
show reg_name
Description
Displays the value of the register, reg_name. The name reg_name should refer to a
register defined in the SMDL Architecture Model of the currently active CPU.
Example
show r1
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11.4.4.3

register Command

Syntax
register
Description
Displays the value of all the registers of the currently active CPU.
Example
register

11.4.4.4

memset Command

Syntax
memset [width] addr value
Description
Sets the value value at the memory location specified by addr. An optional width
specifier can be provided as described below to indicate the number of bytes to be set.
-b

One byte should be set in memory

-h

Two bytes should be set in memory

-w

Four bytes should be set in memory

The default value for width is -w, that is 4 bytes.
Example
; Sets the value 0x12345678 at address 0x1000
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memset 0x1000 0x12345678
; Sets the 16-bit value 0x1234 at address 0x1000
memset -h 0x1000 0x1234
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11.4.4.5

memget Command

Syntax
memget [width] addr
Description
Displays the value value stored at the memory location specified by addr. An optional
width specifier can be provided as described below to indicate the number of bytes to
be retrieved.
-b

Retrieve 1 byte

-h

Retrieve 2 bytes

-w

Retrieve 4 bytes

The default value for width is -w, that is 4 bytes.
Example
; Gets the value from address 0x1000
memget 0x1000
; Gets a 16-bit value 0x1234 from address 0x1000
memset -h 0x1000
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trace Command

Syntax
trace [trace_type trace_type ...] [on|off]
Description
Enables or disables instruction trace. The argument trace_type can be any of the
following.

Trace Type

Description

icode

CBCODE representation of the instruction

acode

Assembly Mnemonic of the instruction

mcode

Machine code value of the instruction

effects

Instruction side effects

fetch

Operand fetch trace

writeback

Operand writeback trace

op

Operation trace

More than one trace_type can be specified in a trace command. To turn on a trace on
should be specified as the last argument. To turn off a trace information, off should be
specified as the last argument. If on or off is not specified, then on is taken as default.
If no arguments are specified to the command, then icode, acode and mcode trace are
enabled. If one argument is specified and it is on or off, then icode, acode and mcode
trace are turned on or off respectively.
Example
; Enables icode, acode and mcode trace
trace
; Enables icode, acode and mcode trace
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trace on
; Disables icode, acode and mcode trace
trace off
; Enables icode, acode, mcode, fetch and writeback trace
trace icode acode mcode fetch writeback
; Disables operator trace
trace op off

11.4.4.7

disasm Command

Syntax
disasm addr count
Description
Disassembles the contents of memory starting at address addr for count number of
words.
Example
; Disassemble contents from address 0x1000 for 10 words
disasm 0x1000 10
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Profiling Commands

11.4.5.1

profile Command

Syntax
profile profile_type action
Description
Controls simulation profiling. The argument profile_type is an identifier that specifies
the type of profiling.
The following profiling types are currently supported.
address

Address profiling. The number of times each address is reached
during program execution is counted.

The action argument is defined as follows.
create

Creates an instance of the profiling type

on

Turns on the specific profiling

off

Turns off the specified profiling

save

Saves the profiling information

Example
;Creates an instance of address profiling type
profile address create
; Turns on address profiling
profile address on
; Turns off address profiling
profile address off
; Save address profiling information
profile address save
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Help Commands

11.4.6.1

help Command

Syntax
help
Description
Displays help information for simulator commands.
Example
help
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12 SANKHYA Debugger Reference
12.1 Overview
SANKHYA Debugger is a source level debugger that allows debugging of a system consisting
of one or more CPUs and memory devices. The debugger provides a Graphical User Interface
for controlling the debugging session.
SANKHYA Debugger supports distributed debugging where the debugger and the target
environment are running on different machines over a network. By default, SANKHYA
Simulator is used as the target environment. It is also possible to connect to an actual target
provided a target server that implements the target server interface is available for that target.

12.2 Synopsis
sd [options]

12.3 Description
When invoked without any arguments, SANKHYA debugger starts and the main GUI
window is opened.

12.3.1

Options
Option

Description

-h

Displays help message dialog and exits

-V

Displays version information dialog and exits

-simport port

Specifies the target server port number. By default,
the server is started at port 2000.
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Option

Description

-m arch_model

Specifies the path of a SMDL Architecture Model file
for simulated target

-ma abi_model

Specifies the path of a SMDL ABI Model file

-ms syntax_model

Specifies the path of a SMDL Syntax Model file

-c config_file

Specifies the path of a system configuration file

-i inc_file

Specifies the path of debugger command file

12.4 SANKHYA Debugger Concepts
SANKHYA Debugger is a system level debugger for debugging embedded software
applications running on simulated and real target systems. The debugger allows a system
consisting of one or more CPUs and peripherals to be described and allows applications to be
loaded on the system and debugged.
SANKHYA Debugger can connect to a simulated target or a real target through the target
server interface as shown in Figure 12 .1.

Target
Server
Interface

Simulator

Target
Server
Interface

Hardware

Sankhya
Debugger

Figure 12 .1 SANKHYA Debugger Target Interface
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The debugger and the target can be running on different machines connected over a network.
By default, SANKHYA Debugger uses SANKHYA Simulator as the target environment.

12.4.1

System View

SANKHYA Debugger supports debugging of multiple applications running on different
target systems at the same time. A system consisting of one or more CPUs and memory units
can be configured using the debugger. Multiple systems can be configured during a debug
session and a particular system can be selected as the current active system for debugging.
Each system can contain one or more CPUs and again a particular CPU can be selected as the
active CPU. Applications can be loaded to the active CPU.

12.4.2

Target CPU Description

When using a simulated target environment, the information about the target CPU is
obtained from a set of SMDL models specified as input to SANKHYA Debugger. These
include a SMDL Architecture Model, SMDL Syntax Model and SMDL ABI Model.

12.4.3

Debugger Commands

SANKHYA Debugger supports a command interface for system configuration and controlling
program execution. These commands can be provided through command files.

12.4.4

Source level Debugging

SANKHYA Debugger uses DWARF 2.0 debugging format for supporting C source level
debugging.
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12.5 SANKHYA Debugger GUI
Title Bar

Console View

Text Area
Source Tabs
Tool Bar

Menu Bar

Scroll Bars

Status Bar

Figure 12 .2 SANKHYA Debugger Main Window
The main window of the SANKHYA Debugger is shown in Figure 12 .2 above. It includes the
following elements.
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12.5.1

Title Bar

The title bar contains an application icon, the application title and buttons for minimizing,
maximizing and closing the window as shown in Figure 12 .3.

Application
Icon

Minimize

Title

Close
Maximize

Figure 12 .3 SANKHYA Debugger Title Bar
The application icon when clicked opens a system menu that allows the window to be
moved, resized, minimized, maximized and closed.

12.5.2

Menu Bar

The Menu Bar contains a list of menus that provide the debugger functionality. These are
described in detail below.

Figure 12 .4 SANKHYA Debugger Menu Bar

12.5.2.1

File Menu

The File Menu contains the menu items shown in Figure 12 .5.
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Figure 12 .5 File Menu

12.5.2.1.1

New

This menu item is currently disabled

12.5.2.1.2

Open

Opens a file to be displayed in the text area. A file open dialog is provided to select the file to
open, as shown in Figure 12 .6.

Figure 12 .6 Open Source File Dialog
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12.5.2.1.3

Close

Closes a currently open file so that it is no longer displayed in the text area.

12.5.2.1.4

Load System

Loads an existing system settings file to set the system state to the specified settings. A file
open dialog is provided to select the settings file to open, as shown in Figure 12 .7.

Figure 12 .7 Open System Settings Dialog
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Save System

Saves the current system settings to a file. A file open dialog is provided to select the output
file, as shown in Figure 12 .8.

Figure 12 .8 Save System Settings Dialog

12.5.2.1.6

Exit

Stops the debugger.
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12.5.2.2

Edit Menu

Figure 12 .9 Edit Menu
This menu is currently not supported.
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View Menu

The View Menu provides menu items to enable/disable the display of tool bar and status bar
and for configuring the font and background colour settings of the windows.

Figure 12 .10 View Menu

12.5.2.3.1

Toolbar Menu Item

Toggles the display of the tool bar in the main menu. If the tool bar is displayed and if this
menu item is selected, then it will be hidden. Selecting this menu item when the tool bar is
hidden will cause the tool bar to be displayed.

12.5.2.3.2

Status Bar Menu Item

Toggles the display of the status bar in the main menu. If the status bar is displayed and if this
menu item is selected, then it will be hidden. Selecting this menu item when the status bar is
hidden will cause the status bar to be displayed.

12.5.2.3.3

Settings Menu Item

This menu item allows the font and background colour to be modified.
Font
Allows the font, font style and size to be selected as shown in Figure 12 .11.
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Figure 12 .11 Font Selection Dialog

Background Colour
Allows the background colour of the text area to be modified. A colour palette is provided to
select the background colour as shown in Figure 12 .12.
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Figure 12 .12 Background Colour Selection Dialog

12.5.2.4

Connect Menu

The Connect Menu (Figure 12 .13) provides menu items to create, connect to and disconnect
from a system.

Figure 12 .13 Connect Menu

12.5.2.4.1

Create System

Allows the creation of a system for debugging. The create system dialog box is shown in
Figure 12 .14. The Address field refers to the IP address of the machine where the target server
is running. The Port field refers to the port number at which the target server is listening. The
System Name field assigns a unique name to the system.
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Figure 12 .14 Create System Dialog

12.5.2.4.2

Connect System

Allows connecting to an existing system. A Connect System dialog is provided to select the
system name from a drop-down list as shown in Figure 12 .15.

Figure 12 .15 Connect System Dialog

12.5.2.4.3

Disconnect

Allows disconnecting from a connected system. A Disconnect System dialog is provided to
select the system name from a drop-down list as shown in Figure 12 .16.
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Figure 12 .16 Disconnect System Dialog
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12.5.2.5

Systems Menu

Figure 12 .17 Systems Menu
The Systems menu (Figure 12 .17) allows the selection of a system as the active system. The
list of available systems are displayed and the user can select any system as the currently
active system.
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SysConfig Menu

The System Configuration menu allows a system to be configured. The menu items provided
by the SysConfig menu are shown in Figure 12 .18.

Figure 12 .18 SysConfig Menu

12.5.2.6.1

Load Model

Allows the loading of SMDL Models for a specific architecture (Figure 12 .19).

Figure 12 .19 Load Model Menu Item
Load Core Model File
Allows loading of a SMDL Architecture Model. A File Open dialog is provided to select the
model as shown in Figure 12 .20.
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Figure 12 .20 Load Model Dialog
Load Syntax Model File
Allows loading of a SMDL Syntax Model. A File Open dialog is provided to select the model
as shown in Figure 12 .20.
Load ABI Model
Allows loading of a SMDL ABI Model. A File Open dialog is provided to select the model as
shown in Figure 12 .20.

12.5.2.6.2

Create CPU

Allows a CPU of a specific architecture to be created in the current system. The architecture is
determined from the SMDL models loaded. The Create CPU dialog (Figure 12 .21) accepts as
input a CPU name and the architecture. The architecture information is obtained from the
SMDL Models loaded previously.
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Figure 12 .21 Create CPU Dialog

12.5.2.6.3

Create Memory Block

Allows the creation of a memory block. The block name, size, permissions and the system in
which the memory block should be created are accepted as inputs as shown in Figure 12 .22.

Figure 12 .22 Create Memory Block Dialog

12.5.2.6.4

Create Memory Region
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Allows the creation of a memory region that maps a memory block to a specific address range
in a CPU's address space. The CPU, block name, start address and the attributes for the
mapping are taken as inputs as shown in Figure 12 .23.

Figure 12 .23 Create Memory Region Dialog

12.5.2.6.5

Set CPU

Allows a CPU to be selected as the active CPU from a list of available CPUs as shown in
Figure 12 .24.

Figure 12 .24 Set CPU Dialog

12.5.2.6.6
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Include SysConfig Commands

Allows system configuration commands to be included from a file. A file dialog is provided
to select the configuration file from the file system as shown in Fig 12 .25.

Figure 12 .25 System Configuration File Open Dialog
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12.5.2.7

Debug Menu

The Debug menu provides menu items to load an application to the target and to execute it.
The menu items are shown in Figure 12 .26.

Figure 12 .26 Debug Menu

12.5.2.7.1

Load File To Target

Figure 12 .27 Executable File Open Dialog
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Allows an ELF executable file to be loaded to the target system. A file dialog is provided to
select the executable file from the file system as shown in Figure 12 .27.

12.5.2.7.2

Include CPU Commands

Allows debugger commands to be included from a file. The file to be included is selected
using the file dialog as shown in Figure 12 .28.

Figure 12 .28 CPU Command File Open Dialog

12.5.2.7.3

Go

Issues a run command to the target to run the loaded application.

12.5.2.7.4

Step Over

Issues a step over command to the target to execute one instruction. If the instruction is a
function call instruction, then the entire function is executed and execution stops at the
instruction after the function call.
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12.5.2.7.5

Step In

Issues a step in command to the target to execute one instruction. If the instruction is a
function call, then execution stops at the first instruction of the called function.

12.5.2.7.6

Reset

Resets the system state. Any loaded program is unloaded.

12.5.2.7.7

Halt

Issues a halt command to the target to halt program execution.

12.5.2.7.8

Set Break

Sets a breakpoint at a specific address as shown in Figure 12 .29. A constant value or a
function name can be specified for address.

Figure 12 .29 Set Breakpoint Dialog

12.5.2.7.9

System Go

Issues a go command to all the active components of the current system.
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System Reset

Issues a reset command to all the components of the current system.

12.5.2.7.11

System Step

Issues a step command to all the active components of the current system.
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12.5.2.8

Windows Menu

The Windows menu provides menu items to display the state of active system and CPU. The
menu items are shown in Figure 12 .30.

Figure 12 .30 Windows Menu

12.5.2.8.1

Memory Window

The memory window displays the contents of the memory regions that are available in the
current system. It also allows the contents to be modified by the user.
The memory window accepts a starting address and displays the contents starting from that
address as shown in Figure 12 .31.
Clicking on an address in the memory window, opens a dialog that allows the contents of the
location to be modified.
The update button in the memory window is used to refresh the memory contents.
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Figure 12 .31 Memory Window

12.5.2.8.2

Register Window

The register window (Figure 12 .32) displays the contents of the registers of the current CPU
and allows the contents to be modified. Clicking on a register name will open a dialog using
which the register value can be changed.
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Figure 12 .32 Register Window
12.5.2.8.2.1 Register Window Options Menu

The register window supports an Options menu (Figure 12 .33) to control the display format
and to view change in register values as the program is executed.
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Figure 12 .33 Register Window Options Menu
12.5.2.8.2.1.1

Mode

The mode menu item allows the register values to be displayed in decimal or hexadecimal
formats.
12.5.2.8.2.1.2

Save State

Allows the current register state to be saved.
12.5.2.8.2.1.3

View Changes

Compares the current register state with a previously saved state and highlights the registers
that have changed as shown in Figure 12 .34.

Figure 12 .34 CPU State Display Window
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12.5.2.8.3

Output Logging Window

Displays the values of registers that have changed after an instruction has executed in singlestep mode. The previous and current values of all register that have been modified are
displayed as shown in Figure 12 .35.

Figure 12 .35 Output Logging Window

12.5.2.8.4

Variables Window

Displays information about program variables. This window is currently not supported.
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Breakpoints Window

Figure 12 .36 Breakpoint Manager Window
The Breakpoints window (Figure 12 .36) displays the current breakpoints and enables
breakpoint management. The window displays the address, symbol name, file name where
the symbol is defined and the line number for each breakpoint.
The window provides buttons to add a breakpoint, remove a breakpoint, enable or disable a
breakpoint. When the AddBreak button is clicked a Set Break dialog is displayed as shown in
Figure 12 .29. The program address or a global function name can be entered in this dialog to
set a breakpoint at that address. The newly added breakpoint is displayed in the window.
RemoveBreak removes an existing breakpoint that is selected in the window.
EnableBreak enables a selected breakpoint that has been previously disabled.
DisableBreak disables a selected breakpoint so that execution does not stop at that address.
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12.5.2.8.6

Stack Window

The Stack window (Figure 12 .37) displays the function call trace of the currently executing
program. This information will be available only if the program contains DWARF2 debugging
information.

Figure 12 .37 Call Stack Window

12.5.2.8.7

System View

Displays complete system information. This is not currently supported
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Help Menu

The Help menu (Figure 12 .38) displays version information for the debugger and provides
links to Debugger help documentation.

Figure 12 .38 Help Menu

12.5.2.9.1

About Sankhya Debugger

Displays debugger version and copyright information.

12.5.2.9.2

Help On Commands

Provides links to SANKHYA Debugger help documentation.
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12.5.3

Tool Bar

The Tool Bar (Figure 12 .39) contains icons that serve as short cuts to menu actions. The same
actions that is performed using multiple menu selections can be directly invoked by just
clicking on a tool bar icon.

Step In

Go
Register
Stack
Halt
Load
Break
Load exe file
Memory
Help
Step
points
config
Load
Over
file
cmd
file

Figure 12 .39 Tool Bar Icons
The mapping between the tool bar icons and menu actions is shown in Table 12.1.
Table 12.1 Tool Bar Icons and Menu Actions
Tool Bar Icon

Equivalent Menu Action

Step In

Debug->Step In

Step Over

Debug->Step Over

Register

Window->Register

Memory

Window->Memory

Go

Debug->Go

Load Config File

SysConfig->Include SysConfig Commands

Load Executable File

Debug->Load File To Target

Load Command File

Debug->Include CPU Commands

Stack

Window->Register

Breakpoints

Window->Register

Halt

Debug->Halt

Help

Help->About SANKHYA Debugger
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Source Tabs

The source tabs (Figure 12 .40) allow switching between high-level and assembly source
views of a loaded program. The high-level view will be displayed only if the program
contains DWARF 2.0 debugging information.

Figure 12 .40 Source Tabs
The program source code is displayed in the Text Area. Horizontal and vertical scroll bars
allow scrolling of text.
High-level Source View

Figure 12 .41 High-level Source View
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This view displays the high-level language (C or C++) source of the program. The source file
line corresponding to the current program counter address is highlighted in the source view.
A breakpoint can be set or deleted at a line by right-clicking on the line and selecting SetBreak
or RemoveBreak respectively. A breakpoint placed at a line is shown as a small red circle at
the beginning of the line

Assembly Source View
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Figure 12 .42 Assembly Source View
The assembly source view (Figure 12 .42) displays the program code in assembly language
format. In this view, the program address and the disassembly of the instruction at that
address is displayed in each line. The assembly instruction at the current program counter
address is highlighted in the text area. A breakpoint can be set or deleted at a line by rightclicking on the line and selecting SetBreak or RemoveBreak respectively. A breakpoint placed
at a line is shown as a small red circle at the beginning of the line.
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12.5.5

Debugger Hot Keys

SANKHYA Debugger provides a set of hot keys that allow menu items to be selected by using
certain keys on the keyboard. These hot keys are listed in Table 12.2 below. In the table, CTRL
refers to the CONTROL key and ALT refers to the ALT key on the keyboard. A + sign between
two keys indicates that both the keys should be pressed.
Table 12.2 Debugger Hot Keys
Hot Key

Menu Item

CTRL+A

Connect->Create System

CTRL+B

SysConfig->Create Memory Block

CTRL+D

Connect->Disconnect System

CTRL+H

Debug->Halt

CTRL+I

Debug->Include CPU Commands

CTRL+L

Debug->Load File To Target

CTRL+P

SysConfig->Create CPU

CTRL+R

SysConfig->Create Memory Region

CTRL+S

Connect->Connect System

CTRL+Y

SysConfig->Include SysConfig Commands

F5

Debug->Go

F10

Debug->Step Over

F11

Debug->Step In

ALT+B

Debug->Set Break

ALT+C

Opens SysConfig Menu

ALT+D

Opens Debug Menu

ALT+E

Opens Edit Menu

ALT+F

Opens File Menu

ALT+H

Opens Help Menu

ALT+N

Opens Connect Menu

ALT+R

Debug->Reset

ALT+S

Opens Systems Menu
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Menu Item

ALT+V

Opens View Menu

ALT+W

Opens Windows Menu

ALT+F1

Windows->Memory

ALT+F2

Windows->Register

ALT+F3

Windows->Variables

ALT+F5

Windows->Breakpoints

ALT+F6

Windows->System View

ALT+F7

Windows->Output Logging Window

ALT+F8

Windows->Stack
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12.6 SANKHYA Debugger Commands
SANKHYA Debugger supports a command language to configure system information and to
control the debug session. These are described below.

12.6.1

System Configuration Commands

12.6.1.1

system Command

Syntax
system system_name
Description
Creates a system with name specified by system_name. If a system with the specified
name already exists then an error is displayed.
Example
system system1
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connect Command

Syntax
connect system_name
Description
Connects to the system with name specified by system_name. If a system with the
specified name does not exist then an error is displayed.
Example
connect system1
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12.6.1.3

cpu Command

Syntax
cpu cpu_name arch_name
Description
Creates a CPU with name cpu_name of the architecture arch_name. The architecture
name should refer to a valid processor architecture defined in a loaded SMDL
Architecture Model file.
Example
cpu cpu1 DLX
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set cpu Command

Syntax
set cpu cpu_name
Description
Sets CPU with name cpu_name as the currently active CPU.
Example
set cpu cpu1
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12.6.1.5

mblock Command

Syntax
mblock [block_name size perm]
Description
Defines a memory block with name block_name of size bytes and access permissions,
perm. The permissions can be ro for read-only memory and rw for read-write memory.
If no arguments are specified, then the command lists the memory blocks currently
defined.
This command is deprecated. The component command (section 4.1.2) should be used
instead to define a memory component.
Example
; Define a read-only memory of 1024 bytes
mblock rom 1024 ro
; Define a read-write memory of 2048 bytes
mblock ram 2048 rw
; List all memory blocks
mblock
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mregion Command

Syntax
mregion cpu_name block_name addr mode
Description
Maps a memory block with name block_name at address addr of the CPU cpu_name's
address space. The mode can be ro for read-only memory region and rw for read-write
memory region.
This command is deprecated. The map command (section 4.1.3) should be used instead
to map a memory component to a CPU's address space.
Example
; Map memory block 'rom' to address zero
mregion mydlx rom 0 ro
; Map memory block 'ram' to address 0x1000
mregion mydlx ram 0x1000 ro
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12.6.2

Debugger Control Commands

12.6.2.1

memset Command

Syntax
memset [width] addr value
Description
Sets the value value at the memory location specified by addr. An optional width
specifier can be provided as described below to indicate the number of bytes to be set.
-b

One byte should be set in memory

-h

Two bytes should be set in memory

-w

Four bytes should be set in memory

The default value for width is -w, that is 4 bytes.
Example
; Sets the value 0x12345678 at address 0x1000
memset 0x1000 0x12345678
; Sets the 16-bit value 0x1234 at address 0x1000
memset -h 0x1000 0x1234
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set register Command

Syntax
set reg_name value
Description
Sets the register named reg_name with value value. The name reg_name should refer to a
register defined in the SMDL Architecture Model of the currently active CPU.
The register value can be specified in decimal or hexadecimal formats.
Example
set r1 0x20
set r2 100
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12.6.2.3

step Command

Syntax
step [count]
Description
Executes count number of instructions. If no argument is specified, then executes one
instruction.
Example
; Execute 10 intructions
step 10
; Execute the next instruction
step
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run Command

Syntax
run [dest_addr]
Description
Executes the instructions of the currently loaded program. The optional argument
dest_addr, specifies an address at which execution should be stopped. If dest_addr is not
specified, then execution will stop only if a breakpoint is reached or if an error occurs.
Example
; Execute till a breakpoint is reached
run
; Execute till address 0x4000 or a breakpoint is reached
run 0x4000
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12.6.2.5

break Command

Syntax
break [addr]
Description
Sets a breakpoint at address addr. If no argument is specified then a breakpoint is set at
the current program counter value.
Example
; Set a breakpoint at 0x1000
break 0x1000
; Set a breakpoint at current pc
break
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13 SMDL Model Space Explorer Reference
13.1 Overview
SMDL Model Space Explorer (MSE) is a tool for exploring an SMDL Architecture Model and
generating instruction sequences based on a exploration specification.

13.2 Synopsis
dtexplore -ms spec [-od dir] [-s syntax] [-test_start number]
[-test_count count] [-tdl_batch_count count]
dtexplore -h
dtexplore -V

13.3 Description
SMDL Model Space Explorer takes a model space exploration specification as input and
generates test cases containing instruction sequences for the specified SMDL Model.

13.3.1

Options

Option

Description

-ms spec

Specifies the path of the Model Space Exploration
Specification file

-s syntax

Specifies the path of a SMDL Syntax Model file

-od dir

Specifies the path of the output directory where the
generated test cases should be placed. By default,
the test cases are placed in the directory from which
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Option

Description
dtexplore is invoked.

-test_start number

Generates test cases starting from test case number
number. By default, number is 1.

-test_count count

Generates count number of test cases. If this option
is not specified, then dtexplore generates all
possible test cases

-tdl_batch_count count

Generates count number of TDL test cases per TDL
file (Default: 1 TDL test case per file)

-h

Displays help message and exits

-V

Displays version information and exits

13.4 Model Space Explorer Operation

Test case

MSE
Specification
Model Space
Explorer

Test case

SMDL Model
Test case

Figure 13 .1 Model Space Explorer Operation
The SMDL Model Space Explorer takes as input an SMDL Architecture Model and a Model
Space Exploration Specification and generates test cases by exploring the SMDL model
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according to the exploration specification. The generated test cases are described using Test
Definition Language (see Appendix A).
The instruction architecture of a processor is modeled as an hierarchy in a SMDL Architecture
Model as shown in Figure 13 .2. The processor instruction bundle is at the root of the
hierarchy, the instructions at the internal nodes and the operands and other constants at the
leaf of the hierarchy. For more information about the SMDL Architecture Model, please refer
to SMDL Reference Manual.

Bundle

Instruction

Instruction

Instruction

Operands

Figure 13 .2 Instruction Set Hierarchy
The Model Space Explorer explores the nodes of the instruction hierarchy in an SMDL Model
according to the rules specified in a model space exploration specification. A model space
exploration specification contains the following information.
Program Space Specification
The program space specification includes information on what nodes of the instruction set
hierarchy should be explored and what values of the nodes should be enumerated. A
program space is defined using a Program Space Definition statement as described in section
B.2.3 Appendix B, SMDL Model Space Extensions of SMDL Reference Manual.
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A program space definition contains a list of explore statements. Each explore statement
specifies an element (bundle, instruction or operand) of the SMDL Model and an exploration
type for exploring the element. The various exploration types and their meanings are
explained in Table B.1 in section B.2.3 Appendix B, SMDL Model Space Extensions of SMDL
Reference Manual.
The Model Space Explorer takes the program space definition and traverses the instruction
hierarchy based on the exploration types specified for each element. If an exploration type of
all is specified for an element then all possible values for that element are explored. If an
exploration type of none is specified for an element, then no values are explored for that
element and so on. For each element of the program space that is explored, the assembly
mnemonic string of the element is output using a TDL exec statement. If a SMDL Syntax
Model is specified in the command-line, then MSE uses the Syntax Model to transform the
assembly mnemonic string and then outputs the transformed string to the output test case.
Nested Element Specification
The program space specification can contain nested elements in the explore statements. The
nested element specification allows specific explore types to be associated with different
nodes of the same type. For example, consider the following bundle definition.
DTTFBundle b {
instr_1 i1, i2, i3;
…
};
Here, the instruction elements i1, i2 and i3 are of the same type 'instr_1'. So, an explore
statement like the following will cause the same instance of the value to be selected for the
three references.
explore element instr_1 { all }
This is because the explored value depends on the type of the element (instr_1) and not on the
specific instance of that type (i1, i2 etc). To allow exploration based on instances of model
element types, nested element specification is allowed in a program space. This has the
following syntax:
explore element a[.b[.c]...] { explore_type }
Here, 'a', 'b', 'c' etc refer to model elements defined in the SMDL model. The complete element
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path should match the definition of the elements in the SMDL model. For example, for the
bundle definition shown above, the following are some valid explore statements
explore element b.i1 { … }
explore element b.i2 { … }
explore element b.i3 { … }
Whereas the following is not valid since there is no element i4 defined in the bundle.
explore element b.i4 { … }
The above nested element specification can be extended to multiple levels as long as it is a
valid path in the SMDL model. For example, assuming that the instr_1 element has a child
named op1, which further has a child named op2, the following explore statement can be
specified.
explore element b.i1.op1.op2 { all }
For example, consider the following SMDL definitions.
DTTFInstruction i_add {
reg r1, r2, r3;
…
};
DTTFInstruction instr_1 : union (i_add, i_sub, etc ) {}
DTTFBundle b {
instr_1 i1, i2, i3;
…
};
Considering the above, the following explore statements can be defined
explore element b.i1.i_add.r1 { explore_type1 }
explore element i_add.r1 { explore_type2 }
explore element reg { explore_type3 }
In the above, three different explore type are specified for an element of type 'reg'. Here, the
most specific explore definition will take precedence over less specific definitions. So,
when generating different combinations for i_add instruction through the i1 child of bundle
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b, the explore type 'explore_type1' will be used. For any other generation of the i_add
instruction (that is, not reached through b.i1) the explore_type2 will be selected. Further, for
any other generation of the element 'reg', not covered in the above two cases, the
explore_type3 will be used.
Note that when a reference to a union element is found, then the elements that are members
of the union have to be listed in the path using the actual element name as shown in the
b.i1.i_add.r1 statement above.
State Space Specification
The state space specification includes information on what values should be used for the
register and other operands of the explored program space when generating test cases for the
processor. A state space is defined using a State Space Definition statement as described in
section B.2.4 Appendix B, SMDL Model Space Extensions of SMDL Reference Manual.
A state space definition contains a list of state explore statements. Each explore statement
specifies an operand (register or memory location) and a list of values that should be used for
exploring that state. The various exploration types and their meanings are explained in Table
B.1 in section B.2.3 Appendix B, SMDL Model Space Extensions of SMDL Reference Manual.
For each register that is explored, a TDL set statement is emitted. For each memory location
that is explored, a TDL write statement is emitted in the output test case.
State Space Observation Specification
The state space observation specification includes information on which registers and other
operands of the explored program space should be displayed when executing the test cases
generated for a processor. A state space observation is defined using a State Space
Observation Definition statement as described in section B.2.5 Appendix B, SMDL Model Space
Extensions of SMDL Reference Manual.
A state space observation definition contains a list of registers and other operands whose state
should be observed when the test cases are executed.
For each register that is observed, a TDL get statement is emitted. For each memory location
that is observed, a TDL read statement is emitted in the output test case.
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Test Program Definition
A test program controls how the exploration of a SMDL Model is performed. It includes a set
of (possibly nested) iteration statements to iterate over program space and state space. A test
program outputs explored instructions and other strings using the echo statement. Please
refer to section B.2.6 Test Program Definition in Appendix B, SMDL Model Space Extensions of
SMDL Reference Manual for more information about Test Program Definition.
The Model Space Explorer takes the test program definition from the exploration specification
and iterates over the program and state space according to the test program. It then generates
test cases when an echo statement for a program space is seen.
Output Test Cases
For each program space or state space element that is mentioned in an echo statement in the
test program, the Model Space Explorer outputs the corresponding TDL statement in a output
TDL test case.
The output test cases are generated as files in the output directory with a unique integer as
the file name. By default, the numbering starts with 1 and continues sequentially. However, if
the -test_start option is specified, then the test cases are generated from the number
specified by this option.
By default, the TDL test cases are generated in the same directory from which dtexplore is
invoked. If -od option is specified, then the test cases are generated in the specified directory.
Model Space Explorer can potentially generate any number of test cases corresponding to the
elements explored in the SMDL Model. However, to prevent unrestricted generation of files
in the file system, there is a hard limit of 100,000 TDL files per each run of MSE. The number
of TDL test cases per file can be specified using the -tdl_batch_count option. This can be used
to generate potentially any number of test cases. The -test_count option can be used to
generate only a required number of test cases.
Example
Consider a SMDL architecture model defined as follows.
SMDL Model File (cpu.md)
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DTTFProcessor CPU {
ID = 1;
asm = { "Processor" };
// General Purpose Registers
DTTFOperand o_gprv : Register {
range (i = 0, 31, 1) {
icode = { "r$i" };
asm
= { "r$i" };
mcode = { "$i" };
};
};
DTTFInstruction i_add {
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
icode = { "=", rd, "+", rs, rt };
asm
= { "add", rd, rs, rt };
mcode = { or(26,6,0b000000); rs(21,5); rt(16,5);
rd(11,5);or(6,5,0b00000);or(0,6,0b100000) };
};
DTTFInstruction i_sub {
o_gprv rd, rs, rt;
icode = { "=", rd, "-", rs, rt };
asm
= { "sub", rd, rs, rt };
mcode = { or(26,6,0b000001); rs(21,5); rt(16,5);
rd(11,5);or(6,5,0b00000);or(0,6,0b100000) };
};
DTTFInstruction i_all : union (i_add, i_sub) {};
DTTFBundle b {
i_all i1;
b_width = 32;
icode = { i1 };
asm
= { i1 };
mcode = { i1(0,32) };
};
};
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Consider a MSE exploration specification as below.
MSE Specification (mse.in)
model "cpu.md" "CPU";
enum string E { “r1”, “r2”, “r3 };
// Explore all elements of bundle b, first element of union
// i_all and register r1, r2 and r3 for operand o_gprv
explore program space ps1
{
explore element b { all }
explore element i_all { first }
explore element o_gprv { enum E }
};
// Explore 3 random values
explore state space ss1
{
explore register r1 {
explore register r2 {
explore register r3 {
};

for registers r1, r2 and r3
random 3 }
random 3 }
random 3 }

// Observe registers r1, r2, and r3
observe state os1
{
observe r1;
observe r2;
observe r3;
};
program p {
for s1 in ss1 {
echo s1;
for p1 in ps1 {
echo p1;
echo os1;
}
}
};
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MSE Command-line
dtexplore -ms mse.in -test_count 10
MSE Operation
•
•
•

•

The MSE specification file mse.in is read and parsed.
The test program definition p is processed and each statement is executed.
The outer for loop iterates over the state values specified in the state space ss1. Here 3
random values are specified for the registers r1, r2 and r3.
When the echo s1 statement is processed, an output test case is created and TDL set
statements are generated for each state value in the state space ss1. For example,
set register CPU.r1 0x1
set register CPU.r2 0x12
set register CPU.r1 0x200
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Now the inner for loop that iterates over the program space ps1 is processed. The
program space ps1 specifies that all values of the bundle b are processed, only the first
element of the instruction union i_all is processed and only the values r1, r2 and r3 are
explored for the register operand o_gprv. This implies that only the i_add instruction
element will be explored in which r1, r2 and r3 occur as the operands. When the echo
p1 statement is processed, for each element in the program space that is explored, a
TDL exec statement is generated, which contains the assembly mnemonic string of the
instruction that is explored. For example, the first iteration over ps1 will generate the
following TDL statement.
exec CPU add r1 r1 r1

•

Subsequent iterations will generate other combinations of i_add instruction containing
the registers r1, r2 and r3.
When the echo os1 statement is processed, a TDL get register statement is generated
in the current test case for each of the registers specified in the state space observation
definition os1. For example,
get register CPU.r1
get register CPU.r2
get register CPU.r3

•

The above steps are generated till 10 test cases are generated (since -test_count 10 is
specified) and then the exploration is stopped.
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Appendix A
Test Description Language
The Model Space Explorer generates test cases by exploring the SMDL Architecture Model of
a processor. These test cases are described using a language called the Test Description
Language (TDL). This language provides constructs to set processor state like registers and
memory locations, get processor state and execute processor instructions. A TDL program can
be processed by a tool to generate assembly files and simulator commands files to compile
and execute the test cases.

A.1 TDL Statements
A.1.1 Set Resource Statement
Syntax
set resource_type resource_id expr
Description
Sets a resource identified by resource_id of type resource_type with the value of the
expression expr. Supported resource types are register.
The resource identifier resource_id specifies a CPU name and a resource name in the
following format.
cpu_name.resource_name
Example
set register cpu1.r1 0x1
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A.1.2 Get Resource Statement
Syntax
get resource_type resource_id
Description
Gets the value of a CPU resource identified by resource_id of type resource_type.
Supported resource types are register.
The resource identifier resource_id specifies a CPU name and a resource name in the
following format.
cpu_name.resource_name
Example
get register cpu1.r1

A.1.3 Write Resource Statement
Syntax
write resource_type address expr
Description
Writes the value of expr to the resource at address of the CPU's address space. resource
Supported resource types are memory.
Example
write memory 0x1000 0x10
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A.1.4 Read Resource Statement
Syntax
read resource_type address
Description
Reads the value of the location address of the CPU's address space. Supported resource
types are memory.
Example
read memory 0x1000

A.1.5 Execute Instruction Statement
Syntax
exec cpu_id asm_statement
Description
Specifies an assembly instruction that is to be executed on the CPU identified by
cpu_id.
Example
exec DLX add r1 r2 r3
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Appendix B
CPU Verification Scripts Reference
SANKHYA Teraptor package includes scripts that can be used to generate test cases for a
CPU modeled using SMDL and then execute the test cases on a simulator or real hardware.
This can be used to verify the CPU behaviour and validate it against benchmark results. This
section explains the details of the CPU Verification scripts included with Teraptor.

B.1 Synopsis
gen_tests.py options
exec_tests.py testsuite_path log_file [reference_path]
[report_file_name]

B.2 Description
The gen_tests.py script invokes dtexplore to generate TDL test cases by exploring an SMDL
Model based on a Model Space Exploration Specification. It further processes the TDL test
cases and generates required assembly files, simulator command files and scripts to run the
test cases. It also optionally invokes the exec_tests.py script to create loadable executables by
assembling and linking the test cases and executing them on a simulator or real target.

B.2.1 Options
The script gen_tests.py accepts the following options.
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Option

Description

--ms=path

Specifies the path of the Model Space Exploration
specification file.

--tc_loc=path

Specifies the output directory path under which the
generated TDL test cases should be placed.

--ts_loc=path

Specifies the output directory path under which the
processor test cases should be placed.

--tmpl_loc=path

Specifies the path of the directory containing the
template files used for creating processor test cases.

-s path

Specifies the path of the SMDL Syntax Model file
[Optional]

--test_start=number

Generates test cases starting from number (default 1)
[Optional]

--test_count=count

Generates count number of TDL test cases only (default:
100,000 or number of explored test cases whichever is
smaller) [Optional]

--mode=mode

Specifies the mode of execution - mode can be batch or
normal. In batch mode the test cases are generated but
not executed. In normal mode, the test cases are
generated and executed. (Default: normal) [Optional]

--pr=path

Specifies the path of the reference results. The results
from executing the processor test cases are compared
with these results. [Optional]

--model_path=path

Specifies the path of the SMDL Model files. By default,
the path is obtained from the DTTF_HOME
environment variable. [Optional]

--batch_count=count

Combines count number of TDL test cases into a single
CPU test case (Default: 1 TDL test case per CPU test
case)
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Description

--tdl_batch_count=count Generates count number of TDL test cases per TDL file
(Default: 1 TDL test case per file)
--help

Displays help message and exits

B.2.2 Template Files
The gen_tests.py script uses template files to create assembly file, simulator command file
and test script for each TDL test case generated by dtexplore. These templates are described
below.

B.2.2.1 Assembly File Template
This file is named as asm_tmpl.txt and should be placed under the templates directory path
specified using –tmpl_loc option. This file should contain the required assembly language
statements and directives that are commonly required to assemble a file using the target
compiler tool-chain.
The following terms in the file are treated specially and replaced as shown below.
ASM

Replaced with the assembly instructions generated as part of an exec
statement in the TDL test case

Example
.text
.align
.globl
.ent
main:
ASM
.end

2
main
main
main

B.2.2.2 Simulator/Debugger Command File Template
This file is named as cmd_tmpl.txt and should be placed under the templates directory path
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specified using –tmpl_loc option. This file should contain the commands required to load and
execute a program on a simulator or a real hardware containing the CPU being verified.
The following terms in the template are treated specially and replaced as shown below.
TEST
SET_STATE

SET_STATE

Replaced with the TDL test case name
Replaced with the set of commands to set the processors state
corresponding to the write/set statements found in the TDL test
case
Replaced with the set of commands to get the processors state
corresponding to the read/get statements found in the TDL test
case

Example
A sample cmd_tmpl.txt file for use with Teraptor Simulator is given below.
model system System XDKSTDSystem.dll
model processor DLX dlx.md
model device SRAM tc_core_SRAM.dll
component System default
component DLX core
component SRAM local-ram 0x20000 rw
map memory core:address.0x400030 local-ram:STDRAM rw
set cpu core
load TEST.x
SET_STATE
step 1
GET_STATE
quit

B.2.2.3 Commands Map File Template
This file is named as commands.txt and should be placed under the templates directory path
specified using –tmpl_loc option. This file should contain the mapping between TDL
commands and simulator/debugger commands. Each line of this file should be in the
following form.
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tdl_command=CPU_command
The following TDL commands should be mapped to target CPU commands
TDL Command

Description

write_cmd

TDL Write Resource Command

read_cmd

TDL Read Resource Command

set_register_cmd

TDL Set Resource Command

get_register_cmd

TDL Get Resource Command

get_all_registers_cmd

TDL Get All Registers Command

step_cmd

Command for stepping one instruction on the
target

init_step_count

Number of instructions to be stepped until the
generated instruction is reached.

quit_cmd

Command for stopping execution on the target.

The following terms in the file are treated specially and replaced as shown below.
ADDR
VAL
RES

Replaced with the memory address for a read/write commands
Replaced with the value for write/set commands
Replaced with the register name for set/get register commands

Example
A sample commands map file for use with Teraptor Simulator can be as follows.
write_cmd=memset ADDR VAL
set_register_cmd=set RES VAL
read_cmd=memget ADDR
get_register_cmd=show RES
get_all_registers_cmd=register
step_cmd=step
init_step_count=0
quit_cmd=quit
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B.2.2.4 Test Script Template
This file is named as run_tmpl.txt and should be placed under the templates directory path
specified using –tmpl_loc option. This file should contain the required commands to
assemble, link and execute a test case on the target environment (simulator or hardware) for
the CPU being verified.
The following terms in the file are treated specially and replaced as shown below.
TEST

Replaced with the name of the TDL test case

Example
A sample test script template for use with Teraptor Simulator is shown below.
dtas -m dlx.md -mr dlxreloc.md --nodelay_slot TEST.s -o TEST.o
if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 exit
dtld -mr dlxreloc.md TEST.o -o TEST.x -e 0x400030
if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 exit
dtsim -b -ma dlxabi.md -i TEST.cmd -e err.txt -l TEST.out
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14 SMDL Model Export Tool Reference
14.1 Overview
SANKHYA Model Export Tool exports SMDL models to other formats. This allows existing
tool chains to make use of the target architecture information described using SMDL.

14.2 Synopsis
smet -m arch_md -ma abi_md [-p proc] -export format [-od dir]
smet -h
smet -V

14.3 Description
SMET takes an SMDL Architecture model, arch_md and ABI Model, abi_md as input and
exports the processor architecture information to the format specified by format.
The specific processor variant, proc, can be specified using the -p option to indicate that the
information for that processor should be exported. This is useful when a SMDL model defines
multiple variants. By default, the first processor defined in an SMDL architecture model is
selected.
The SMET tool generates output files containing the processor information according to the
exported format. By default, these files are generated in the same directory from which SMET
was invoked. To specify a different directory, the -od option is used. This specifies a directory
path, dir, where the output files should be placed.
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Options
Option

Description

-m arch_md

Specifies the path of an SMDL Architecture Model file

-ma abi_md

Specifies the path of an SMDL ABI Model file

-h

Displays help message and exits

-V

Displays version information and exits

-p proc

Specifies that the description for processor, proc,
should be exported

-export format

Specifies the export format. Supported values for
format are: gcc

-od dir

Specifies the output directory, dir, where the exported
files should be placed. The directory should exist
before invoking SMET. If this option is not specified,
then the output files will be placed in the directory
from which SMET was invoked.

14.4 GNU GCC Export
SMET can be used to export the SMDL model of a processor to GNU GCC Machine
description format. This allows automating most of the work for porting GCC compiler to the
processor. Once the exported GCC machine description is obtained, some manual changes
will be required to it. These changes can be made and the GCC compiler can be built and
tested. Based on the test results, the machine description is modified iteratively, till the
compiler is fully validated.
The steps involved in exporting SMDL Models to GCC machine description is illustrated in
Figure 14 .1 below.
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Figure 14 .1 SMET GCC Export Flow
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The initial GCC machine description files are generated by SMET. Manual changes are done
to the GCC machine description to take care of elements not exported by SMET. The GCC
compiler is built and tested. This cycle is then repeated till the compiler is fully validated.

14.4.1

Generated Files

The GCC machine description files generated by SMET for a target architecture TARGET are
described in Table 14 .1.

Table 14 .1 Generated GCC Machine Description Files
File

Description

TARGET.md

GCC Machine Description Patterns. Manual Changes
may be required. Generated only if not already present.

TARGET.h

GCC Macro Definitions. Manual changes may be
required. Generated only if not already present.

TARGET.c

Target specific functions. Manual changes may be
required. Generated only if not already present

smet_TARGET.md

GCC Machine Description Patterns included by
TARGET.md. Minimal or no manual changes.
Generated every time SMET is run for the target.

smet_TARGET.h

GCC Macro Definitions included by TARGET.h.
Minimal or no manual changes. Generated every time
SMET is run for the target.

smet_TARGET.c

Target specific functions included by TARGET.c.
Minimal or no manual changes. Generated every time
SMET is run for the target.

t-elf

Makefile Fragments

elf.h

Target Machine Definitions

The files TARGET.md, TARGET.h and TARGET.c are generated only if they are not already
present in the output directory location. These should be manually updated to contain any
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additional porting changes.
The files smet_TARGET.md, smet_TARGET.h and smet_TARGET.c are generated every time
SMET is run for the target. So, any manual changes done to these files will be lost if SMET is
rerun.
The GCC machine description generated by SMET uses ELF as the object file format.

14.4.2

Completing the GCC Port

The GCC machine description exported from SMDL using SMET may not contain 100%
mapping required for a given target. This is due to limitations of the source modeling
language (SMDL) and the limitations of the translation process. So, it is necessary to update
parts of the generated machine descriptions manually. This information is documented below.
Please note that all manual changes should be done to TARGET.h, TARGET.c and
TARGET.md files only. Any changes done to smet_TARGET.* files will be lost since these are
updated automatically by SMET every time it is run.

14.4.2.1

Instruction Patterns

The machine description defines 'Pmode' as a C macro which expands into the
machine_mode used for addresses. Normally this is the mode whose size is
'BITS_PER_UNIT', 'SImode' on 32-bit machines. The modes which a machine description
must support are 'QImode' and the modes corresponding to ‘BITS_PER_UNIT',
'FLOAT_TYPE_SIZE', and 'DOUBLE_TYPE_SIZE. So for a 32-bit machine, the modes which a
machine description should support are 'SImode', 'HImode', and 'Qimode'. Similarly for a 64bit machine, the machine description should support DImode in addition to the modes
supported by 32-bit machine.
The following GCC instruction patterns are currently generated as stubs in TARGET.md and
should be manually updated for a given target.

14.4.2.1.1

call

Description: Subroutine call instruction
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In TARGET.md file, the pattern for "*call_value" is defined as follows:
(define_insn "*call_value"
[(set (match_operand 0 "register_operand" "=")
(call (mem:SI (match_operand:SI 1 "call_address_operand" ""))
(match_operand 2 "" ""))) ]
""
""
[(set_attr "type" "call")])

The operands in this pattern are:
operand0
operand1
operand2
operand3

Register where the value is returned.
Function call.
Number of bytes of arguments pushed as a const_int.
Stores the number of registers used as operands. This operand is needed
on RISC machines only.

Here is a sample definition of call pattern.
(define_insn "*call_value"
[(set (match_operand 0 "register_operand" "=")
(call (mem:SI (match_operand:SI 1 "call_address_operand" ""))
(match_operand 2 "" ""))) ]
""
"*
{
register rtx op1 = operands[1];
if (GET_CODE (op1) == CONST_INT)
return \"ASM_INSN1\";
else if (GET_CODE (op1) == LABEL_REF
|| GET_CODE (op1) == SYMBOL_REF
|| GET_CODE (op1) == HIGH
|| GET_CODE (op1) == CONST)
return \"ASM_INSN2\";
else
return \"ASM_INSN3\";
}"
[(set_attr "type" "call")])
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NOTE1: If the TARGET is RISC machine, operand 3 should be added. It can be as follows:
(clobber (match_operand:SI 3 "register_operand" "="))
NOTE2: '@' references temporary register; it should be handled in print_operand method.
NOTE3: If constraints are not specified, GCC reports "internal compiler error" at find_reloads
method. For register class constraints, refer to 'reg_class_from_letter' method and for
const_int constraints, refer to CONST_OK_FOR_LETTER_P macro.

14.4.2.1.2

bCOND

Description: Conditional branch instruction
Please refer to "Standard Pattern Names For Generation" section in GCC Manual for
explanation on this pattern. There are two different ways in which conditional branch
instructions are supported by processors.
1) A single compare and branch instruction
2) Separate compare and branch instructions.
Target supports a single Compare and branch Instruction
In case of method 1, all compare patterns (cmpm and tstm) should store the operands and
generate the required instructions in a define_expand for the conditional branch operations.
Here is a sample definition for this model.
(define_expand "cmpsi"
[(set (cc0)
(compare:CC (match_operand:SI 0 "" "")
(match_operand:SI 1 "" "")))]
""
"
{
compare_op0 = operands[0];
compare_op1 = operands[1];
DONE;
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}")
Other patterns cmpdi, cmpsf, and cmpdf etc. can be defined same similar to cmpsi, and
predicates can be any standard predicates defined by gcc or predicates defined by
PREDICATE_CODES macro.
Once the compare instructions are defined as above, the conditional branch patterns can be
modified as follows.
(define_expand "beq"
[(set (pc)
(if_then_else (eq (match_dup 1) (const_int 0))
(label_ref (match_operand 0 "" ""))
(pc)))]
""
"operands[1] = gen_cond_branch (EQ);"
)
NOTE1: compare_op0 and compare_op1, are of 'rtx' type, should be defined in TARGET.c
file.
NOTE2: gen_cond_branch method should be implemented in TARGET.c file. The sample
implementation (If the target has condition code register) can be as follows:
rtx gen_cond_branch (code)
enum rtx_code code;
{
enum machine_mode mode = SELECT_CC_MODE (code,
compare_op0, compare_op1);
rtx cc_reg;
cc_reg = gen_reg_rtx (mode);
/* If CC_REGNUM is defined, it should be
cc_reg = gen_rtx_REG (mode, CC_REGNUM); */
emit_insn (gen_rtx_SET (VOIDmode, cc_reg,
gen_rtx_COMPARE (mode, compare_op0, compare_op1)));
return cc_reg;
}
NOTE3: Other conditional branch patterns bne, bgt, ble, bge, blt, bgtu, bleu, bgeu, and bltu
should be defined in the same way as beq.
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Target supports a separate Compare and branch Instructions
In case of model 2, the branch pattern is defined as follows
(define_insn "bCOND"
[(set (pc)
(if_then_else (COND (cc0)
(const_int 0))
(label_ref (match_operand 0 "" ""))
(pc)))]
""
"*
return output_conditional_branch_insn (operands, COND);
")
NOTE4: The method 'output_conditional_branch_insn' should be implemented in TARGET.c
file.

14.4.2.1.3

movM

Description: Data move instruction
Please refer to "Standard Pattern Names For Generation" section in GCC Manual for
explanation on movM pattern.
For a 32-bit machine (BITS_PER_UNIT is 32), the move instruction patterns to be defined are
movsi, movhi and movqi. Similarly for a 64-bit machine (BITS_PER_UNIT is 64), the patterns
are movdi, movsi, movhi and movqi. Also, floating-point move patterns movsf and movdf
can be defined if the machine defines float and double type sizes.
NOTE: Please refer to 'output_move_insn' function in TARGET.c file and replace "ADD ASM
INSN" occurrences with appropriate move instructions.

14.4.2.1.4

cmpM

Description: Compare instruction
Compare operand 0 and operand 1, and set the condition codes. The RTL pattern in
TARGET.md file is:
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[(set (cc0) (compare:CC (match_operand:M 0 "" "")
(match_operand:M 1 "" "")))]
If the machine's BITS_PER_UNIT is defined as 32, the compare patterns to be defined are
cmpsi, cmphi and cmpqi. Similarly, cmpdi, cmpsi, cmphi and cmpqi patterns for 64-bit
machine. Also, cmpsf and cmpdf can be defined for float and double comparison.
NOTE1: Please refer to 'output_compare_insn' function in TARGET.c file.
NOTE2: Also, please refer to description of bCOND pattern in section 14 4.2.1.2.

14.4.2.1.5

untyped_call

Description: Subroutine call instruction returning a value of any type.
The operands in this pattern are:
operand0
operand1
operand2

Function to call;
Memory location where the result of calling the function is to be stored;
Parallel expression where each element is a set expression that indicates
the saving of a function return value into the result block.

Please refer to "Standard Pattern Names For Generation" section in GCC Manual for more
information on this pattern.

14.4.2.1.6

reload_inM & reload_outM

Description: Move instruction
This pattern is same as 'movM', but used when a scratch register is required to move between
operand 0 and operand 1. Operand 2 describes scratch register.
Example:
This pattern can be defined as follows:
(define_expand "reload_outM"
[(match_operand:M 0 "general_operand" "=")
(match_operand:M 1 "general_operand" "")
(match_operand:M 2 "general_operand" "=&")]
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""
"
{
/* Process RTL generation */
}")
NOTE:
1) operand 2 mode refers to the mode of scratch register.
2) reload_inM can be defined in the same way as reload_outM.

14.4.2.1.7

addM3

Description: Add instruction
This pattern contains 3 operands of mode M. Addition of operand 1 and operand 2 is stored
in operand 0. For 64-bit machine, the patterns to be defined are adddi3, addsi3, addhi3 and
addqi3 and for a 32-bit machine, the patterns are addsi3, addhi3 and addqi3.
Please refer to "Standard Pattern Names For Generation" section in GCC Manual for
arithmetic operation patterns.
NOTE: Other patterns subM3, mulM3, divM3, udivM3, modM3, umodM3, sminM3, smaxM3,
uminM3, umaxM3,andM3, iorM3, and xorM3 etc. can be defined in the similar way

14.4.2.1.8

mulhisi3

Description: Multiply instruction.
Here operands 1 and 2 are of mode 'HImode' and operand 0 is of mode 'SImode'.
Multiplication of operands 1 and 2 will be stored in operand 0.
NOTE:
1) Similar widening-multiplication instructions of other widths are mulqihi3 and
mulsidi3.
2) Unsigned widening-multiplication instructions are umulqihi3, umulhisi3, and
umulsidi3.

14.4.2.1.9

divmod4

Description: Signed division that produces both a quotient and a remainder.
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Operand 1 is divided by operand 2 to produce a quotient stored in operand 0 and a
remainder stored in operand 3.
This pattern should be provided for machines which have instruction that produces both a
quotient and a remainder but `divM3' and `modM3' patterns should not be provided.
NOTE: 1) udivmodM4 is similar but for unsigned division.
2) Please refer to GCC Manual for more information on this pattern.

14.4.2.1.10

ashlM3

Description: Arithmetic-shift instruction.
Shifts operand 1 left by a number of bits specified by operand 2, and stores the result in
operand 0.
NOTE:
1) For 64-bit machine, the patterns are ashldi3, ashlsi3, ashlhi3 and ashlqi3. For 32-bit
machine, patterns are same except for ashldi3.
2) Other shift and rotate instructions similar to this pattern are ashrM3, lshrM3, rotlM3, and
rotrM3.
3) Here, M is the mode of operand 0 and operand 1.
4) Mode of operand 2 is specified by instruction pattern.

14.4.2.1.11

negM2

Description: Negates operand 1 and stores the result in operand 0.

14.4.2.1.12

absM2

Description: Stores the absolute value of operand 1 into operand 0.

14.4.2.1.13

tstM

Description: Compares instruction.
Please refer to "Standard Pattern Names For Generation" section in GCC Manual for
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explanation on this pattern. Also refer to cmpM and bCOND patterns in this document.

14.4.2.2

Attributes Definition

GCC allows attributes to be defined and specified as part of instruction patterns to classify
the instructions and functional units.
SMET exported GCC machine description does not define any attributes. To define and use
GCC attributes add define_attr statements in TARGET.md above the include statement as
follows.
Type Attribute
(define_attr "type" "attr1, attr2, ..., attrN"
(const_string "default_attr"))
Here attr1, attr2, ..., attrN are attribute names.
Example
(define_attr "type" "unknown,call,arith,branch"
(const_string "unknown"))
Mode Attribute
(define_attr "mode" "mode1, mode2, ..., modeN"
(const_string "default mode"))
Example
(define_attr "mode" "unknown, none, QI, HI, SI, DI, ...,"
(const_string "unknown"))
Length Attribute
(define_attr "length" "length1, length2,length3..."
(const_string "default"))
Example
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(define_attr "length" "4,8”
(const_string "4"))
NOTE1: In TARGET.md file, replace the occurrences "ADD ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION ..."
with appropriate assembly instructions.
NOTE2: Please refer to REG_CLASS_FROM_LETTER and CONST_OK_FOR_LETTER_P
macros for constraint letters.
NOTE3: New predicates can be added in PREDICATE_CODES macro in TARGET.h file and
implemented in TARGET.c file.
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Target Specific Functions

The following routines are currently generated as dummy functions in TARGET.c and have to
be manually edited to provide the functionality appropriate to a target.

14.4.2.3.1

int regno_reg_class(int regno)

Description: Returns the register class for the register specified by regno
This function should be defined to return an appropriate register class for the register
specified by regno. A sample implementation of this method can be as follows.
int regno_reg_class (int regno)
{
if (regno == SP_REG)
return o_sp;
else if (regno == FP_REG)
return o_fp;
...
return o_gprv;
}

14.4.2.3.2

int regno_reg_ok_for_base(int regno)

Description: Returns nonzero if register 'regno' can be used as a base register in address
operands.
A sample implementation can be as follows.
int regno_ok_for_base_p(int regno)
{
if (regno < FIRST_PSEUDO_REGISTER)
return GP_REG_P(regno);
else
return (reg_renumber[regno] >= 0 &&
GP_REG_P (reg_renumber[regno])))
}
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The above implementation returns nonzero if register number 'regno' is suitable for use as a
base register in operand addresses. It may be either a suitable hard register or a pseudo
register that has been allocated such a hard register.

14.4.2.3.3

int regno_ok_for_index_p(int regno)

Description: Returns nonzero if register 'regno' can be used as an index register in address
operands.
A sample implementation for this function can be as follows.
int regno_ok_for_index_p(int regno)
{
if (regno < FIRST_PSEUDO_REGISTER)
return GP_REG_P(regno);
else
return (reg_renumber[regno] >= 0 &&
GP_REG_P (reg_renumber[regno])))
}
The above implementation returns nonzero if register number 'regno' is suitable for use as a
base register in operand addresses. It may be either a suitable hard register or a pseudo
register that has been allocated such a hard register.
14.4.2.3.4

enum reg_class preferred_reload_class(rtx x, enum reg_class c)

Description: Returns the actual register class to be used when copying value 'x' into a register
of class 'c'.
A default implementation for this function is as follows.
enum reg_class preferred_reload_class (rtx x, enum reg_class c)
{
return c;
}
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static void output_function_prologue(FILE *file, HOST_WIDE_INT size)

Description: Emits the assembly instructions for the function prologue. This function should
setup the stack frame, initialize frame pointer register and save any callee saved registers.
Here file is the output assembly file and size is an integer that tells how many units of
temporary storage to allocate. Refer to the array 'regs_ever_live' to determine which registers
to save; 'regs_ever_live[I]' is nonzero if register number I is ever used in the function. This
function is responsible for knowing which registers should not be saved even if used.
A sample implementation of this method is listed below.
static void output_function_prologue (FILE *file, HOST_WIDE_INT
size)
{
/* Get the stack pointer register */
const char *sp_str = reg_names[STACK_POINTER_REGNUM];
/* Get the frame pointer register */
const char *fp_str = reg_names[FRAME_POINTER_REGNUM];
/* Get the function name and output it in asm file */
const char *fnname;
fnname = XSTR (XEXP (DECL_RTL (current_function_decl), 0),
0);
assemble_name (file, fnname);
fputs (":\n", file);
/* Set up the previous frame pointer next (if we need to).
*/
/* Allocate the stack frame. */
/* Save any needed call-saved regs (and call-used if this
is an interrupt handler). */
}
14.4.2.3.6

static void output_function_epilogue(FILE *file, HOST_WIDE_INT size)

Description: Emits the assembly instructions for the function epilogue. This function should
restore the stack frame, restore the callee saved registers and emit the return
instruction to return from the function.
A sample implementation can be as follows.
static void output_function_epilogue (FILE *file, HOST_WIDE_INT
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size)
{
const char *fnname = "";
/* Restore frame pointer if necessary. */
/* If we pushed some register parameters, then adjust the
stack for them. */
/* Emit return instruction if any */
/* Get the function name and output it with .end directive
*/
fnname = XSTR (XEXP (DECL_RTL (current_function_decl), 0),
0);
fputs ("\t.end\t", file);
assemble_name (file, fnname);
fputs ("\n", file);
}
14.4.2.3.7

char * output_move_insn(rtx *op, enum machine_mode mode)

Description: Emits the assembly instructions for moving data from source operand to
destination operand. The parameter mode specifies the machine mode of the transfer.
NOTE: TARGET.c file has sample implementation for all possible alternatives. The
occurrences of 'ADD ASM INSN' should be replaced with suitable instructions.
14.4.2.3.8

char * output_compare_insn(rtx *op, enum machine_mode mode)

Description: Emits the assembly instructions for comparing two operands of machine mode
mode.
14.4.2.3.9
mode)

char * output_conditional_branch_insn(rtx *op, enum machine_mode

Description: Emits the assembly instructions for conditional branch instructions. The
condition to be checked is specified in 'code'.
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bool target_assemble_integer (rtx x, unsigned int size, int align_p)

Description: Assembles an integer object. Some targets may need special handling; for
example some targets need to handle word-sized values specially and some targets may need
to emit directives for labels and function symbols etc.
The below implementation emits a directive for references to labels and function symbols.
static bool target_assemble_integer (rtx x, unsigned int size,
int align_p)
{
if (size == UNITS_PER_WORD && aligned_p
&& ((GET_CODE (x) == SYMBOL_REF &&
SYMBOL_REF_FLAG (x))
|| GET_CODE (x) == LABEL_REF))
{
fputs ("\t.word\t", asm_out_file);
output_addr_const (asm_out_file, x);
fputc ('\n', asm_out_file);
return true;
}
return default_assemble_integer (x, size, aligned_p);
}
14.4.2.3.11

int target_adjust_cost (rtx insn, rtx link, rtx dep, int cost)

Description: Adjusts the cost of insn based on the relationship between insn that is dependent
on dep through the dependence link. If the dependence is an anti-dependence, there is no cost.
For an output dependence, there is sometimes a cost, but it doesn't seem worth handling
those few cases.
A sample implementation can be as follows.
int target_adjust_cost (rtx insn, rtx link, rtx dep, int cost)
{
if (REG_NOTE_KIND (link) != 0)
return 0; /* Anti or output dependence. */
/* If we can't recognize the insns, we can't really do
anything. */
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if (recog_memoized (insn) < 0
|| recog_memoized (dep_insn) < 0)
return 0;
/* Handle other cases if any */
return cost;
}

14.4.2.3.12

static int issue_rate(void)

Description: Returns the number of instructions that can be issued per cycle. The number of
instructions that can be scheduled in a machine cycle depends the target machine. Default is
1.
A sample implementation can be as follows.
static int issue_rate ()
{
/* This value can be changed based on target machine */
return 1;
}
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14.4.2.3.13 static void target_select_section(tree decl, int reloc, unsigned
HOST_WIDE_INT align)
Description: Sets the target section for declaration decl.
A sample implementation for this routine can be as follows.
static void target_select_section (tree decl, int reloc,
unsigned HOST_WIDE_INT align)
{
if (TREE_CODE (decl) == STRING_CST)
{
if (! flag_writable_strings)
readonly_data_section ();
else
data_section ();
}
else if (TREE_CODE (decl) == VAR_DECL)
{
if (SYMBOL_REF_FLAG (XEXP (DECL_RTL (decl), 0)))
sdata_section ();
else if ((flag_pic && reloc)
|| !TREE_READONLY (decl)
|| TREE_SIDE_EFFECTS (decl)
|| !DECL_INITIAL (decl)
|| (DECL_INITIAL (decl) != error_mark_node
&& !TREE_CONSTANT (DECL_INITIAL (decl))))
data_section ();
else
readonly_data_section ();
}
else
readonly_data_section ();
}
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14.4.2.3.14 static void target_select_rtx_section (enum machine_mode mode, rtx x,
unsigned HOST_WIDE_INT align)
Description: Switches to the section to which the constant rtx expression x that has mode
mode should be output. Some targets may require special handling for small data.
Sample implementations can be as follows.
Sample1: For some targets constants will always go in the same section as the function
static void target_select_rtx_section (enum machine_mode mode,
rtx x, unsigned HOST_WIDE_INT align)
{
function_section (current_function_decl);
}
Sample2: Special handling for small data
static void target_select_rtx_section (enum machine_mode mode,
rtx x, unsigned HOST_WIDE_INT align)
{
/* NOTE: target_section_threshold has to be defined */
if (GET_MODE_SIZE (mode) <= (unsigned)
target_section_threshold
&& target_section_threshold > 0)
SMALL_DATA_SECTION ();
else
data_section ();
}

14.4.2.3.15

static int use_dfa_pipeline_interface(void)

Description: Returns true for processors that have a DFA pipeline description.
Sample implementation assumes that the target supports DFA pipeline description.
static int use_dfa_pipeline_interface (void)
{
return 1;
}
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static void target_encode_section_info (tree decl, int first)

Description: Encodes section information about tree DECL.
Sample implementations can be as follows.
static void target_encode_section_info (tree decl, int first)
{
if (!first)
return;
if (TREE_CODE (decl) == FUNCTION_DECL)
{
SYMBOL_REF_FLAG (XEXP (DECL_RTL (decl), 0)) = 1;
return;
}
/* Do not to prod global register variables. */
if (TREE_CODE (decl) != VAR_DECL
|| GET_CODE (DECL_RTL (decl)) != MEM
|| GET_CODE (XEXP (DECL_RTL (decl), 0)) != SYMBOL_REF)
return;
if (TREE_CODE (decl) == VAR_DECL)
{
/* Handle variable declarations */
}
}

14.4.2.3.17

int simple_memory_operand (rtx op, enum machine_mode mode)

Description: Returns true if a memory operand fits in a single instruction (ie, register + small
offset in mode)

14.4.2.3.18

int double_memory_operand (rtx op, enum machine_mode mode)

Description: Returns nonzero if a memory address that can be used to load or store a double
word.

14.4.2.3.19

int consttable_operand (rtx op, enum machine_ mode mode)

Description: Returns true if opeand op is a constant of machine mode mode.

14.4.2.3.20

int pic_address_needs_scratch (rtx x)

Description: Returns nonzero if x is an address which needs a temporary register when
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reloaded while generating PIC code.

14.4.2.3.21

int small_int (rtx op, enum machine_mode mode)

Description: Returns true if op is an integer.

14.4.2.3.22

int target_const_double_ok (rtx op,enum machine_mode mode)

Description: Returns true if a CONST_DOUBLE can be treated as a constant.

14.4.2.3.23

int target_address_cost (rtx addr)

Description: Provides the costs of an addressing mode that contains addr. If addr is not a valid
address, its cost is irrelevant.
A sample implementation can be as follows.
int target_address_cost (rtx addr)
{
switch (GET_CODE (addr))
{
case REG :
return 1; /* Return actual cost */
case LABEL_REF:
case SYMBOL_REF:
case CONST:
return 2; /* Return actual cost */
case PLUS:
register rtx plus0 = XEXP (addr, 0);
register rtx plus1 = XEXP (addr, 1);
if (GET_CODE (plus0) != REG)
break;
switch (GET_CODE (plus1))
{
case CONST_INT :
return SMALL_INT (plus1) ? 1 : 2;
case CONST :
case SYMBOL_REF :
case LABEL_REF :
return 2;
default:
break;
}
default:
break;
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}
return 4;
}

14.4.2.3.24

void init_cumulative_args (CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum, tree fntype, rtx

libname)
Description: Initializes the cumulative arguments variable cum for a call to a function of type
fntype. For a library call, fntype is NULL.
The below samples correspond to the samples mentioned in CUMULATIVE_ARGS macro
under Target Macros. Please refer to them.
Sample 1: When CUMULATIVE_ARGS is defined as 'int', this method implementation is not
required.
Sample 2:
void init_cumulative_args (cum, fntype, libname)
CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum;
tree fntype;
rtx libname;
{
cum->nregs = 18; /* This value is target dependent */
cum->regno = 26; /* First CUM Register */
if (!libname && fntype)
{
int stdarg = (TYPE_ARG_TYPES (fntype) != 0
&& (TREE_VALUE
(tree_last(TYPE_ARG_TYPES(fntype)))
!= void_type_node));
if (stdarg)
cum->nregs = 0;
}
}
Sample 3:
void init_cumulative_args (cum, fntype, libname)
CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum;
tree fntype;
rtx libname;
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{
cum->nbytes = 0;
cum->libcall = libname;
}
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Sample 4:
void init_cumulative_args (cum, fntype, libname)
CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum;
tree fntype;
rtx libname;
{
cum->ca_nregparms = 0;
cum->ca_nstackparms = 0;
}
Sample 5:
void init_cumulative_args (cum, fntype, libname)
CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum;
tree fntype;
rtx libname;
{
pcum->nregs = ((fntype &&
aggregate_value_p (TREE_TYPE (fntype))) ? 1 : 0);
pcum->call_cookie = CALL_NORMAL;
if (TARGET_LONG_CALLS)
pcum->call_cookie = CALL_LONG;
if (fntype) {
if (lookup_attribute ("short_call",
TYPE_ATTRIBUTES (fntype)))
pcum->call_cookie = CALL_SHORT;
else if (lookup_attribute ("long_call",
TYPE_ATTRIBUTES (fntype)))
pcum->call_cookie = CALL_LONG;
}
}
Note: Here CALL_NORMAL, CALL_LONG, and CALL_SHORT have to defined by the
target.
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Sample 6:
void init_cumulative_args (cum, fntype, libname)
CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum;
tree fntype;
rtx libname;
{
static CUMULATIVE_ARGS zero_cum;
tree param, next_param;
*cum = zero_cum;
cum->prototype = (fntype && TYPE_ARG_TYPES (fntype));
/* Determine if this function has variable arguments.
This is indicated by the last argument being
'void_type_mode' if there are no variable
arguments.
*/
for (param = fntype ? TYPE_ARG_TYPES (fntype) : 0;
param != 0; param = next_param)
{
next_param = TREE_CHAIN (param);
if (next_param == 0
&& TREE_VALUE (param) != void_type_node)
cum->gp_reg_found = 1;
}
}

14.4.2.3.25

void function_arg_advance (CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum, enum

machine_mode mode, tree type, int named)
Description: Updates the data in cum to advance over an argument of mode mode and data
type type.
The below samples correspond to samples of above (init_cumulative_args) method.
Sample 1: When CUMULATIVE_ARGS is defined as 'int', this method implementation is not
required.
Sample 2:
void function_arg_advance (cum, mode, type, named)
CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum; /* current arg information */
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enum machine_mode mode; /* current arg mode */
tree type; /* type of the argument or 0 if lib support */
int named; /* whether or not the argument was named */
{
int bytes = /* Get the number of registers allocated
for a function argument */
cum->nregs -= bytes;
cum->regno -= bytes;
if (cum->nregs <= 0)
{
cum->nregs = 0;
cum->regno = 26; /* First CUM Register */
}
}
Sample 3:
void function_arg_advance (cum, mode, type, named)
CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum;
enum machine_mode mode;
tree type;
int named;
{
cum->nbytes += ( mode != BLKmode
? (GET_MODE_SIZE (mode) + UNITS_PER_WORD-1)
& -UNITS_PER_WORD
: (int_size_in_bytes (type) + UNITS_PER_WORD-1)
& -UNITS_PER_WORD)
}
Sample 4:
Implement 'function_arg_advance' as above.
Sample 5:
Implement 'function_arg_advance' as above.
Sample 6:
void function_arg_advance (cum, mode, type, named)
CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum; /* current arg information */
enum machine_mode mode; /* current arg mode */
tree type; /* type of the argument or 0 if lib support */
int named; /* whether or not the argument was named */
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{
struct arg_info info;
target_arg_info (cum, mode, type, named, &info);
cum->gp_reg_found = true;
cum->num_gprs = info.reg_offset + info.reg_words;
if (info.stack_words > 0)
cum->stack_words = info.stack_offset +
info.stack_words;
cum->arg_number++;
}

14.4.2.3.26

rtx function_arg (CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum,enum machine_mode

mode, tree type, int named)
Description: Please refer to GNU GCC Manual
A sample implementation can be as follows
rtx function_arg (CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum, enum machine_mode mode,
tree type, int named)
{
if (cum->nregs >= NUM_ARG_REGS)
return NULL_RTX;
return gen_rtx_REG (mode, cum->nregs);
}

14.4.2.3.27

int function_arg_partial_nregs (CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum, enum

machine_mode mode, tree type, int named)
Description: Please refer to GNU GCC Manual.
A sample implementation of this function can be as below.
int function_arg_partial_nregs (CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum,
enum machine_mode mode, tree type, int named)
{
/* Get the info of function arguments */
If StackWords > 0
return RegisterWords;
else
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return 0;
}

14.4.2.3.28

int target_setup_incoming_varargs (CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum, enum

machine_mode mode, tree type, int *pretend_size, int no_rtl)
Description: Please refer to GNU GCC Manual

14.4.2.3.29

void target_arg_info (const CUMULATIVE_ARGS *, enum

machine_mode, tree, int, struct arg_info *);
Description: Gets information about a single argument.
The sample arg_info structure that records the information about a single argument can be as
follows.
struct arg_info
{
/* True if the argument is a record or union type. */
bool struct_p;
/* The argument's size, in bytes. */
unsigned int num_bytes;
/* The number of words passed in registers. */
unsigned int reg_words;
/* The offset of the first register from GP_ARG_FIRST
or MAX_ARGS_IN_REGISTERS if the argument is passed
entirely on the stack.
*/
unsigned int reg_offset;
/* The number of words passed on the stack */
unsigned int stack_words;
/* The offset from the start of the stack overflow
area of the argument's first stack word. Only
meaningful when STACK_WORDS is nonzero.
*/
unsigned int stack_offset;
};
This function can be implemented as follows.
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void target_arg_info (const CUMULATIVE_ARGS *, enum
machine_mode, tree, int,
struct arg_info *)
{
/*
1. Decide whether the arg must go in even number reg.
2. Align register arguments.
3. Align stack arguments.
4. Get number of bytes.
5. Partition the argument between regs and stack.
*/
bool even_reg_p;
unsigned int num_words, max_regs;
/* Check if arg type is struct/using */
info->struct_p = (type != 0 &&
(TREE_CODE (type) == RECORD_TYPE
|| TREE_CODE (type) == UNION_TYPE
|| TREE_CODE (type) == QUAL_UNION_TYPE));
/* Should arg go in even reg ? */
if (GET_MODE_CLASS (mode) == MODE_INT
|| GET_MODE_CLASS (mode) == MODE_FLOAT)
{
even_reg_p = (GET_MODE_SIZE (mode) >
UNITS_PER_WORD);
}
else if (type != NULL_TREE
&& TYPE_ALIGN (type) > BITS_PER_WORD)
{
even_reg_p = true;
}
info->reg_offset = cum->num_gprs;
if (even_reg_p)
info->reg_offset += info->reg_offset & 1;
info->stack_offset = cum->stack_words;
if (even_reg_p)
info->stack_offset += info->stack_offset & 1;
if (mode == BLKmode)
info->num_bytes = int_size_in_bytes (type);
else
info->num_bytes = GET_MODE_SIZE (mode);
num_words = ((info->num_bytes + UNITS_PER_WORD - 1) /
UNITS_PER_WORD);
max_regs = MAX_ARGS_IN_REGISTERS - info->reg_offset;
/* Partition the argument between registers and stack. */
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info->reg_words = MIN (num_words, max_regs);
info->stack_words = num_words - info->reg_words;
}

14.4.2.3.30

void override_options (void)

Description: Overrides command line options. Mostly it processes the processor type and
sometimes adjusts other TARGET_ options.

14.4.2.3.31

void target_conditional_register_usage (void)

Description: Please refer to GNU GCC Manual for more information on this function.
A sample implementation is shown below.
void target_conditional_register_usage (void)
{
if (flag_pic)
fixed_regs[PIC_REGNO] = call_used_regs [PIC_REGNO]
= 1;
}

14.4.2.3.32

void target_order_regs_for_local_alloc (void)

Description: Orders the registers for register allocator.
A sample implementation may be as follows.
void target_order_regs_for_local_alloc (void)
{
/* First allocate the local general purpose registers. */
for (i = 0; i < FIRST_PSEUDO_REGISTER; i++)
if (GP_REG_P (i) && call_used_regs[i])
reg_alloc_order [pos++] = i;
/* Global general purpose registers. */
for (i = 0; i < FIRST_PSEUDO_REGISTER; i++)
if (GP_REG_P (i) && !call_used_regs[i])
reg_alloc_order [pos++] = i;
/* Allocate ANY Other registers */
/* If we do not want to allocate the rest of the array */
while (pos < FIRST_PSEUDO_REGISTER)
reg_alloc_order [pos++] = 0;
}
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14.4.2.3.33

void print_operand (FILE *file, rtx op, int letter)

Please refer to PRINT_OPERAND macro in “Output of Assembler Instructions” section of
GNU GCC Manual for information on this method.

14.4.2.3.34

void print_operand_address (FILE *file, rtx addr)

Please refer to PRINT_OPERAND_ADDRESS macro in “Output of Assembler Instructions”
section of GNU GCC Manual for information on this method.

14.4.2.3.35

void target_output_external (FILE *file, tree decl, const char *name)

Description: Emits text to declare externally defined variables and functions.
A sample implementation is as follows.
void target_output_external (FILE *file, tree decl, const char
*name)
{
register struct extern_list *p;
int len;
tree section_name;
if (TREE_CODE (decl) != FUNCTION_DECL
&& (len = int_size_in_bytes (TREE_TYPE (decl))) > 0
&& ((section_name = DECL_SECTION_NAME (decl)) == NULL
|| strcmp(TREE_STRING_POINTER(section_name),".sbss")
== 0
|| strcmp (TREE_STRING_POINTER(section_name),".sdata")
== 0))
{
p=(struct extern_list *)xmalloc(sizeof(struct
extern_list));
p->next = extern_head;
p->name = name;
p->size = len;
extern_head = p;
}
}
NOTE: For the above implementation, the data structure extern_list should be defined as
follows.
struct extern_list
{
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struct extern_list *next; /* next external */
const char *name; /* name of the external */
int size; /* size in bytes */
} *extern_head = 0;

14.4.2.3.36

void target_output_filename (FILE *stream, char *name)

Description: Emits a new filename to a stream.
NOTE: Please refer to TARGET.c file for the default implementation of this method.

14.4.2.3.37

void target_output_lineno (FILE *stream, int line)

Description: Emits a line number.
void target_output_lineno (FILE *stream, int line)
{
fprintf (stream, "\n\t.loc\t%d %d\n",
num_source_filenames, line);
}

14.4.2.3.38

void target_output_ascii (FILE *stream, const char *string_param,

size_t lne)
Description: Emits an ASCII string to the output file.
A sample implementation can be as follows.
void target_output_ascii (FILE *stream,
const char *string_param, size_t lne)
{
size_t i;
int cur_pos = 17;
register const unsigned char *string =
(const unsigned char *)string_param;
fprintf (stream, "\t.ascii\t\"");
for (i = 0; i < len; i++)
{
register int c = string[i];
switch (c)
{
case '\"':
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case '\\':
putc ('\\', stream);
putc (c, stream);
cur_pos += 2;
break;
case TARGET_NEWLINE:
fputs ("\\n", stream);
if (i+1 < len
&& (((c = string[i+1]) >= '\040'
&& c <= '~')
|| c == TARGET_TAB))
cur_pos = 32767; /* break right here */
else
cur_pos += 2;
break;
case TARGET_TAB:
fputs ("\\t", stream);
cur_pos += 2;
break;
/* Handle TARGET_CR, TARGET_BS, TARGET_FF etc */
default:
if (c >= ' ' && c < 0177)
{
putc (c, stream);
cur_pos++;
}
}
if (cur_pos > 72 && i+1 < len)
{
cur_pos = 17;
fprintf (stream, "\"\n\t.ascii\t\"");
}
}
fprintf (stream, "\"\n");
}

14.4.2.3.39

void final_prescan_insn (rtx insn, rtx opvec[], int noperands)

Description: Outputs all instruction addresses and their sizes into the assembly language
output file. This is helpful for debugging whether the length attributes in the md file are
correct.
A sample implementation can be as follows.
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void final_prescan_insn (insn, operand, num_operands)
rtx insn, *operand;
int num_operands;
{
int uid = INSN_UID (insn);
if (TARGET_INSN_SIZE_DUMP || TARGET_ALL_DEBUG)
{
fprintf (asm_out_file, "/*DEBUG: 0x%x\t\t%d\t%d */\n",
INSN_ADDRESSES (uid),
INSN_ADDRESSES (uid) - last_insn_address,
rtx_cost (PATTERN (insn), INSN));
}
last_insn_address = INSN_ADDRESSES (uid);
if (TARGET_RTL_DUMP)
{
fprintf (asm_out_file, "/*****************\n");
print_rtl_single (asm_out_file, insn);
fprintf (asm_out_file, "*****************/\n");
}
}
NOTE: The above TARGET_<Values> should be defined by target.

14.4.2.3.40

void target_asm_file_start (FILE *stream)

Description: Outputs text that to appear at the beginning of an assembler file.
NOTE: Please refer to the TARGET.c file for default implementation.

14.4.2.3.41

void target_asm_file_end (FILE *file)

Description: Outputs text to appear at the end of an assembler file. This includes all pending
extern declarations.
A sample implementation is as follows.
void asm_file_end (file)
FILE *file;
{
fprintf (file, "/* File %s: prologues %3d,
epilogues %3d */\n", main_input_filename,
commands_in_prologues, commands_in_epilogues);
/* add other declarations */
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}

14.4.2.3.42

void target_declare_object (FILE *stream, char *name,char

*init_string, char *final_string, int size)
Description: Emits a label, .comm, or .lcomm etc directive.
A sample implementation can be as follows.
void target_declare_object (FILE *stream, char *name,
char *init_string, char *final_string, int size)
{
fputs (init_string, stream);
assemble_name (stream, name);
fprintf (stream, final_string, size);
}

14.4.2.3.43

rtx function_value (tree valtype, tree func, enum machine_mode

mode)
Description: Defines return register to use a function return value with VALTYPE for function
FUNC. MODE is used instead of VALTYPE for LIBCALLS.
NOTE: Please refer to TARGET.c file for default implementation and change it appropriately.

14.4.2.3.44

int function_arg_pass_by_reference (CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum,

enum machine_mode mode, tree type, int named)
Description: A C expression that indicates when an argument must be passed by reference. If
nonzero for an argument, a copy of that argument is made in memory and a pointer to the
argument is passed instead of the argument itself. The pointer is passed in whatever way is
appropriate for passing a pointer to that type. On machines where the macro
`REG_PARM_STACK_SPACE' is not defined, a suitable definition of this routine may be as
follows.
int function_arg_pass_by_reference (CUMULATIVE_ARGS *cum, enum
machine_mode mode, tree type, int named)
{
return MUST_PASS_IN_STACK (MODE, TYPE);
}
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int cannot_change_mode_class (enum machine_mode from, enum

machine_mode to, enum reg_class class)
Description: Returns the class of registers for which a mode change from FROM to TO is
invalid.
A sample implementation could be as follows.
int cannot_change_mode_class (enum machine_mode from,
enum machine_mode to, enum reg_class class)
{
return (GET_MODE_SIZE (FROM) != GET_MODE_SIZE (TO) ?
reg_classes_intersect_p (FP_REGS, CLASS) : 0);
}

14.4.2.3.46 enum reg_class secondary_reload_class (enum reg_class class,
enum machine_mode mode, rtx x,int in_p)
Description: This function returns the register class required for a secondary register when
copying between one of the registers in CLASS, and X, using MODE. If IN_P is nonzero, the
copy is going from X to the register, otherwise the register is the source. A return value of
NO_REGS means that no secondary register is required.
A sample implementation can be as follows.
enum reg_class secondary_reload_class( enum reg_class class,
enum machine_mode mode, rtx x,int in_p)
{
if (GET_CODE (x) == REG)
{
regno = REGNO (x);
if (regno >= FIRST_PSEUDO_REGISTER)
regno = true_regnum (x);
}
else if (GET_CODE (x) == SUBREG)
regno = true_regnum (x);
else
regno = -1;
if (GET_CODE (x) == MEM
&& GET_CODE (XEXP (x, 0)) == MEM)
return NO_REGS;
if ((regno >= FIRST_PSEUDO_REGISTER || regno == -1)
&& (GET_MODE_CLASS (mode) == MODE_INT))
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return GENERAL_REGS;
/* Handle other cases */
return NO_REGS;
}

14.4.2.3.47

int class_max_nregs (enum reg_class class, enum machine_mode

mode)
Description: Returns maximum number of consecutive registers of class CLASS needed to
hold a value of mode MODE.
NOTE: Please refer to the TARGET.c file for defaultimplementation.

14.4.2.3.48

int target_register_move_cost (enum machine_mode mode, enum

register class to, enum register class from)
Description: Returns the cost of moving a register in class FROM to class TO. The cost is
always 2 when FROM is the same as TO; on some machines it is expensive to move between
registers if they are not general registers.
A Sample implementation can be as follows.
int target_register_move_cost (mode, from, to)
enum machine_mode mode;
enum reg_class from;
enum reg_class to;
{
switch (from)
{
default:
break;
case GENERAL_REGS:
switch (to)
{
default:
break;
case GENERAL_REGS:
return 2;
case FP_REGS:
return 4;
/* ... Handle other cases */
}
case FP_REGS:
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switch (to)
{
/* Handle different cases */
}
/* Handle other cases */
}
return 2;
}
The above implementation will be changed based on target.

14.4.2.3.49

int adjust_insn_length (rtx insn, int length)

Description: Returns the adjusted length of INSN. LENGTH is the initial length computed by
attributes in the machine-description file.
NOTE: Please check TARGET.c file for sample implementation and update it appropriately
for the target.

14.4.2.3.50

int return_in_memory (tree type)

Description: Decide whether a type should be returned in memory (true) or in a register
(false).
NOTE: Please check TARGET.c file for sample implementation and update it appropriately
for the target.

14.4.2.3.51 int target_legitimate_address_p ( enum machine_mode mode, rtx
insn, int strict)
Description: Recognizes an RTL expression that is a valid memory address for an instruction.
The MODE argument is the machine mode for the MEM expression that wants to use
this address.
NOTE: Please check TARGET.c file for sample implementation and update it appropriately
for the target.

14.4.2.3.52

int target_init_machine_status ()

Description: Allocates memory for per-function machine-dependent data.
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A sample implementation of this method can be as follows.
static struct machine_function *
target_init_machine_status ()
{
return ((struct machine_function *)
ggc_alloc_cleared (sizeof (struct machine_function)));
}
NOTE: Here the type machine_function can be defined as follows:
struct machine_function GTY(()) {
struct target_frame_info frame;
};
Also, other data members can be defined to hold function address, type of function, args list,
and frame size etc. based target machine. The data type, target_frame_info can be defined as
follows.
struct target_frame_info GTY(()) {
/* # bytes that the entire frame takes up */
long total_size;
/* # bytes that variables take up */
long var_size;
/* # bytes that outgoing arguments take up */
long args_size;
/* # bytes of extra gunk */
long extra_size;
/* # bytes needed to store gp regs */
int gp_reg_size;
/* mask of saved gp registers */
long mask;
/* offset from vfp to store gp registers */
long gp_save_offset;
/* offset from new sp to store gp registers */
long gp_sp_offset;
/* != 0 if frame size already calculated */
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int initialized;
/* number of gp registers saved */
int num_gp;
};

14.4.2.3.53

int target_expand_prologue()

Description: Generates the prologue instructions for entry into and target function.
A sample implementation of this method can be as below.
int target_expand_prologue()
{
1. Compute frame size
2. Emit an insn to reload GP, if needed
3. Adjust the stack by frame size
4. Now save any other registers required to be saved
5. Allocate the space for outgoing args, if required
6. If we need a frame pointer, set it from the stack
pointer
7. Do other things required
}

14.4.2.3.54

int compute_frame_size()

Description: Returns the stack frame size required for the current function. This method fills
the data members of target_frame_info structure.
A sample implementation can be as follows.
int compute_frame_size()
{
1. Compute the number of bytes that the entire frame takes
2. Compute the number of bytes that variables take up
3. Compute the number of bytes that outgoing args take up
4. Number of extra bytes
5. Number of bytes needed to store gp regs
6. Compute the mask of saved gp registers
7. Save the computed information
8. Return the total size.
}
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14.4.2.3.55

int call_address_operand(rtx op, enum machine_mode mode)

Description: This method recognizes if operand op of mode mode is a valid operand for call
instructions.
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Target Macros

Please refer to TARGET.h file in the generated GCC machine description for the list of macros
defined with default values. These have to be suitably modified manually as per the actual
target requirements.

14.4.2.4.1

enum processor_type

The enum processor_type defines a list of variants of the target processor that are handled by
this compiler port. The cpu attribute in TARGET.md defines a mirror list for this list, so any
changes to this enum must also be reflected in the attribute.
Example: If 'enum processor_type' is defined as below in TARGTE.h
enum processor_type {
PROCESSOR_DEFAULT,
PROCESSOR_PENTIUM1,
PROCESSOR_PENTIUM2,
PROCESSOR_PENTIUM3
}
then in TARGET.md file, the 'cpu' attribute should be defined as follows:
(define_attr "cpu"
"default, pentium1, pentium2, pentium3"
(const (symbol_ref "target_cpu_attr")))

14.4.2.4.2

Run-time compilation parameters selecting different hardware

subsets.
Example: To specify soft-float option, do the following steps.
i) Update macros used in machine description to test the flags.
#define MASK_SOFT_FLOAT 0x00000001
#define TARGET_SOFT_FLOAT (target_flags & MASK_SOFT_FLOAT)
ii) Add the following entry to TARGET_SWITCHES macro.
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{ "soft-float",MASK_SOFT_FLOAT,
N_("Use library calls to perform FP operations") }

14.4.2.4.3

Target version and Machine type

#define TARGET_VERSION "<version name>"
#define MACHINE_TYPE "<Machine Type>"

14.4.2.4.4

Prefixes for labels.

i) Specify LOCAL_LABEL_PREFIX. Default is ".".
ii) Specify USER_LABEL_PREFIX. Default is "".

14.4.2.4.5

BITS_BIG_ENDIAN

Specifies whether MSB is lowest numbered in instructions that operate on numbered bitfields as follows. Here value is 1 if MSB is lowest numbered otherwise 0.
/* Bits are specified in big-endian format */
#define BITS_BIG_ENDIAN 1
/* Bits are specified in little-endian format */
#define BITS_BIG_ENDIAN 0

14.4.2.4.6

BYTES_BIG_ENDIAN

Specifies whether Most Significant Byte of a word if lowest numbered using
BYTES_BIG_ENDIAN macro. Also define WORDS_BIG_ENDIAN for a multiword.

14.4.2.4.7

Width of a floating-point register

#define UNITS_PER_FPREG width

14.4.2.4.8

FIXED_REGISTERS

Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more
information on this macro.
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CALL_USED_REGISTERS

Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more
information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.10

Macros for Register numbers

GP_REG_FIRST
GP_REG_LAST
FP_REG_FIRST
FP_REG_LAST

14.4.2.4.11

First general purpose register number.
Last general purpose register number.
First floating-point register number.
Last floating-point register number.

HARD_REGNO_MODE_OK(REGNO, MODE)

Value is 1 if hard register REGNO can hold a value of mode MODE. Please refer to "Basic
Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more information on this
macro.

14.4.2.4.12

MAX_ARGS_IN_REGISTERS & NUM_ARG_REGS

MAX_ARGS_IN_REGISTERS
NUM_ARG_REGS

14.4.2.4.13

Maximum arguments that can be passed in registers.
Number of argument registers available

Specify the base register to access function arguments.

#define ARG_POINTER_REGNUM GP_REG_FIRST
Note: Other register numbers can be specified as GP_REG_FIRST+1, GP_REG_FIRST+2,
GP_REG_FIRST+3 .. etc.

14.4.2.4.14

REGNO_REG_CLASS(REGNO)

Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more
information on this macro.
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14.4.2.4.15

BASE_REG_CLASS

Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more
information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.16

INDEX_REG_CLASS

Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more
information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.17

CONST_DOUBLE_OK_FOR_LETTER_P

The definition of this macro defines the constraint letters for const_double values.
Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more
information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.18

EXTRA_CONSTRAINT

This macro defines optional constraint letters which can be used for specific types of
operands for the target. Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in
GNU GCC Manual for more information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.19

RETURN_POPS_ARGS

Defines thenumber of bytes of arguments automatically popped when returning from a
subroutine call.

14.4.2.4.20

CUMULATIVE_ARGS

Defines a C type for declaring a variable for function arguments. If the arguments are passed
on the stack, the value of this macro is type 'int'. In this case it can hold the number of bytes of
argument so far. Some targets may need storing all information about arguments during
arguments scan. In this case, the data type should be able hold all information about function,
and its arguments. Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC
Manual for more information on this macro.
The following are the sample CUMULATIVE_ARGS definitions.
Sample 1:
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#define CUMULATIVE_ARGS int
Sample 2:
typedef struct target_args {
/* Number of registers available for passing */
int nregs;
/* next available register number */
int regno;
} CUMULATIVE_ARGS;

Sample 3:
#define CUMULATIVE_ARGS struct cum_arg
struct cum_arg {
/* number of bytes scanned so far */
int nbytes;
/* rtx of the called library function */
struct rtx_def *libcall;
};
Sample 4:
struct cum_args {
/* Number of register parameters seen so far */
int ca_nregparms;
/* Number of stack parameters seen so far */
int ca_nstackparms;
};
#define CUMULATIVE_ARGS struct cum_args
Sample 5:
typedef struct {
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/* This is the number of registers of arguments scanned
so far. */
int nregs;
/* One of CALL_NORMAL, CALL_LONG or CALL_SHORT*/
int call_cookie;
} CUMULATIVE_ARGS;

Sample 6:
typedef struct target_args {
/* Always true for varargs functions. Otherwise true if at least one argument has
been passed in an integer register.
*/
int gp_reg_found;
/* Number of arguments seen so far */
unsigned int arg_number;
/* Number of
unsigned int
/* Number of
unsigned int

integer registers used so far */
num_gprs;
words passed on stack */
stack_words;

/* True if the function has a prototype */
int prototype;
} CUMULATIVE_ARGS;
NOTE: In the above examples, no information is included about floating point arguments. It
can be included if necessary.

14.4.2.4.21

FUNCTION_PROFILE(FILE, LABELNO)

This macro outputs assembler code to FILE to increment profiler label #LABELNO for
profiling a function entry. Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in
GNU GCC Manual for more information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.22

EXIT_IGNORE_STACK

This macro should be nonzero if the stack pointer does not matter when returning from a
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function. Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for
more information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.23

REGNO_OK_FOR_INDEX_P(REGNO) &

REGNO_OK_FOR_BASE_P(REGNO)
These macros should be nonzero only if REGNO is a hard register of the suitable class or a
pseudo register currently allocated to a suitable hard reg. Please refer to "Basic Characteristics
of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.24

LEGITIMIZE_ADDRESS(X,OLDX,MODE,WIN)

This macro defines machine-dependent ways of modifying an illegitimate address to be
legitimate. Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for
more information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.25

GO_IF_MODE_DEPENDENT_ADDRESS(ADDR,LABEL)

Go to LABEL if ADDR has an effect that depends on the machine mode it is used for. Please
refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more information
on this macro.

14.4.2.4.26

CASE_VECTOR_MODE

Specifies the machine mode that this target uses for the index in the tablejump instruction.

14.4.2.4.27

BRANCH_COST

Provides the cost of a branch instruction.

14.4.2.4.28

ASM_SPEC

Defines Assembler options.
Example: If the target name is 'XYZ' and SMDL model names are XYZ.md, XYZreloc.md, and
XYZdelayslot.md then this macro can be defined as follows.
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#define ASM_SPEC "-m XYZ.md -mr XYZreloc.md -md XYZdelayslot.md"
Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more
information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.29

LINK_SPEC

Defines Linker options.
Example: This macro can be defined as follows.
#define LINK_SPEC "-mr XYZreloc.md"
Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more
information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.30

LINK_COMMAND_SPEC

Defines Linker command options.
Example: This macro can be defined as follows.
#define LINK_COMMAND_SPEC "%(linker) %l %X %{o*} \
%{A} %{d} %{e*} %{m} %{N} %{n} %{r} %{s} %{t} \
%{u*} %{x} %{z} %{Z} %o"
Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more
information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.31

EH_RETURN_DATA_REAGNO

Describes the implementation of __builtin_eh_return.
A sample definition can be as follows.
#define EH_RETURN_DATA_REGNO(N) \
((N) < 2 ? (N) + GP_ARG_FIRST : INVALID_REGNUM)
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MUST_SAVE_REGISTER (regno)

This macro tells prologue and epilogue if register REGNO should be saved or restored.
A sample definition can be as below.
#define MUST_SAVE_REGISTER(regno) \
((regs_ever_live[regno] && !call_used_regs[regno]) || \
(regno == HARD_FRAME_POINTER_REGNUM &&
frame_pointer_needed)

14.4.2.4.33

FIRST_PSEUDO_REGISTER

Defines number of actual hardware registers. The hardware registers are assigned numbers
for the compiler from 0 to just below FIRST_PSEUDO_REGISTER.

14.4.2.4.34

REG_ALLOC_ORDER

This macro specifies register allocation order. Each register must be listed once. The default
allocation uses registers which are used lowest numbered first. The following order may be
considered.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Non-saved floating-point registers
Non-saved floating-point registers, but input args
Non-saved, but return value
Non-saved, but immediate before saved
Saved floating-point registers
Non-saved integer registers
Non-saved, but return value
Non-saved, but input args
Saved integer registers
Return PC
Frame pointer
Global pointer
Stack pointer

Example:
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#define REG_ALLOC_ORDER \
{ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,12,13,14,15, \
16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31, \
32,33,34,35 \
}
The above is the default value for machine when its FIRST_PSEUDO_REGISTER is defined as
36.
Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more
information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.35

ELIMINABLE_REGS

This macro defines register eliminations. The definition is an array of structures. Each
structure initializes one pair of eliminable registers. The "from" register number is given first,
followed by "to". Eliminations of the same "from" register are listed in order of preference.
The default elimination is to replace frame pointer references with the stack pointer
references.
Example:
#define ELIMINABLE_REGS \
{{ARG_POINTER_REGNUM, FRAME_POINTER_REGNUM}, \
{FRAME_POINTER_REGNUM, STACK_POINTER_REGNUM}}
In this example, the argument pointer register is eliminated with frame pointer and frame
pointer can be eliminated with stack pointer.

14.4.2.4.36

CAN_ELIMINATE(FROM, TO)

This macro defines valid eliminations; if all are valid then define it as follows:
#define CAN_ELIMINATE(FROM, TO) 1

14.4.2.4.37

PREDICATE_CODES

This macro defines any new predicates added tp 'TARGET.c'. The first field in the structure is
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the name of a predicate and the second field is an array of rtl codes that can be in used
expressions matched by the predicate. The list should have a trailing comma.
Example:
#define PREDICATE_CODES \
{"arith_operand", {REG, CONST_INT, SUBREG}}, \
{"call_address_operand", {REG, SYMBOL_REF, LABEL_REF,
CONST}},\
{"small_int", {CONST_INT}},
Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more
information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.38

STATIC_CHAIN_REGNUM & STATIC_CHAIN_INCOMING_REGNUM

These register numbers are used for passing a function's static chain pointer.
STATIC_CHAIN_INCOMING_REGNUM
STATIC_CHAIN_REGNUM

Reg number seen by the called function.
Reg number seem by the calling function.

NOTE: If these registers are the same, `STATIC_CHAIN_INCOMING_REGNUM'
need not be defined.
Example:
#define STATIC_CHAIN_REGNUM 1
Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more
information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.39

STATIC_CHAIN & STATIC_CHAIN_INCOMING

If the static chain is passed in memory, these macros give rtx giving `mem' expressions that
denote where they are stored.
STATIC_CHAIN
STATIC_CHAIN_INCOMING

Location seen by the calling function.
Location seen by the called function.
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NOTE: Often the STATIC_CHAIN will be at an offset from the stack pointer and the
STATIC_CHAIN_INCOMING at an offset from the frame pointer.
Example:
#define STATIC_CHAIN \
gen_rtx_MEM (Pmode, plus_constant (stack_pointer_rtx,\
-5 * UNITS_PER_WORD))
#define STATIC_CHAIN_INCOMING \
gen_rtx_MEM (Pmode, plus_constant (arg_pointer_rtx, \
-5 * UNITS_PER_WORD))
Please refer to "Basic Characteristics of Registers" section in GNU GCC Manual for more
information on this macro.

14.4.2.4.40

SELECT_CC_MODE

This macro returns the mode to be used for comparison based on comparison code (EQ, NE,
etc.) and first operand of a compare.
•
•
•

Return CC_NOOVmode when the first operand is a PLUS, MINUS, NEG or MULT;
CCmode should be returned when no special processing is needed;
CCFPmode should be returned for floating-point comparison.

The following is a sample implementation.
#define SELECT_CC_MODE(OP,X,Y) \
(GET_MODE_CLASS (GET_MODE (X)) == MODE_FLOAT \
? CCFPmode \
: ((GET_CODE (X) == PLUS || GET_CODE (X) == MINUS \
|| GET_CODE (X) == NEG) \
? CC_NOOVmode : Ccmode))
Also, this macro can be defined as below:
#define SELECT_CC_MODE(OP,X,Y) target_select_cc_mode (OP, X, Y)
Here, target_select_cc_mode method should be defined inTARGET.c.
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15 SMDL Reference
15.1 Introduction
SANKHYA Machine Description Language (SMDL) is a simple yet powerful language for
describing processor architectures. Using SMDL, the instruction set architecture, application
binary interface, assembly syntax information and relocation information can be captured.
This information can be used by software development tools like code generator, assembler,
linker, simulator and by test generation tools.
SMDL allows the specification of a processor as a hierarchy of instruction bundles,
instructions and operands in multiple representations like intermediate code, assembly code
and machine code in a single unified model.
SMDL provides constructs for concisely specifying a range of values for an operand,
specifying an operand as a union of operands and provides support for specifying array of
values for operands. The user can attach attributes to values thereby providing a powerful
method to match instructions, operands and bundles based on attribute values.
This document explains the SMDL specification in detail and provides description of all the
language elements along with usage examples.

15.2 Key Concepts
Terminology

Description

Architecture Model

The SMDL model of a CPU architecture that describes
the Instruction Set Architecture

Syntax Model

The SMDL model that captures the assembly syntax
information

Relocation Model

The SMDL model that contains binary relocation
information
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ABI Model

The SMDL model that captures the Application Binary
Interface information

Transformation Model

The SMDL model that contains information to
transform common behaviour code to be used by code
optimizers

Common Behaviour Description
Language (CBDL)

An intermediate level language to describe the
behaviour of a virtual machine

Common Behaviour Code (cbcode)

CBDL code used to describe the behaviour of
processor. This is one of the representations used in a
SMDL model.

Attribute

A name-value pair that describes some property of an
operand or operator in cbcode.

Bundle

A group of one or more instructions specified as a
single long instruction as in a VLIW instruction.

15.3 Notational Conventions
•

Grammar rules are represented as follows
non-terminal := list of terminals and non-terminals

•
•

•
•

Keywords are represented in lower-case bold face characters as in component
Non-keyword terminal symbols are represented using upper-case normal characters as
in INTEGER
Non-terminal symbols are represented using lower-case characters as in argument_list
A name which represents an identifier is represented as nameid, which is a short form
for the rule
name := IDENTIFIER

•
•

•

Characters in single quote as in '{' represent the literal character.
A '|' character in the lexical and syntax descriptions represents an alternative for the
right-hand side of a production rule.
In a lexical description, [ ] encloses a list of characters out of which any of them match.
A hyphen within such a list represents a range of characters. For e.g., the list [0-9a-z]
matches any character between (and including) 0 and 9 or any character between (and
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including) 'a' to 'z'.
•

•

•

Terms enclosed within unquoted [ ] outside a lexical description indicate optional
terms and so do the terms subscripted with opt as in argument_listopt
An asterik character '*' in a lexical description specifies zero or more occurrences of the
preceding term.
A plus character '+' in a lexical description specifies one or more occurrences of the
preceding term.
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15.4 SMDL Architecture Model
An architecture model captures the instruction set architecture details of a processor. This
includes information about the processor registers, addressing modes, instructions and
instruction bundles.

Instruction Set Hierarchy
SMDL views the instruction set information as a hierarchy as shown in Figure 15 .1

Bundle

Instruction

Instruction

Instruction

Operands

Figure 15 .1 Instruction Set Hierarchy

Bundles are groupings of instructions and occur at the top of the hierarchy. A bundle can be
used to model a Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW).
Instructions occur at the intermediate nodes of the hierarchy and represent the instructions
supported by the processor. An SMDL instruction description describes a processor
instruction. The following types of instruction descriptions are available in SMDL
•
•

Simple Instructions
Union Instructions
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Operands occur at the bottom of the hierarchy and represent the operands that are part of an
instruction or bundle. An operand representing an addressing mode can contain other
operands as its child nodes. An operand description describes a register, an immediate value,
an addressing mode and any other type of operands available in the instruction set of a
processor. The following types of operand descriptions are available in SMDL
•
•
•
•

Simple Operand
Range Operand
Union Operand
Symbolic Operand (Symbol)

SMDL Representations
The bundle, instruction and operand information in an architecture model is specified in
multiple representations. They are
•

Common Behaviour Code

•

Assembly Mnemonics

•

Machine Code

Common Behaviour Code Representation
This contains CBDL statements to describe the behaviour of an instruction, address
computations, side effects etc.
Assembly Mnemonic Representation
In this representation, the instruction, operand and bundle information is specified in an
internal assembly format. This allows the architecture model to be independent of a specific
assembly format. The mapping between the internal assembly format and an external
assembler syntax is specified in a Syntax Model.
Machine Code Representation
This representation contains the binary machine code encoding of operands and instructions.
Each encoding contains a bit-field specification which indicates where in the machine word
that element is encoded and the value to be encoded at that position.
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15.4.1

SMDL Architecture Model Elements
15.4.1.1

Processor Description

Syntax
Processor processor_nameid {
ID = INTEGER;
asm = { STRING };
Operand descriptions
Instruction descriptions
Bundle descriptions

};
Description
A processor description contains the complete description of a processor architecture.
The processor_name is an identifier that uniquely identifies the architecture. The ID field
identifies the type of the SMDL model as described in Table 15 .1. The ASM definition
specifies a string to identify the processor and is typically output by tools in the code
generated by them. A processor description contains zero or more operand, instruction
and bundle descriptions.
Table 15 .1 SMDL Model File Identifier Values
Model Identifier

Model Type

1

Architecture Model

2

ABI Model

3

Syntax Model

4

Relocation Model

5

Transformation Model
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Example
Processor DLX {
ID = 1;
asm = { “DLX” };
// Operand, Instruction and Bundle Descriptions follow

};
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15.4.1.2

CBCODE Representation

Syntax
cb { cbcode_value separator cbcode_value separator ... };
where,
cbcode_value := attributesopt STRING
| attributesopt IDENTIFIER
separator := ',' | '#'
attributes := '{' attribute_list '}'
attribute_list := attribute ',' attribute_list
| attribute
attribute := '!' attribute_name attribute_value_list
| attribute_name attribute_value_list
| attribute_name
attribute_name := IDENTIFIER
attribute_value_list := attribute_value ':' attribute_value_list
| attribute_value
attribute_value := IDENTIFIER | INTEGER
Description
The cbcode description of an operand, instruction or bundle consists of a list of string
values and references to child elements representing one or more CBDL statements.
The purpose of the cbcode description is to describe the behaviour associated with a
processor instruction. This behaviour includes the operation represented by the
instruction, the side-effects associated with the operation, evaluation of operands for
address computations etc. For detailed information about CBDL, please refer to the
CBDL Reference Manual chapter of the Teraptor User Guide and reference Manual.
Cbcode Value List
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A cbcode value list consists of a list of string values and/or identifiers. Two types of
separators can be used to separate the values in the list. The comma separator assumes
that one or more white-space characters occur between the values that it separates. The
# or paste separator assumes that no white-space character occurs between the two
values that it separates. That is, the two values are effectively pasted together.
Attributes
Cbcode representation allows attributes to be attached to the string values and child
element references. These attributes define certain properties of the operator and
operand and are interpreted in an implementation-defined manner. An attribute is a
name-value pair. When matching a SMDL cbcode value list with an input value list,
attributes can be matched to select the required alternative. An attribute can be
optionally prefixed with a '!' character. This indicates that the attribute is not matched
when matching the value with an input value.
An attribute can also be defined by specifying the name of a SMDL operand element
whose cbcode contains the actual attribute definition.
Examples
Example 1:
// cbcode for PC register operand
cb { “pc” };
Example 2:
// cbcode for 32-bit add instruction with attributes specified
// for the add operator.
cb { “=”, r1, “{sign=s,width=32}+”, r2, r3 };
Example 3:
// cbcode for an addressing mode operand for computing effective
// address by adding an offset to a register
cb { “+”, reg, offset };
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Example 4:
//
//
//
cb

cbcode for a function call instruction.
The ! before the call_like_ins attribute indicates that the
attribute is not matched when matching this cbcode.
{ "{!call_like_ins=jsr}=", rd, "+", "pc", "4",
“j”, addr };

Example 5:
// cbcode for a register to register move instruction.
// The attributes for the instruction are obtained from the
// child element mov_attr
Operand mov_attr {
cb { “sign=s,width=64” };
...
};
Instruction i_mov {
mov_attr attr;
o_gprv reg, reg1;
cb { "{attr}=", reg, reg1 };
};
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Assembly Mnemonic Representation

Syntax
as { asm_value separator asm_value separator ... };
where,
asm_value := STRING | IDENTIFIER
separator := ',' | '#'
Description
The assembly mnemonic description of an operand, instruction or bundle consists of a
list of string values and references to child elements. The purpose of the mnemonic
description is to describe the assembly syntax of the element in an internal format. This
description can be used by tools like assembler to match assembly instructions with the
model and to encode them into machine code.
Asm Value List
A asm value list consists of a list of string values and/or identifiers. Two types of
separators can be used to separate the values in the list. The comma separator assumes
that one or more white-space characters occur between the values that it separates. The
# or paste separator assumes that no white-space character occurs between the two
values that it separates. That is, the two values are effectively pasted together.
Examples
Example 1:
// mnemonic for PC register
as { “pc” };
Example 2:
// assembler mnemonic for add instruction
as { “add”, r1, r2, r3 };
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Example 3:
// assembler mnemonic for register + offset addressing mode
as { offset, “(“, reg, “)” };
Example 4:
//
//
//
//
as

assembler mnemonic load instruction: ld reg, imm[reg1]
The paste separator (#) is used to indicate that reg and
comma should be pasted together (as “reg,”) and imm, [, reg1
and ] be pasted together as “imm[reg1]”.
{ “ld”, reg # “,” , imm # “[“ # reg1 # “]” };
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Machine code Representation

Syntax
mc { bits1; bits2; bits3 ... };
where,
bitsN := (a) or(start,width,constant_value)
(b) constant_value
(c) childid(start, width)
(d) childid((start,width,child_start,child_width),...)
(e) expr(expr_string, start, width)
(f) '”' range_variable_reference '”'
start, width, child_start, child_width := INTEGER
constant_value := INTEGER | BINARY | HEX
expr_string := STRING
range_variable_reference := '$'IDENTIFIER
Description
The machine code description of an operand, instruction or bundle consists of a list of
bit -field specifications containing the bit positions and values where each element is
encoded in a machine word. The alternative formats for specifying the bit-fields are as
shown in items (a)-(f) in the syntax description above.
It is important to note that each SMDL element (instruction, operand, bundle) has its
own virtual machine word. This means that the bit positions in the machine code
representation of an element always start at zero. That is, an element always views its
machine word as beginning at zero. The parent of that element will take care of
mapping the child element's bits to appropriate location in its own machine word.
Finally, at the top-level, i.e., in a bundle, the correspondence between the actual
machine word and the virtual machine word is established.
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Constant Value Encoding [formats (a) and (d)]
In (a), a constant value is specified for the bits starting at start for width number of bits.
In (d), only a value is specified as a binary, decimal or hexadecimal. The start position
is taken as zero and the number of bits are determined from the value. Format (d) is
allowed only in operand descriptions.
Child Element Encoding [formats (b) and(c)]
In (b) and (c), the bits are encoded using the value obtained from a child element
whose name is given by childid. In the format (b), the bits from the child element are
encoded starting from bit start for width number of bits. In format (c), the bits from the
child element are encoded at different positions in the machine word as specified by a
list of bit-fields. In this case, the start and width fields specify the position in the
parent's machine word and child_start and child_width specify the part of the child
element's bits that are encoded in the specified location in the parent element.
Expression-based Encoding [format (e)]
In (e), an expression is specified as a string. This expression specifies some operation to
be performed on the child elements of the current element and the resulting value of
the evaluation is encoded at position start for width bits in the machine word. The
expression is specified in prefix notation. Table 15 .2 lists the operations supported in
the macine code expression. The operators and operands in the expression are
specified as follows
•
•

•

Operators are prefixed with a '%' character as in '%+'
Constant operands can be specified in binary (prefix with '0b'), octal (starting
with digit 0 and followed by any digit), hexadecimal (prefixed with '0x' or '0X')
and decimal.
An operand prefixed with '$' is considered to be a reference to a child element.

This format can be used for specifying relocation information where the value of a
symbolic expression is encoded at specific bits in the machine word.
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Table 15 .2 Machine code expression operators

Operator

Operation

Syntax

Description

+

Addition

%+ op1 op2

Adds op1 and op2 and returns
the result

-

Subtraction

%- op1 op2

Subtracts op2 from op1 and
returns the result

*

Multiplication %* op1 op2

Multiplies op1 and op2 and
returns the result

/

Division

Divides op1 by op2 and
returns the quotient

&

Bitwise AND %& op1 op2

Performs bitwise AND of op1
and op2 and returns the result

bf

Bit-field
Extraction

Extracts width bits starting
from bit start from op1 and
returns the extracted bit value

%/ op1 op2

%bf start width op1

Range Variable Reference [format (f)]
This format is used in the machine code representation of range operands (see section
15 .4.1.7). The range identifier is prefixed with a '$' character and specified within
double quotes as in “$i”.
Examples
Example 1:
//
//
//
//
mc

Constant value encoding (format (a))
Decimal value 15 encoded at bits 0-4
Binary value 0b1010 encoded at bits 5-8
Hexadecimal value 0x1e encoded at bits 9-13
{ or(0,5,15); or(5,4,0b1010); or(9,5,0x1e); ... };
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Example 2:
//
//
//
//
mc

Constant value encoding (format (b))
Start bit implicitly taken as zero and width is computed as
the minimum number of bits needed for encoding 15 – viz. 4
bits.
{ 15 };

Example 3:
//
//
//
mc

Child element encoding (format(c))
Child elements r1, r2, r3 encoded at bits 0, 5, and 10
respectively
{ r1(0,5); r2(5,5); r3(10,5); ...};

Example 4:
//
//
//
//
mc

Child element encoding (format(d))
Child element imm encoded at different positions in the
parent element. Bits 0-3 are encoded at 0-3 of the parent and
bits 4-15 are encoded at bits 12-23 of the parent
{ imm((0,4,0,4), (12,12,4,12)); ... };

Example 5:
//
//
//
mc

Expression based encoding (format(e))
Value of child element offset is divided by 4 and encoded at
bit 0 for 26 bits.
{ expr("%/ $offset 4",0,26); ... };

Example 6:
// Range variable reference (format (f))
mc { “$i” };
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Enumerated Lists

Syntax
enum string enum_nameid = { STRING, STRING, ... };
enum integer enum_nameid = { INTEGER, INTEGER, ... };
Description
SMDL provides two types of enumerated lists (enum) - namely string enumeration and
integer enumeration. A string enumeration contains a list of string values and an
integer enumeration contains a list of integer values. An enumerated list is given an
unique name. An enum should be defined outside a processor description block and
definition should precede use of the enumeration.
An enum can be referenced only within a range operand (section 15 .4.1.7). When
referring to an enumeration, the enum name should be prefixed with a '$' character.
The range identifier should be specified within square brackets [] and should also be
prefixed with a '$'. For e.g., $E[$i], where E refers to a string or integer enumeration
and i refers to a range identifier in a range operand description.
Examples
// String enumeration for representing the sign of operands.
enum string SignCode = { “-”, “+” };
// Integer enumeration for representing the sign as a value
enum integer SignCodeValue = { 0, 1 };
Processor P {
// Operand for representing sign. The sign value is
// obtained from the SignCode enum for cbcode and asm and
// from SignCodeValue enum for mcode.
Operand o_sign {
range (i = 0, 1, 1) {
cb { "$SignCode[$i]" };
as { "$SignCode[$i]" };
mc { "$SignCodeValue[$i]" };
};
};
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15.4.1.6

Simple Operand Description

Syntax
Operand operand_nameid [ : operand_type ]
{
child operand declarationsopt
cbcode representation
Mnemonic representation
Machine code representation
};
Description
A simple operand description describes an operand of the processor's instruction set.
The description consists of an operand_name identifier to uniquely identify the
operand. An optional operand type can be specified. This is a string that identifies the
type of the operand. Table 15 .3 specifies the predefined operand types available in
SMDL.
An operand description can contain an optional list of child operand declarations for
any child nodes that it contains. This consists of a child operand name followed by a
list of variables. The child operand name should refer to an already defined operand.
The variables are then considered to be of that operand type and can be referenced in
the cbcode, mnemonic and machine code representations.
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Table 15 .3 Predefined SMDL Operand Types
Operand Type

Description

Register

Register Operand. Operands of this
type will be visible as registers to the
tools processing a SMDL model.

Integer

An immediate operand. Used to
represent constant values and offsets
used in addressing modes.

Address

Represents an addressing mode

Operator

An operand representing an operator.
This is useful for combining the
description of multiple instructions
into a single definition where the
operator is selected from an operand
instead of hard-coding it.

Interrupt

A register that is used as an interrupt
control/status register. This can be a
real processor register or a virtual
register.

A cbcode representation consists of a list of string values or child element references
representing one or more CBDL statements. CBCODE representation is described in
detail in section 15 .4.1.2
The assembly mnemonic representation of an operand specifies the internal assembly
description of the operand. An assembly mnemonic representation consists of a list of
string values or child element references. Mnemonic representation is described in
detail in section 15 .4.1.3.
The machine code representation specifies the bit positions and values where the
current operand is encoded in a machine word. Machine code representation is
described in detail in section 15 .4.1.4.
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Examples
Example 1:
// PC register with machine code value of 15
Operand o_pc : Register
{
cb { “pc” };
as { “pc” };
mcode = { 15 };
};
Example 2:
// Base register + displacement addressing mode
// o_gprv – General purpose register
// o_imm16 – 16-bit signed immediate value
Operand o_bd1 : Address {
o_gprv rb;
o_imm16 o16;
cb { "+", rb, o16 };
as { o16, "(", rb, ")" };
mc { rb(16,5); o16(0,16) };
};
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Range Operand Description

Syntax
Operand operand_nameid [ : operand_type ]
{
range (varid = start, end, increment)
{
cbcode representation
Mnemonic representation
Machine code representation
};
};
where
start, end and increment are INTEGERS
Description
A range operand describes an operand that can take a range of values. The description
consists of an operand_name identifier to uniquely identify the operand. An optional
operand type can be specified. This is a string that identifies the type of the operand.
Please refer to Table. 3 for the list of predefined operand types available in SMDL.
The range of the operand is specified using a range variable identifier and the start,
end and increment values of the range. The range includes all the values of
start+n*increment for all n ranging from 0 to (end-start)/increment.
The range variable is referenced in the cbcode, mnemonic and machine code
representations by prefixing a '$' character to it.
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Examples
Example 1:
// General Purpose Registers r0 to r31
Operand o_gprv : Register {
range (i = 0, 31, 1) {
cb { "r$i" };
as { "r$i" };
mc { "$i" };
};
};
Example 2:
// 16-bit signed immediate
Operand o_imm16 : Integer {
range (i = -32768, 32767, 1) {
cb { "$i" };
as { "$i" };
mc { "$i" };
};
};
Example 3:
// Operand for representing sign + or -. The sign value is
// obtained from the enum SignCode.
Operand o_sign {
range (i = 0, 1, 1) {
cb { "$SignCode[$i]" };
as { "$SignCode[$i]" };
mc { "$i" };
};
};
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Union Operand Description

Syntax
Operand operand_nameid : union ( operand1, operand2, ... )

{

};
Description
An union operand specifies a list of one or more operands and matches any of the
operands mentioned in the list. An union operand is given an unique name and can be
used as a regular operand in other operands, instructions and bundles. The operands
operand1, operand2 etc refer to the names of previously defined simple, range or union
operands.
Examples
Example 1:
// General Purpose Registers r0 to r30
Operand o_gprv : Register {
range (i = 0, 30, 1) {
cb { "r$i" };
as { "r$i" };
mc { "$i" };
};
};
// PC register with machine code value of 31
Operand o_pc : Register
{
cb { “pc” };
as { “pc” };
mc { 31 };
};
// All registers: r0-r30 and pc.
Operand all_regs : union (o_gprv, o_pc) { };
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15.4.1.9

Symbolic Operand (Symbol)

Syntax
Symbol name1, name2, ...;
Description
Symbol is a predefined operand type that specifies a symbol that can be looked up
from a symbol table. Symbol can be used as the operand type when declaring child
operands in a operand, instruction or bundle description. The names name1, name2 etc
represent elements of the type Symbol. These names can be used in the cbcode,
mnemonic and machine code representation of the element just like other child
elements.
The semantics of Symbol is as follows. A Symbol element used in the cbcode and
assembly mnemonic representations should match any set of characters from the input
that constitute a symbol name. When encoding to machine code, any symbol operand
in the input representation (cbcode or asm) should be looked up in a symbol table and
the symbol's value should be encoded in the machine word at the specified bit
positions.
Examples
// Jump Instruction
// The symbol s matches a symbolic operand in cbcode and asm.
// In mcode, the value (address) of the symbol is divided by 4
// and encoded at bits 0-25.
Instruction i_s_jump
{
Symbol s;
cb { "j", s };
as { "j", s };
mc { or(26,6,0b000010); expr("/ $s 4",0,26) };
};
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Simple Instruction Description

Syntax
Instruction instruction_nameid [: instruction_type]
{
child element declarationsopt
cbcode representation
Mnemonic representation
Machine code representation
};
Description
A simple instruction description describes an instruction of the processor's instruction
set. Each instruction is identified with an unique name.
An instruction description can contain an optional type specification. The supported
types are described in Table 15 .4.
Table. 4 Instruction Types
Instruction Type

Description

async

Represents an asynchronous behaviour. Instructions
of this type contain exception handling code.

An instruction description can contain an optional list of child operand declarations for
any child nodes that it refers to. This consists of a child operand name followed by a
list of variables. The child operand name should refer to an already defined operand.
The variables are then considered to be of that operand type and can be referenced in
the cbcode, mnemonic and machine code representations of the instruction.
A cbcode representation consists of a list of string values or child element references
representing one or more CBDL statements. CBCODE representation is described in
detail in section 15 .4.1.2.
The assembly mnemonic representation of an instruction specifies the internal
assembly description of the operand. An assembly mnemonic representation consists
of a list of string values or child element references. Mnemonic representation is
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described in detail in section 15 .4.1.3
The machine code representation specifies the bit positions and values where the
components of the instruction are encoded in a machine word. Machine code
representation is described in detail in section 15 .4.1.4.
Examples
Example 1:
// Add instruction that adds two 32-bit registers and stores
// the result in another 32-bit register
Instruction i_rrr_add
{
o_gprv src1, src2, dest;
cb { “=”, dest, “+”, src1, src2 };
as { “add”, dest, src1, src2 };
mc { or(0,17,0);src1(17,5);src2(22,5);src3(27,5) };
};
Example 2:
// Branch instruction
// Branch offset is specified in register rn.
Instruction i_r_b {
o_gprv rn;
cb { "j", rn };
as { "b", rn };
mc { or(4,24,0b000100101111111111110001); rn(0,4) };
};
Example 3:
// Asynchronous Instruction
//
Instruction i_async : async {
o_gprv rn;
cb { exception handling code };
};
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Union Instruction Description

Syntax
Instruction instruction_nameid : union ( ins1, ins2, ... )

{

};
Description
An union instruction specifies a list of one or more instructions and matches any of the
instructions mentioned in the list. An union instruction is given an unique name and
can be used as a regular instruction in other instruction and bundle descriptions. The
instructions ins1, ins2 etc refer to the names of previously defined simple or union
instructions.
Examples
Example 1:
// ALU type instructions
Instruction i_alu : union (i_rrr_add, i_rrr_sub) {
// Branch type instructions
Instruction i_branch : union (i_branch, i_cond_branch) {
// load/store type instructions
Instruction i_load_store : union (i_load, i_store) {
// All instructions
Instruction i_all : union ( i_alu, i_branch, i_load_store )
{
};
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15.4.1.12

Bundle Description

Syntax
Bundle bundle_nameid
{
b_width = INTEGER;
child element declarationsopt
cbcode representation
Mnemonic representation
Machine code representation
};
Description
A bundle description describes a group of instructions that are encoded as a single
unit. Bundles can be used to represent the Very Long Instruction Words supported by
modern processors.
Each bundle is identified with an unique name. A bundle description contains a list of
child operand and instruction declarations. This consists of a child operand or
instruction name followed by a list of variables. The child element name should refer to
an already defined operand or instruction. The variables are then considered to be of
that operand or instruction type and can be referenced in the cbcode, mnemonic and
machine code representations of the bundle.
A bundle description can include an optional bundle width specification, in which an
integer value representing the number of bits in the bundle is assigned to the predefined variable b_width. If this statement is omitted, then the default bundle width is
assumed to be 32 bits.
A cbcode representation of a bundle consists of a list of string values or child element
references. CBCODE representation is described in detail in section 15 .4.1.2.
The assembly mnemonic representation of a bundle specifies the internal assembly
description of the bundle. An assembly mnemonic representation consists of a list of
string values or child element references. Mnemonic representation is described in
detail in section 15 .4.1.3.
The machine code representation specifies the bit positions and values where the
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components of the bundle are encoded in a machine word. Machine code
representation is described in detail in section 15 .4.1.4.
Examples
Example 1:
// A 128-bit bundle with three 41-bit instructions – one memory
// type instruction and two arithmetic instructions. 5 bits are
// used for encoding the bundle type.
Bundle b_mii
{
i_memory i1;
i_arith i2, i3;
bundle_type bt;
cb { i1, i2, i3 };
as { i1, i2, i3 };
mc { bt(0,5); i1(5,41); i2(46,41); i3(87,41) };
};
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15.5 SMDL Syntax Model
A Syntax Model contains information used by producers and consumers of assembly code
like code generators, assemblers, disassemblers, simulators and debuggers. SMDL Syntax
Model allows modeling of different assembly syntax as well as the transformation of
assembler lines from one form to the other. This is essential as the syntax of the assembly
mnemonic used in the architecture model may not meet the assembler syntax requirements in
all cases. Multiple Syntax Models may be used to model different kinds of assembler syntax
that are supported by tools.
A syntax model is optional. If multiple syntax formats are not required then the required
assembler syntax can be captured in the architecture model itself.

15.5.1

SMDL Syntax Model Elements

A SMDL syntax model uses the same constructs as used in a architecture model. However, in
a syntax model only the cbcode and asm representations are relevant. The machine code
representation is ignored and hence it need not be specified.
The cbcode part of a syntax model specifies the external assembly syntax that is consumed by
tools like assembler. The asm part of a syntax model specifies the internal assembly syntax
used in the architecture model.

15.5.1.1

Processor Description

Syntax
Processor processor_nameid {
ID = 2;
asm = { STRING };
Operand descriptions
Instruction descriptions
Bundle descriptions

};
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Description
A processor description in a syntax model contains the mapping between external and
internal assembly formats. The processor_name is an identifier that uniquely identifies
the syntax model processor. The ID field identifies the type of the SMDL model as
described in Table 1. The ASM definition specifies a string to identify the syntax type.
A syntax model processor description contains zero or more operand, instruction and
bundle descriptions.
Example
Processor DLX_Syntax {
ID = 2;
asm = { “DLX Syntax” };
// Operand, Instruction and Bundle Descriptions follow

};

15.5.1.2

Predefined Syntax Elements

The following elements have predefined meaning in a syntax model.
Table. 5 Predefined Syntax Model Elements
Element
keyword

Description

Usage

enum string keyword = {
String enumeration containing all
string1, string2, ...};
the keywords of the assembly
language. Tools like assemblers can
use this to differentiate between
keywords and other operands like
registers, symbols etc.
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15.5.2

Examples
Example 1:
External Assembly Syntax: ld reg #imm[reg]
Internal Assembly Syntax: ld reg * + reg imm
Instruction i_ld
{
o_gprv reg, reg2;
o_imm imm;
cb { “ld”, reg, “#” # imm # “[“ # reg2 # “]” };
as { “ld”, reg, “*”, “+”, reg2, imm };
};
Example 2:
External Assembly Syntax: addeq reg reg1 reg2
Internal Assembly Syntax: eq add reg reg1 reg2
Instruction i_add
{
o_gprv reg, reg1, reg2;
o_cond_code cc;
cb { “add” # cc, reg, reg1, reg2 };
as { cc, “add”, reg, reg1, reg2 };
};
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15.6 SMDL Relocation Model
A Relocation Model contains information that can be used by tools which produce and/or
consume object files, libraries and executables.
The model contains information regarding the relocation expressions that have to be
supported for a particular processor based on the instruction set architecture. Generally the
different forms of instructions that reference a memory location supported by the processor
architecture – like load, store, jump, call will determine the various kinds of relocation
expressions that should be supported.

15.6.1

SMDL Relocation Model Elements

A SMDL relocation model uses the same constructs as used in a architecture model. However,
in a relocation model only instructions and operands are used. Each Instruction definition in
a relocation model represents a relocation record.

15.6.1.1

Relocation Processor Description

Syntax
Processor processor_nameid {
ID = 3;
asm = { STRING };
Operand descriptions
Relocation Type descriptions

};
Description
A processor description in a relocation model specifies the processing required to
encode and decode relocation information to/from machine words. The processor_name
is an identifier that uniquely identifies the relocation model processor. The ID field
identifies the type of the SMDL model as described in Table 1. The ASM definition
specifies a string to identify the relocation model. A relocation model processor
description contains the description of the relocations supported by the processor. This
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is specified using Operands and Instructions. Bundle descriptions in a relocation
model are ignored.
Example
Processor DLX_Relocation {
ID = 3;
asm = { “DLX Relocation” };
// Relocation record specification follows

};
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ELF Header Information

When ELF object file format is used, certain fields of the ELF header should be defined
in the relocation model. These are described in Table. 6 below. These fields should be
defined as Operands in the relocation model. The cbcode representation of these
Operands provides the numeric value of the field and the asm representation provides
a string description of the field.
Table. 6 ELF Header Information
ELF Header Field

Relocation Model
Element Name

Description

e_machine

e_machine_value

Target machine
architecture
identifier

e_flags

e_flags_value

Processor specific
flags

e_ident[EI_OSABI] e_osabi_value

Operating System and
Application Binary
identifier

Example
Operand e_machine_value {
cb { "8" };
as { "MIPS" };
};
Operand e_osabi_value {
cb { "0" };
as { "UNIX - System V" };
};
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Operand e_flags_value {
cb { "1" };
as { "EF_MIPS" };
};
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Relocation Record Description

Syntax

Operand record_nameid {
field_definition
cb { field1, field2, ... };
as {field1, field2, ... };

};
Description
A relocation record description defines a structure containing the fields required for
performing all the relocations for the target. This includes the symbol value, addend
value, location counter value etc. This information will differ based on the object file
format used and the target architecture.
The record_name is a unique identifier which can be used to access the fields of the
relocation record in each relocation type description.
The field_definition is a list of operands that make up the fields of the relocation record.
Each of these operands should be defined using a Operand earlier in the model. These
fields can be numeric values or symbols.
Examples
// Relocation record containing a 32-bit symbol value and a
// 32-bit addend.
Operand ELF_Relocation_Record {
o_imm32 symval, addend;
cb { symval, addend };
as { symval, addend };
};
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15.6.1.4

Relocation Type Description

Syntax

Instruction relocation_type_nameid {
child_operand_definitions
cb { symbolic_expression };
as { relocation_type_information };
mc { relocation_expression };

};
Description
A relocation type description defines a specific relocation for the target architecture.
Each relocation type is described as a Instruction.
The relocation_type_name is a unique identifier used to identify the relocation type.
The child_operand_definitions is a list of definitions of variables of previously defined
operands like immediate operands, symbols and relocation record. These variables can
then be used in the cbcode, asm and mcode representations to refer to those operands.

Symbolic Expression
The cbcode part of a relocation type specifies the symbolic expression to which this
relocation is applicable. The symbolic expression is specified as a list of string values
representing operators and constant values and child element references representing
operands. The symbolic expression should correspond to a machine code expression
(see section 15 .4.1.4 Machine Code Representation) defined in the architecture model.
Tools that generate object code (e.g., assembler) can match the machine code
expression from the architecture model to obtain the relocation type and also to
perform relocations.
The symbolic expression can contain certain attributes to control the matching of the
relocation type. These attributes are described in Table 15 .7.
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Table. 15 .7 Symbolic Expression Attributes

Attribute

Value

Description

bind

local
global

Indicates the symbol's binding –
viz. local or global

eltype

symbol

Specifies the type of the value

etype

aconst

Indicates an address expression

relative

IDENTIFIER

Indicates that the relocation is
performed relative to the
register value specified by the
IDENTIFIER.

section

IDENTIFIER

Specifies that the relocation
type should only be applied to
the symbols of the specified
section.

width

INTEGER

Specifies the width of the value

Relocation Type Information
The asm part of a relocation type description provides information about the relocation
type, which can be written to the relocation section of the object file. The relocation
type information includes a relocation type id, which is an integer used to identify the
relocation type followed by a reference to the relocation record as described in Section
15 .6.1.3. Tools like assembler can use this information to write out relocation entries to
the object file.

Relocation Expression
The relocation expression specifies how the actual relocation is performed for the given
relocation type. This is specified as part of the mcode representation of the relocation
type description. The expression is specified using the expr format of machine code
representation as described in section 15 .4.1.4 Machine Code Representation. As
mentioned in section 15 .4.1.4, the machine code expression includes an expression
string followed by the bit position where the expression result is encoded in the
machine word.
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The following elements are part of the relocation expression.
•

•
•

Operators as described in Table 15 .2 in section 15 .4.1.4 prefixed with a '%'
character, with the following additional operators
.=

Specifies that the relocated value should replace the existing
value at the specified bits in the machine word. This is the default
behaviour when none of these two operators are specified.

.+=

Specifies that the relocated value should be added to the existing
value at the specified bits in the machine word

Constant numeric values like 1, 0xff etc.
Operands that are a reference to relocation record members, like symbol
address, location counter value, addend etc. These are specified as record.member
in the expression. For eg, if the relocation record has a member named symval,
then it is accessed as r.symval in the relocation expression, where 'r' is a variable
of the relocation record type.

Tools that perform relocations, for e.g., linker, use the relocation expression part of the
relocation type description to compute the relocated value and to encode it in the
machine code.
Examples
Example 1:
// 21-bit PC-relative relocation
// The pc value is subtracted from the symbol's value and the
// result is written to bits 0-20 (21 bits).
Instruction R_PCREL {
Symbol s;
Relocation_Record r;
cb { "{width=21}%-", {eltype=symbol}s, "pc" };
as { "1", r };
mc { expr("%- r.symval r.p", 0, 21) };
};
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Example 2:
// 32-bit absolute relocation of local symbol
Instruction R_ABS_32 {
Relocation_Record r;
Symbol s;
cb { {eltype=symbol,width=32,bind=local}s };
as { "2", r };
mc { expr("%.+= r.symval",0,32) };
};
Example 3:
// 64-bit absolute relocation of a global symbol with the
// relocated value encoded at different locations in the machine
// word.
Instruction R_ABS_64 {
Relocation_Record r;
Symbol s;
cb { {eltype=symbol,width=64,bind=global}s };
as { "15", r };
mc {
expr("%bf 0 21 r.symval",0,21);
expr("%bf 21 1 r.symval",35,1);
expr("%bf 22 42 r.symval",40,42)
};
};
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Example 4:
// 16-bit gp-register relative relocation for .sdata symbols
Instruction R_MIPS_GPREL16 {
Symbol s;
MIPS_Relocation_Record r;
cb { {width=16,section=.sdata}s };
as { "7", r };
mc { expr("%& 0xFFFF %- r.symval r.gp",0,16) };
};
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15.7 SMDL ABI Model
An SMDL ABI Model contains information on a specific set of conventions adopted by
programmers and tools, which allows programs to be organized into functions, object files
and libraries and linked to form completed executable programs. The set of conventions is
called as the Application Binary Interface or ABI.
The ABI model contains information regarding the calling conventions used, register usage
information, data size and layout of the target machine and so on. This information is used
by software development tools like code generator, assembler, disassemblers and simulators.

15.7.1

SMDL ABI Model Elements

A SMDL ABI model contains a collection of SMDL Operand elements grouped under a
Processor element. Each such operand specifies a property of the target ABI.

15.7.1.1

ABI Processor Description

Syntax
Processor processor_nameid {
ID = 4;
asm = { STRING };
list of ABI property descriptions

};
Description
A processor description in a SMDL ABI model specifies a collection of properties
related to the target ABI. The processor_name is an identifier that uniquely identifies the
ABI model processor. The ID field identifies the type of the SMDL model as described
in Table 1. The ASM definition specifies a string to identify the ABI. An ABI model
processor description contains a list of ABI properties specified as simple or range
operands.
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Example
Processor DLX_ABI {
ID = 4;
asm = { “DLX ABI” };
// ABI property definitions follow

};
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15.7.1.2

ABI Property Description

Syntax
(a)
Operand property_nameid [ ':' operand_type ] {
cb { value_list };
};
(b)
Operand property_nameid [ ':' operand_type ] {
range (varid = start, end, increment)
{
cb { value };
};
};
Description
An ABI property is specified using a simple or range operand. Only the cbcode
representation is used in an ABI property description. Table 15 .8 lists the properties
that should be part of all ABI models. Additional tool-specific properties can be
defined as required.
Table. 15 8 Required ABI Property Values

Property Name
e_machine

Description
Unique value that specifies the
target architecture
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Examples
Operand stack_pointer : Register {
cb { "r29" };
};
Operand frame_pointer : Register {
cb { "r30" };
};
Operand return_register : Register {
cb { "r2" };
};
Operand param_register : Register {
range (i = 4, 7, 1) {
cb { "r$i" };
};
};
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15.8 SMDL Transformation Model
An SMDL Transformation Model contains information used by producers and consumers of
common behaviour code (cbcode) like code generators, optimizers and simulators.
A transformation model specifies the transformation of a sequence of cbcode statements to
another sequence. This allows an unsupported operation for a processor to be modeled in
terms of a sequence of others operations. Also, a set of operations can be transformed into
another less costly set of operations during optimization.

15.8.1

SMDL Transformation Model Elements

A SMDL Transformation model contains a collection of SMDL Instructions and Operand
elements grouped under a Processor element. Each instruction element specifies a
transformation between a set of cbcode statements. The cbcode part of the instruction
specifies the input cbcode list and the asm part specifies the output or transformed list of
cbcode statements. The machine code representation is ignored.

15.8.1.1

Transformation Processor Description

Syntax
Processor processor_nameid {
ID = 5;
asm = { STRING };
list of operands and transformations

};
Description
A processor description in a SMDL transformation model specifies a set of
transformations on cbcode. The processor_name is an identifier that uniquely identifies
the model processor. The ID field identifies the type of the SMDL model as described
in Table 1. The ASM definition specifies a string to identify the transformation model.
The transformation model can contain operand elements as specified in an architecture
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model. These can include simple, range and union operands.
Each transformation in a transformation model is specified as a Instruction.

Example
Processor DLX_Tx {
ID = 5;
asm = { “DLX Transformation model” };
// Transformation descriptions follow

};
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15.8.1.2

CBCODE Transformation Description

Syntax
Instruction transformation_nameid {
child_element_definitions;
cb { input_value_list };
as { transformed_value_list };
};
Description
A transformation description includes a cbcode representation and an asm
representation. The cbcode representation specifies the input cbcode and the asm
representation specifies the transformed cbcode.
As with the architecture model, previously defined SMDL operand elements can be
referenced as child elements within a transformation description.
The input value list and the transformed value list contain a list of string values and
child elements references.
Examples
Example 1:
// Transform a move operation into a bitwise OR with zero
// operation. 'rs' is the source operand and 'rd' is the
// destination operand. 'r0' is a register whose value is
// always zero.
Instruction i_li16 {
o_gprv

rd, rs;

cb { "=", rd, rs };
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as { "=", rd, "|", "r0", rs };
};
Example 2:
// Transform a CBDL call instruction into an instruction for
// for saving return address and a branch instruction.
Instruction i_call_s {
o_sym s;
cb { "call", s };
as { "=", "r31", "+", "pc", "4", ";",
"{!delayslot=1}j", s
};
};
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Appendix A
SMDL Grammar
This section describes the lexical and syntactic elements of SMDL .

A.1 Lexical Elements
Comments
SMDL supports C++ style single line comments. // characters indicate the start of
comments and all characters from these to the end of the line are ignored.
Identifiers
An identifier consists of a leading alphabetic or underscore character followed by zero
or more alphabetic, numeric or underscore characters.
IDENTIFIER := [a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z0-9_]*
Integer Literals
An integer literal consists of a string of numeric characters optionally prefixed by the
string '0x' or '0b'.
DIGITS := [0-9]+
INTEGER := DIGITS
HEXADECIMAL := '0x'DIGITS
BINARY := '0b'DIGITS
Floating point Literals
A floating point literal is represented as follows
Exponent := (e|E)(+|-)optDIGITS
REAL := DIGITS '.' DIGITSopt Exponentopt
| '.'

Digits Exponentopt
| Digits Exponent
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String Literals
A string literal consits of a sequence of characters enclosed within double quotes.
Char := any character of the character set other than double quotes
STRING := “Char*”
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A.2 Syntax
The following is the SANKHYA Machine Description Language Grammar.
1. enum_type :=
(a) ’string’ |
(b) ’integer’
2. enum_name := IDENTIFIER
3. enum_string_list :=
(a) STRING |
(b) STRING ’,’ enum_string_list
4. enum_number_list :=
(a) INTEGER |
(b) INTEGER ’,’ enum_number_list
5. enum_declaration :=
(a) 'enum' enum_type enum_name ’=’ ’{’ enum_string_list ’}’ ’;’
|
(b) 'enum' enum_type enum_name ’=’ ’{’ enum_number_list ’}’ ’;’
6. smdl_declaration := enum_declaration
7. smdl_declaration_list :=
(a) smdl_declaration |
(b) smdl_declaration smdl_declaration_list
8. attribute_value := IDENTIFIER
9. attribute_name := IDENTIFIER
10. attribute_value_list :=
(a) attribute_value |
(b) attribute_value ’:’ attribute_value
11. attribute := attribute_name ’=’ attribute_value_list | IDENTIFIER
12. attribute_list :=
(a) attribute |
(b) attribute ’,’ attribute_list
13. const_value :=
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(a) STRING |
(b) INTEGER |
(c) HEX_NUMBER |
(d)BINARY_NUMBER
14. const_binary_value :=
(a) ’or’ ’(’ INTEGER ’,’ INTEGER ’,’ const_value ’)’ |
(b) IDENTIFIER ’(’ INTEGER ’,’ INTEGER ’)’ |
(c) ’expr’ ’(’ STRING ’,’ INTEGER ’,’ INTEGER ’)’ |
(d) ’$’ IDENTIFIER |
(e) const_value
15. representation_name :=
(a) ’cb’ |
(b) ’as’ |
(c) ’mc’
16.string_value := STRING
17. binary_value := const_binary_value
18. element_name := STRING
19. value :=
(a) string_value |
(b) binary_value |
(c)attribute_list element_name |
20. value_list :=
(a) value |
(b) value ’,’ value_list
21.smdl_bundle := ’Bundle’
22.representation := representation_name ’{’ value_list ’}’ ’;’
23. representation_list :=
(a) representation |
(b) representation representation_list
24.range_name := IDENTIFIER
25.range_start := INTEGER
26.range_end := INTEGER
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27.range_increment := INTEGER
28.range_specification :=
’range’ ’(’ range_name ’=’ range_start ’,’ range_end’ ’,’
range_increment ’)’
29.range_representation := range_specification
'{' representation_list ’}’
30. union_name_list :=
(a) IDENTIFIER |
(b) IDENTIFIER ’,’ union_name_list
31.smdl_instruction := ’Instruction’
32.smdl_operand := ’Operand’
33.variable := IDENTIFIER
34. variable_list :=
(a) variable |
(b) variable ’,’ variable_list
35. operand_type :=
(a) Integer |
(b) Register |
(c) Address’
36.user_defined_type := IDENTIFIER
37. element_type :=
(a) user_defined_type |
(b) Symbol
38.child_element_declaration := element_type variable_list ’;’
39. element_description :=
(a) child_element_declaration |
(b) representation_list
40. element_description_list :=
(a) element_description |
(b) element_description element_description_list
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41. bundle_element :=
(a) smdl_bundle element_name ’{’ element_description_list ’}’
42. instruction_type := 'async'
43. instruction_element :=
(a) smdl_instruction element_name ’{’ element_description_list
’}’ |
(b) smdl_instruction element_name ':' instruction_type ’{’
element_description_list ’}’ |
(c) smdl_instruction element_name : ’union’ ’(’ union_name_list
’)’ ’{’ ’}’
43. operand_element :=
(a) smdl_operand element_name ’{’ element_description_list ’}’ |
(b) smdl_operand element_name : operand_type
’{’ element_description_list ’}’ |
(c) smdl_operand element_name : ’union’ ’(’ union_name_list ’)’
’{’ ’}’
(d) smdl_operand element_name ’{’ range_representation ’}’ |
(e) smdl_operand element_name
44. element :=
(a) bundle_element ’;’ |
(b) instruction_element ’;’ |
(c)operand_element ’;’
45. element_list :=
(a) element |
(b) element element_list
46.processor_name := STRING
47. processor_decl :=
(a) ’ID’ = INTEGER ’;’ |
(b) ’asm’ = ’{’ STRING ’}’ ’;’
48. smdl_processor :=
(a) ’Processor’ processor_name
’{’ processor_decl element_list ’}’’;’ |
(b) ’Processor’ processor_name : processor_name ’{’
processor_decl element_list ’}’ ’;’
49. smdl_processor_list :=
(a) smdl_processor |
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(b) smdl_processor smdl_processor_list
50. smdl_spec :=
(a) smdl_processor_list |
(b) smdl_declaration_list
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Appendix B
SMDL Model Space Extensions
The SMDL Model Space Extensions provide constructs to explore and verify the model space
of a CPU defined using SMDL. These extensions allow the creation of test programs for
testing an SMDL model.

B.1 Key Concepts
Term

Description

Model Space

The set of SMDL model elements. Also referred to as
program space.

State Space

The set of machine states. A program takes a processor
from one machine state to another.

B.2 Model Space Extension Elements
B.2.1 Model Specification
Syntax
model model_path processor_name;
Description
The model specification specifies the SMDL model name and the processor name for
which the model space exploration should be done.
Example
model “mycpu.md” “MyCPU”;
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B.2.2 Enumeration Definition
Syntax
enum enum_type nameid ‘{‘ enum_value_list ‘};
where,
enum_type := integer | string
enum_value_list := integer_list | string_list
integer_list := INTEGER ‘,’ integer_list
string_list := STRING ‘,’ string_list
Description
An enumeration defines a list of values of integer or string type. The string values
correspond to names of instruction elements or operand elements defined in an SMDL
architecture model file or to the values taken by a range operand.
Each enumeration is identified using an unique name. An enumeration can be used in
a program space or state space definition to specify the range of values for which the
program space or state space should be explored.
Examples
// Enumeration with 3 string values corresponding to a register
// operand
enum string regs { “r1”, “r2” , “r3 };
// Enumeration with integer values
enum integer reg_value { 1, 2, 3 };
// Enumeration with 3 string values corresponding to two
// instruction elements of a union instruction.
enum string insns { “i_add”, “i_sub” };
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B.2.3 Program Space Definition
Syntax
explore program space ps_nameid {
explore element element_path { explore_type }
explore default { explore_type }
...
};
where,
explore_type :=
|
|
|
|
|
|

all
none
first
boundary
random INTEGER
enum IDENTIFIER
attribute IDENTIFIER

Description
The progam space definition specifies the elements of the SMDL model that should be
explored along with a specification of how each of the elements should be explored.
The elements can be the bundles, instructions and operands defined in the SMDL
model. The default explore specification specifies the default explore type that is to be
used for all elements for which an explicit explore specification is not provided.
Each program space definition is given an unique name. A program space definition
consits of one or more element exploration specification. Each exploration specification
specifies an SMDL element path along with the exploration type. The element path is
either an element name or the path of a nested element as defined in the SMDL model.
The nested element specification allows specific explore types to be associated with
different nodes of the same type. The components (elements) of the path name are
separated using a dot.
The exploration type specifies the values for which the element should be explored.
Table B.1 provides detailed information about the exploration types.
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Note that for simple operands, simple instructions and bundle elements only 'all' or
'none' exploration types are supported. The other exploration types are supported only
for union operand, union instruction and range operand elements.
A model space exploration specification can contain one or more program space
definitions.
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Table. B.1 Exploration Types
Exploration Type

Description

all

Exploration will be performed for all
values of the element

none

No values of the element will be
explored

first

Only the first value for the element
will be explored

boundary

Only the boundary (first and last)
values of the element will be explored

random N

N values of the element will be
explored in random

enum E

Only the values specified by
enumeration E will be explored

attribute A

Only the values whose attributes match
with A will be explored

Examples
explore program space ps1 {
explore element bundle { all }
explore element ins_all { random 4 }
};
enum string regs { “r1”, “r2”, “r3” };
explore program space ps2 {
explore element bundle { all }
explore element bundle.i1 { boundary }
explore element op { enum regs }
explore default { first }
};
Here, in program space ps2, the default explore type of first will be used for all elements
other than bundle, bundle.i1 and op. Note the nested path specification for the i1 element of
bundle.
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B.2.4 State Space Definition
Syntax
explore state space ss_nameid {
explore state_type state_id { explore_type }
...
};
where,
state_type := register | memory
state_id := IDENTIFIER | INTEGER
Description
A state space definition specifies the state values for which the exploration of an SMDL
model should be done. Each state space definition is identified by an unique name. A
state space definition contains one or more state exploration specifications. Each state
explore specification contains a state type, state id and explore type.
State type indicates what kind of state is explored. The type can be register or memory.
The state id specifies a specific member of that type. For register type, state id specifies
a machine register and for memory type, state id refers to a memory location.
The exploration type for a state specifies what values of the state will be explored. The
available exploration types are as described in Table B.1.
Examples
enum integer E { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 };
explore state space ss1 {
explore register r1 { enum E }
explore memory 0x1000 {random 4 }
};
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B.2.5 State Space Observation Definition
Syntax
observe state os_nameid {
observe expr;
...
};
Description
A state space observation definition specifies the state elements that should be
observed during an exploration. This can be used to view the values of registers and
memory locations.
Each observation definition is given a unique name. There can be many such
definitions in an exploration specification. An observation definition contains a list of
expressions to be observed. Each expression specifies a machine register or memory
location.
Examples
observe state os1 {
observe r1;
observe 0x1000;
};
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B.2.6 Test Program Definition
Syntax
program program_nameid {
statement_list
};
where,
statement_list := statement statement_list | empty
statement := for_statement | echo_statement
for_statement := for var_nameid in space_nameid '{'
statement_list
'}'
echo_statement := echo expr ';'
expr := space_nameid | STRING
Description
A test program specifies how the exploration of a program space is performed and
controls how state space is observed. A program is given a unique name and consists
of a list of statements. These statements can be a for statement to iterate over a program
or state space or an echo statement to display program space elements, observed state
values and constant strings.
Examples
// Explore the elements of program space ps1 for each value in
// state space ss1 and display the program space elements p1 and
// observed state values as specified by os1.
program p {
for s1 in ss1 {
for p1 in ps1 {
echo p1;
echo os1;
}
}
};
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B.2.7 For Statement
Syntax
for var_nameid in state_nameid{
statement_list
}
Description
A for statement iterates over a program space or a state space that is specified by
state_name identifier. The identifier var_name specifies a loop variable which takes
values over the range of values for the program space or state space. The loop variable
can be used in an echo statement nested in the for loop to display the machine bundle
or instruction in the case of a program space and the state elements in case a state
space is being iterated over.
Examples
// Iterate over program space ps1 and display the program space
// elements that are explored.
for p1 in ps1 {
echo p1;
}
// Iterate over state space ss1. For each iteration of ss1,
// iterate over program space ps1 and display the program space
// that is explored and also the state space elements as
// specified by observed state os1.
for s1 in ss1 {
for p1 in ps1 {
echo p1;
echo os1;
}
}
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B.2.8 Echo Statement
Syntax
echo expr ';'
where,
expr := space_nameid | STRING
Description
An echo statement displays the elements of a program space, a state space or a
constant string.
Examples
// Display the elements explored by program space elements p1
echo p1;
// Display the elements specified by observe state os1
echo os1;
// Display a constant string
echo “Program Instruction”;
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B.3 SMDL Model Space Extensions Grammar
1. model_spec := model model_name processor_name
2. model_name := IDENTIFIER
3. processor_name := IDENTIFIER
4. program_space := explore program space IDENTIFIER
‘{‘ ps_explore_element_list ‘}’ ‘;’
5. ps_explore_element_list :=
ps_explore_element ps_explore_element_list |
ps_explore_element
6. ps_explore_element := explore element element_path
‘{‘ explore_type ‘}’ |
explore default '{' explore_type '}'
7. element_path := IDENTIFIER | element_path '.' IDENTIFIER
8. explore_type:

all |
none |
first |
boundary |
random INTEGER |
enum IDENTIFIER |
attribute IDENTIFIER

9. enum_decl := enum enum_type IDENTIFIER
‘{‘ enum_value_list ‘};
10.enum_type := integer | string
11.enum_value_list := integer_list | string_list
12.integer_list := INTEGER ‘,’ integer_list
13.string_list := STRING ‘,’ string_list
14.state_space := explore state space IDENTIFIER
‘{‘ ss_explore_element_list ‘}’
15.ss_explore_element_list :=
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ss_explore_element ss_explore_element_list |
ss_explore_element
16. ss_explore_element := explore ss_element_type
ss_element_value ‘{‘ explore_type ‘}’
17.ss_element_type := register | memory
18.ss_element_value := STRING | INTEGER | HEX_NUMBER
19.observe_state_decl := observe state IDENTIFIER
‘{‘ observe_decl ‘}’ ‘;’
20.observe_decl := observe ss_element_value ‘;’
21.program_decl_list := program_decl program_decl_list
22.program_decl := program IDENTIFIER ‘{‘ statement_list ‘}’
23.statement_list := statement statement_list | statement
24.statement := for_statement | echo_statement
25.for_statement := for IDENTIFIER in IDENTIFIER
‘{‘ statement_list ‘}’
26.echo_statement := echo IDENTIFIER | STRING ‘;’
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16 SSDL Reference
16.1 Introduction
A system is a set of components or parts and a set of relationships between those parts.
SANKHYA System Description Language, SSDL, is a language for specifying and/or
modeling embedded systems. SSDL allows complex systems to be specified and modeled
quickly.
This document describes SSDL in detail and provides usage examples for all the language
elements.

16.2 Key Concepts
Terminology

Description

System

A collection of components and relationships

Sub-System

A system that is used as a component in a larger
system

Component

A part with a specific interface to relate to other parts
that performs a specific function

ActiveComponent

A component that initiates change

PassiveComponent

A component that reacts to changes, but by itself does
not initiate change

Relation

A relation links two or more components in a specific
way allowing the components to interact in a specific
way.

Resource

Common entities are registers and memory blocks.

Fully Qualified Name

FQN is the fully qualified name of a system
component.

Operation

A unit of interaction, common operations or set, get,
read, write, clock, cycle, step, interrupt

Property

A property of a resource or component defines if a
specific operation can be initiated or responded to by
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that resource or component.
Examples: setter, getter, setable, getable, reader,
writer, readable, writeable, clockable, clocker,
cycleable, cycler, steppable, stepper, interruptible,
interrupter

16.3 Language Specification
16.3.1
•

Notational Conventions
Grammar rules are represented as follows
non-terminal := list of terminals and non-terminals

•
•

•
•

Keywords are represented in lower-case bold face characters as in component
Non-keyword terminal symbols are represented using upper-case normal characters as
in INTEGER
Non-terminal symbols are represented using lower-case characters as in argument_list
A name which represents an identifier is represented as nameid, which is a short form
for the rule
name := IDENTIFIER

•
•

•

•

•

•

Characters in single quote as in '{' represent the literal character.
A '|' character in the lexical and syntax descriptions represents an alternative for the
right-hand side of a production rule.
In a lexical description, [ ] encloses a list of characters out of which any of them match.
A hyphen within such a list represents a range of characters. For e.g., the list [0-9a-z]
matches any character between (and including) 0 and 9 or any character between (and
including) 'a' to 'z'.
Terms enclosed within unquoted [ ] outside a lexical description indicate optional
terms and so are the terms subscripted with opt as in argument_listopt
An asterik character '*' in a lexical description specifies zero or more occurrences of the
preceding term.
A plus character '+' in a lexical description specifies one or more occurrences of the
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preceding term.
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16.3.2

System Statement
Syntax
system system_nameid {
list of model, component and map statements

}
Description
A System statement describes a new system. system_name is a unique identifier that
identifies the system. A system description consists of one or more model, component
and map statements.
Example
system my_modem {
list of model, component and map statements

}
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Model Statement
Syntax
model model_type model_nameid model_path
where,
model_type := processor | device | system
model_path := Implementation defined path of the processor,
device or system model
Description
A model statement introduces a new model of a processor, device or a system. The
model_name identifier associates a name with the model type. model_type specifies the
type of the model – viz. Processor, device or a system. The model_path is the path
where the model of the processor, device or system is located. In the case of a
processor, the model path will be the location of the SMDL description of the
processor. In the case of a device, the model path will be the path of the device library
and in the case of a system, the model path is the location of the SSDL file describing
the system.
Example
model processor myrisc_model myrisc;
model device uart_model my_uart;
model system audio_model codec;
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16.3.4

Component Statement
Syntax
component model_typeid component_nameid argument_listopt
where,
argument_list := list of argument
argument := arg_nameid '=' arg_value
arg_value := INTEGER | REAL | STRING
Description
A component statement introduces a new component of a specific model type into the
system. The model_type identifier specifies the type of the component and should be the
name of a model already defined using a model statement. The component_name
identifier associates a unique name with the component. A component declaration can
include an optional list of arguments which are name-value pairs. These values can be
used to initialize any parameters when creating the component.
Example
; Define a processor component of a previously defined
; myrisc_model type
component myrisc_model myrisc_core
; Define a UART device component of a previously defined UART
; device model
component myuart_model my_uart baud_rate=38400
; Define a memory device component of a previously defined SRAM
; device model
component SRAM ram size=0x10000 mode=rw
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Map Statement
Syntax
map resource_type resource_list argument_listopt
where,
resource_type := memory | io | register
resource_list := list of resource
resource := component_path
| component_path '.' resource_path
component_path := system_nameid ':' nested_component_name
nested_component_name := component_nameid
| component_nameid ':'nested_component_name

resource_path :=
[[resource_groupid'.']resource_bankid'.']resource_id
resource_id := INTEGER | IDENTIFIER
Description
A map statement introduces a relationship between two or more components. The
resource_type field specifies the type of the resource and can be memory, I/O or register.
resource_list is a list of resource specification. A resource specification identifies a
resource of a possibly nested component. A resource_path includes a resource id that
uniquely identifies the resource and can optionally include a resource group and a
resource bank within the group. A map statement can optionally include an
argument_list to define parameters for the mapping as name-value pairs.
Example
; map ram device in read-only mode at 0x0 of the processor's
; address space
map memory myrisc_core:address.0x0 ram:STDRAM mode=ro
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16.4 SSDL Grammar
This section describes the lexical and syntactic elements of SSDL .

16.4.1

Lexical Elements
Comments
A line which starts with ';' as the first non-white space character is treated as a
comment and ignored.
Identifiers
An identifier consists of a leading alphabetic or underscore character followed by zero
or more alphabetic, numeric or underscore characters.
IDENTIFIER := [a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z0-9_]*
Integer Literals
An integer literal consists of a string of numeric characters optionally prefixed by the
string '0x'.
DIGITS := [0-9]+
INTEGER := '0x'DIGITS | DIGITS
Floating point Literals
A floating point literal is represented as follows
Exponent := (e|E)(+|-)optDIGITS
REAL := DIGITS '.' DIGITSopt Exponentopt
| '.'

Digits Exponentopt
| Digits Exponent
String Literals
A string literal consits of a sequence of characters enclosed within double quotes.
Char := any character of the character set other than double quotes
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STRING := “Char*”
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16.4.2

Syntax
system_spec := system system_nameid '{' mcr-spec '}'
mcr-spec := mcr-statement mcr-specopt
mcr-statement := model_spec | component_spec | relation_spec
model_spec := model model_nameid model_type model_path
model_type :=

processor | device | system

model_path := implementation-defined path name string
component_spec := component model_typeid
argument_listopt

component_nameid

argument_list := argument argument_listopt
argument := arg_nameid '=' arg_value
arg_value := INTEGER | REAL | STRING
relation_spec := map resource_type resource_list
argument_listopt
resource_type := memory | io | register
resource_list := resource resource_listopt
resource := component_path
| component_path '.' resource_path
component_path := system_nameid ':' nested_component_name
nested_component_name := component_nameid
| component_nameid ':'nested_component_name
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resource_path :=
[[resource_groupid'.']resource_bankid'.']resource_id
resource_id := INTEGER | IDENTIFIER
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17 CBDL Reference
17.1 Introduction
SANKHYA Common Behaviour Description Language (CBDL) is a language for describing
the behaviour of a microprocessor. CBDL can be used as the intermediate language generated
by a front-end during compilation. It can also be used to capture the instruction semantics of
a processor to be executed by a simulator.
CBDL statements are used as part of the cbcode representation in the SMDL description of a
CPU. These statements describe the instruction behaviour, its side-effects etc. This
information can be used by a simulator to simulate the behaviour of the processor.
CBDL provides different data types, statements and expressions using which the behaviour
of a processor can be captured. CBDL provides a powerful attribute mechanism using which
various properties of operations and data can be specified. These include the type, width,
arity to name a few. These attributes can be used by the tools consuming CBDL (like code
generator, instruction set simulator, cycle accurate simulator) for instruction selection and for
controlling the behaviour of the instruction.
This document explains the CBDL specification in detail and provides description of all the
language elements along with usage examples.

17.2 Key Concepts
Terminology

Description

Architecture Model

The SMDL model of a CPU architecture that describes
the Instruction Set Architecture

Syntax Model

The SMDL model that captures the assembly syntax
information

Relocation Model

The SMDL model that contains binary relocation
information
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ABI Model

The SMDL model that captures the Application Binary
Interface information

Transformation Model

The SMDL model that contains information to
transform common behaviour code to be used by code
optimizers

Common Behaviour Description
Language (CBDL)

An intermediate level language to describe the
behaviour of a virtual machine

Common Behaviour Code (cbcode)

CBDL code used to describe the behaviour of
processor. This is one of the representations used in a
SMDL model.

Attribute

A name-value pair that describes some property of an
operand or operator in cbcode.

Bundle

A group of one or more instructions specified as a
single long instruction as in a VLIW instruction.

17.3 Notational Conventions
•

Grammar rules are represented as follows
non-terminal := list of terminals and non-terminals

•
•

•
•

Keywords are represented in lower-case bold face characters as in component
Non-keyword terminal symbols are represented using upper-case normal characters as
in INTEGER
Non-terminal symbols are represented using lower-case characters as in argument_list
A name which represents an identifier is represented as nameid, which is a short form
for the rule
name := IDENTIFIER

•
•

•

Characters in single quote as in '{' represent the literal character.
A '|' character in the lexical and syntax descriptions represents an alternative for the
right-hand side of a production rule.
In a lexical description, [ ] encloses a list of characters out of which any of them match.
A hyphen within such a list represents a range of characters. For e.g., the list [0-9a-z]
matches any character between (and including) 0 and 9 or any character between (and
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including) 'a' to 'z'.
•

•

•

Terms enclosed within unquoted [ ] outside a lexical description indicate optional
terms and so do the terms subscripted with opt as in argument_listopt
An asterik character '*' in a lexical description specifies zero or more occurrences of the
preceding term.
A plus character '+' in a lexical description specifies one or more occurrences of the
preceding term.
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17.4 Data Types
CBDL supports the following data types.
•

Integral types

•

Floating point types

•

Vector types

Integral Types
The integral types supported by CBDL are described in Table 17 .1.
Table 17 .1 CBDL Integral Types

Type

Range

boolean

0 or 1

8-bit Signed Integer

-128 to +127

8-bit Unsigned Integer

0 to 255

16-bit Signed Integer

-32768 to +32767

16-bit Unsigned Integer

0 to 65535

32-bit Signed Integer

-2147483648 to +2147483647

32-bit Unsigned Integer

0 to 4294967295

64-bit Signed Integer

-9223372036854775808 to
+9223372036854775807

64-bit Unsigned Integer

0 to 18446744073709551615

128-bit Signed Integer

-2^127 to +(2^127-1)

128-bit Unsigned Integer 0 to (2^128-1)
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Floating Point Types
The floating point types supported by CBDL are described in Table 17 .2.
Table 17 .2 CBDL Floating Point Types

Type

Description

float

Single Precision 32-bit IEEE 754 format
floating point type

double

Double Precision 64-bit IEEE 754 format
floating point type

Vector Type
CBDL supports a vector type composed of N integral type elements. Arithmetic,
logical and relational operations are defined for vector types and are performed
element-wise.
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17.5 Attributes
CBDL supports a powerful attribute language using which the properties of CBDL operators
and operands can be described. These properties can be used to match a specific processor
instruction from an SMDL architectural model or to describe the semantics of the instruction.
CBDL allows a list of attributes to be attached to an operator or an operand.
Syntax
{ [!]name=value_list,[!]name=value_list,... }
where,
name := IDENTIFIER
value_list := value ':' value_list | value
value := INTEGER | STRING
Description
An attribute list consists of one or more attributes enclosed within curly brackets. Each
attribute is a name-value pair, where the name represents some property of the element. The
attribute value consists of one or more string or integer values separated by a colon.
An optional ! character can be prefixed before an attribute name. This indicates that the
attribute is not used for matching during instruction selection. However, the attribute can be
used in an implementation-defined way by a tool that processes CBDL. An example of such
an attribute would be a delay_slot attribute that specifies the number of instructions to be
placed in the delay slot of a branch instruction. Attributes that are not prefixed with ! should
always by used for matching with input attributes when performing instruction selection.
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17.5.1

Predefined Attributes

CBDL defines certain attributes that describe the types of values and instruction semantics.
These are described in detail below.

17.5.1.1

Type

Syntax
type=type-specifier
where,
type-specifier := boolean | int | float | double | vector
Description
The type attribute specifies the type of a CBDL expression. This attribute can be applied
to an operand or an operator. The specifier boolean represents an integral type that
takes the values 0 and 1 as described in Section 17 .4. The type specifier int represents
other integral types. The specifiers float and double represent floating-point types and
vector represents a vector type as mentioned in Section 17 .4.
The type attribute is used with other attributes like width and sign to describe the
complete type of a CBDL element.
Examples
a) A boolean type
type=boolean
b) A 32-bit signed integral type
type=int,width=32
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c) A 64-bit unsigned integral type
type=int,width=64,sign=u
d) A 32-bit floating-point type
type=float,width=32
e) An 8 element vector of 8-bit integers
type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8
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17.5.1.2

Element Type

Syntax
eltype=type-specifier
where,
type-specifier := symbol | int
Description
The eltype attribute specifies the element type of a CBDL expression. The type specifier
symbol is used to represent a symbolic value. For a vector type, the eltype attribute
specifies the type of the elements of the vector.
Examples
a) Unconditional branch to the address specified by a symbol
j {eltype=symbol}label
b) An 8 element vector of 8-bit integers
type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8
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Width

Syntax
width=INTEGER
Description
The width attribute specifies the width in bits of a CBDL expression. This attribute can
be applied to an operand or an operator. The width value should be a multiple of 8.
For a vector type, the width attribute specifies the bit size of the elements of the vector.
Examples
a) A 32-bit signed integral type
type=int,width=32
b) A 64-bit unsigned integral type
type=int,width=64,sign=u
c) An 4 element vector of 8-bit integers
type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=4
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17.5.1.4

Sign

Syntax
sign=s|u
Description
The sign attribute specifies whether a value is of signed or unsigned type. This attribute
can be applied to an operand or an operator. The value s indicates a signed type and
the value u indicates an unsigned type. If the sign attribute is not specified then a value
is assumed to be of signed type.
Examples
a) A 32-bit signed integral type
type=int,width=32,sign=s
b) A 64-bit unsigned integral type
type=int,width=64,sign=u
c) An 16-bit signed (by default) integral type
type=int,width=16
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Arity

Syntax
arity=INTEGER
Description
The arity attribute specifies the number of operands that an operator takes. The default
arity is taken to be 2. The arity value is used to distinguish between operators that have
the same representation but different behaviour, for example, multiplication and
dereference (both are represented by '*').
Examples
a) Dereference operator
= dest {arity=1}* + reg 4
b) Multiplication (default arity of 2)
= r1 * r2 r3
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17.5.1.6

Effects

Syntax
!effects=0|1,!effects-create-mask=mask,!effects-destination=dest
Description
The effects attribute specifies the side-effects associated with an instruction. It takes a
boolean value – that is, 0 or 1. If effects is 0, then the operation is assumed to have no
side-effects. By default, the value of effects attribute is taken to be zero.
If effects is 1, then the operation has side-effects. In this case, two other attributes
should also be specified. The effects-destination attribute specifies a register of the
processor which is updated due to the side-effects of the instruction. This will normally
refer to a status or flags register for a processor.
The effects-create-mask attribute specifies a bit pattern of the effects destination register,
indicating which bits are affected and in what way. The bit pattern is specified starting
with the MSB at the left as shown below.
effects-create-mask=bbbbbbbb...bbbb
Each bit is represented using a letter or number that specifies how that bit is modified.
The predefined values for the effect specifier is summarized in Table 3.
As shown in Table 17 .3, the bits of the effects destination can be set or reset depending
on whether an operation results in a carry, overflow, or if the result is zero, negative
and so on.
CBDL allows additional tool-specific effects specifiers to be defined. These should be
single character specifiers and should be different from the predefined characters
shown in Table 17 .3.
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Table 17 .3 Predefined Effects Specifiers

Specifier

Meaning

z

Set if result of the operation is zero

a

Set if result of the operation is non-zero

n

Set if result of the operation is negative

p

Set if result of the operation is non-negative

v

Set if result of the operation has signed overflow

u

Set if result of the operation has no overflow

c

Set if result of the operation has unsigned overflow

y

Set if result of the operation has no unsigned overflow

s

Set if a shift operation results in a carry

i

Set if a shift operation does not result in a carry

d

Set if the result of an operation is saturated

e

Set if the result of an operation is not saturated

0

The bit is set to zero

1

The bit is set to one

t

The bit is not affected and will be unchanged

Examples
a) Add operation with no side effects
= r1 + r2 r3
b) Add operation with side effects (updates zero (bit 7),
negative (bit 6), carry (bit 5), overflow (bit 4) flags of an
8-bit status register)
= r1 {!effects=1,!effects-create-mask=zncvtttt,
!effects-destination=status}+ r2 r3
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17.5.1.7

Delay Slot

Syntax
!delayslot=INTEGER
Description
The delayslot attribute specifies the number of delay slots associated with a CBDL
operation. In pipelined processors, certain instructions like branch and memory
operations have a delay associated with them. To avoid pipeline stalls when these
instructions are in the pipeline, one or more delay slots are associated with these
instructions in which other instructions can be placed. So, when the instructions
having the delay slots are waiting for some computation to complete, the delay slot
instructions will be executed, thereby keeping the pipeline busy.
By default, a CBDL operation is assumed to have no delay slots.
Examples
a) Unconditional jump with 2 delay slots
{!delayslot=2}j addr
b) Load instruction with 1 delay slot
{!delayslot=1}= r1 {arity=1}* + r2 4
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Nullify

Syntax
!nullify=INTEGER
Description
The nullify attribute specifies the number of instructions that should be nullified when
a conditional branch is not taken. This attribute is used only when specified with the
delayslot attribute (Section 17 .5.1.6). When a conditional branch with delay slots is
executed, the delay slot instructions are executed before checking the condition. If the
condition fails, then the effect of the delay slot instructions will be undone based on the
nullify attribute.
Examples
a) Conditional jump with 2 delay slots that are nullified
{!delayslot=2,!nullify=2}jt == r1 0 addr
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17.5.1.9

Cycle Attribute

Syntax

!cycle=INTEGER
!read-cycle=INTEGER
!write-cycle=INTEGER
Description
The cycle attributes specify the relative clock-cycle when each component of a CBDL
expression will be executed. This can be used to model the cycle-accurate behaviour of
a processor.
The cycle attribute is attached to an operator and specifies when the corresponding
operation is performed relative to the start of the expression.
The read-cycle attribute is attached to an operand and specifies when the operand is
fetched.
The write-cycle attribute is attached to an operand and specifies when the operand is
written back.
Examples
a) Add instruction that takes 3 cycles
= {write-cycle=3}r1 {cycle=2}+ {read-cycle=1}r2 {read-cycle=1}r3
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Saturation Mode Attribute

Syntax

!smode=0|1
Description
The smode attribute specifies whether the result of an arithmetic operation should be
saturated or not when an overflow occurs. If smode is zero (default), then modulo
arithmetic is performed and the overflowing result just wraps around through the
maximum or minimum value for the supported range. For eg, if two 32-bit unsigned
integers, 0x1 and 0xffffffff are added then the result will be 0 when modulo arithmetic
is used.
If smode is one, then saturation arithmetic is used and the result is saturated to the
minimum or maximum value of the range as applicable. For the above example, the
result will be set to 0xffffffff if smode is specified as 1 for the addition operation.
Examples
a) Add instruction with saturation
= r1 {smode=1}+ r2 r3
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17.5.1.11

Vector Attributes

Syntax

nelems=INTEGER
!esu=INTEGER
!sue=INTEGER
!esmask=BINARY
Description
These attributes only apply to a vector type expression.
The nelems attribute specifies the number of elements in the vector.
The esu or elements-per-storage-unit attribute specifies the number of elements that are
part of a storage unit. This allows selecting some parts of an operand as vector
elements.
The sue or storage-units-per-element attribute specifies the number of units of storage
required for each element of a vector. This allows combining multiple operands to
form an element of a vector. The attributes esu and sue are mutually exclusive and so
only one of them should be specified in an attribute list.
The esmask attribute is used to select parts of an operand as the elements of a vector
that will participate in an operation. The selection is specified as a bit pattern with
element 0 at the right. Each selected element has a 1 in its corresponding bit position
and zero otherwise.
Examples
a) Multiply elements 1 and 3 of two vectors with 8-bit elements
and store the 16-bit result as two elements of another operand.
= {type=vector,eltype=int,width=16,nelems=2}r1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=4,esmask=1010}*
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=4,esmask=1010}r2
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=4,esmask=1010}r3
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Function Call Attribute

Syntax

!call_like_ins=jsr
Description
This attribute indicates that a conditional or unconditional branch instruction
represents a function call operation. This attribute can be used by tools processing
CBDL to identify call instructions and process them appropriately.
Examples
a) A function call operation. Save current program counter to
return address register and jump to function address
{!call_like_ins=jsr}= ret pc j addr
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17.6 Statements
A CBDL statement consists of one or more expressions that perform some operation. Each
instruction of a microprocessor can be described using one or more CBDL statements. The
different types of CBDL statements are described below.

17.6.1

Assignment
Syntax
= lvalue_expr expr2
Description
Stores the value of expr2 at the location specified by lvalue_expr. The expression
lvalue_expr should evaluate to a register or a memory address.
Examples
;Move 0 to register r1
= r1 0
;Move the value of register r2 to register r1
= r1 r2
;Load the value at memory location pointed to by r2 into
;register r1
= r1 {arity=1}* r2
;Store the value of register r2 to the memory location pointed
;to by register r1
= {arity=1}* r1 r2
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Unconditional Jump
Syntax
j addr_expr
Description
Transfers control to the address specified by addr_expr. The expression addr_expr should
evaluate to a register or a memory address.
Examples
;Jump to address 0x1000
j 0x1000
;Jump to the address specified by register r0
j r0

17.6.3

Conditional Jump
Syntax
jt cond_expr addr_expr

(jump-if-true)

jf cond_expr addr_expr

(jump-if-false)

Description
Transfers control to the address specified by addr_expr based on the result of cond_expr.
In the case of jump-if-true statement, control is transferred to the address if the
conditional expression evaluates to 1. If cond_expr evaluates to 0, then no action is
taken.
In the case of the jump-if-false statement, control is transferred to the address if the
condition evaluates to 0. If cond_expr evaluates to 1, then no action is taken.
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Examples
;Jump to address 0x1000 if register r1 and r2 have the same
;value
jt == r1 r2 0x1000
;Jump to the address specified by r1 if r2 is not zero
jt != r2 0 r1
or
jf == r2 0 r1

17.6.4

Predicate Expression Statement
Syntax
? cond_expr expr
Description
Evaluates expr only if the expression cond_expr evaluates to 1. If cond_expr evaluates to 0
then this statement is treated as a no operation.
Examples
; Add op1 and op2 and assign to op3 if condition code is set
? cc = op3 + op1 op2
; Jump to address addr if condition code is set
? cc j addr

17.6.5

Conditional Expression Statement
Syntax
?: cond_expr true_expr false_expr
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Description
Evaluates true_expr if the expression cond_expr evaluates to 1 and evaluates false_expr
otherwise.
Examples
;Find minimum of op1 and op2
;If op1 < op2 then move op1 to op3 otherwise move op2 to op3
?: < op1 op2 = op3 op1 = op3 op2

17.6.6

Block Statement
Syntax
( statement ... )
Description
Specifies a group of one or more statements as a single statement.
Examples
; Increment r1 and r2 by 1 if condition code is set
? cc ( = r1 + r1 1 = r2 + r2 1 )
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17.6.7

Asynchronous Behaviour Statement
Syntax
async_op expression
Description
Specifies asynchronous behaviour like exceptions and interrupts. The async_op
operator specifies when the asynchronous behaviour should be considered for
execution. Supported values for async_op are described in Table 17 .4.
Table 17 .4 Asynchronous Operators
Asynchronous Operator

Description

pre_step

The asynchronous code is considered
for execution before each program
instruction is executed

post_step

The asynchronous code is considered
for execution after each program
instruction is executed

Examples
;
;
;
;

Asynchronous behaviour that is executed after every program
instruction. The conditional expression checks for LSB of
register ireg and if it is set, control is transferred to
address 0x8.

“%post_step”, ?, "==", "{sign=u}bf", "0", "1", "ireg", "1", j, “0x8”
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17.7 Expressions
A CBDL expression is a sequence of one or more operators and/or operands. Expressions in
CBDL are written in prefix form – i.e., operators are specified before their operands. Due to
the use of prefix notation for expressions, the precedence and associativity of operators are
made explicit in an expression without the need for parenthesis.
CBDL expressions are explained in detail below.

17.7.1

Primary Expression

A primary expression represents an operand. The following operands are allowed in an
expression.
•

Register Operands
These are the names of the registers as specified in a SMDL Architecture model. For
example, r1, pc etc.

•

Register List
A list of registers specified within square brackets. For example, [r1 r2 r3]

•

Literals
A numeric or symbolic constant. For example, L1, 0x100 etc.
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17.7.2

Arithmetic Expressions

17.7.2.1

Addition

Syntax
+ expr1 expr2
Description
Adds expr1 and expr2 and returns the result. Both the operands should be of the same
type (integral, floating point or vector). The result type is same as the operand type.
If the operands are of vector type, then each individual element of expr1 is added to the
corresponding element of expr2.
Examples
;Add two 32-bit signed integers
+ {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1

{type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2

;Add two single-precision floating point values
+ {type=float,width=32}op1 {type=float,width=32}op2
;Add two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
+ {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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Subtraction

Syntax
- expr1 expr2
Description
Subtracts expr2 from expr1. Both the operands should be of the same type (integral,
floating point or vector). The result type is same as the operand type.
If the operands are of vector type, then each individual element of expr2 is subtracted
from the corresponding element of expr1.
Examples
;Subtract two 32-bit signed integers
- {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1 {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2
;Subtract two single-precision floating point values
- {type=float,width=32}op1 {type=float,width=32}op2
;Subtract two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
- {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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17.7.2.3

Multiplication

Syntax
* expr1 expr2
Description
Multiplies expr1 and expr2. Both the operands should be of the same type (integral,
floating point or vector). The result type is same as the operand type. The result of
multiplication of two N-bit values is truncated to N-bits.
If the operands are of vector type, then each individual element of expr1 is multiplied
with the corresponding element of expr2.
Examples
;Multiply two 32-bit signed integers
* {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1 {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2
;Multiply two single-precision floating point values
* {type=float,width=32}op1 {type=float,width=32}op2
;Multiply two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
* {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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Division

Syntax
/ expr1 expr2
Description
Divides expr1 by expr2 and returns the quotient. Both the operands should be of the
same type (integral, floating point or vector). The result type is same as the operand
type.
If the operands are of vector type, then each individual element of expr1 is divided by
the corresponding element of expr2.
The operation is undefined if expr2 evaluates to zero.
Examples
;Divide two 32-bit signed integers
/ {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1 {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2
;Divide two single-precision floating point values
/ {type=float,width=32}op1 {type=float,width=32}op2
;Divide two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
/ {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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17.7.2.5

Remainder

Syntax
% expr1 expr2
Description
Divides expr1 by expr2 and returns the remainder. Both the operands should be of the
same type (integral or vector). This operation is not defined for floating-point types.
The result of the operation has the same type the operand type.
If the operands are of vector type, then the % operation is applied to each pair of
corresponding elements from expr1 and expr2.
The operation is undefined if expr2 evaluates to zero.
Examples
;Divide two 32-bit signed integers and obtain remainder
% {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1 {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2
;Obtain a vector containing remainders of dividing two eight
element vectors of 8-bit integers
% {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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Logical Expression

17.7.3.1

Logical AND

Syntax
&& expr1 expr2
Description
Performs logical AND operation of expr1 and expr2. Both the operands should be of
the same type (integral or vector). This operation is not defined for floating-point
types. The result of the operation is of boolean type.
If the operands are of vector type, then the && operation is applied to each pair of
corresponding elements from expr1 and expr2.
Examples
;Logical AND of two 32-bit integers
&& {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1 {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2
;Logical AND of two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
&& {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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17.7.3.2

Logical OR

Syntax
|| expr1 expr2
Description
Performs logical OR operation of expr1 and expr2. Both the operands should be of the
same type (integral or vector). This operation is not defined for floating-point types.
The result of the operation is of boolean type.
If the operands are of vector type, then the && operation is applied to each pair of
corresponding elements from expr1 and expr2.
Examples
;Logical OR of two 32-bit integers
|| {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1 {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2
;Logical OR of two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
|| {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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Logical NOT

Syntax
! expr1
Description
Performs logical NOT operation of expr1. The expression expr1 should evaluate to an
integer or vector type. This operation is not defined for floating-point types. The result
of the operation is of boolean type. If expr1 evaluates to a non-zero value then the
result will be 1 and zero otherwise.
If expr1 is of vector type, then the NOT operation is applied to each element of expr1.
Examples
;Logical NOT of a 32-bit integer
! {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1
;Logical NOT of a eight element vector of 8-bit integers
! {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
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17.7.3.4

Conditional Operator

Syntax
?: expr1 expr2 expr3
Description
Evaluates expr1 and if the result is 1 then evaluates expr2, otherwise evaluates expr3.
The expression expr1 should evaluate to a boolean value. The expressions expr2 and
expr3 can be any expressions. The result of applying the conditional operator is not an
l-value, that is, it cannot be assigned to.
Examples
;Find minimum of op1 and op2
;If op1 < op2 then move op1 to op3 otherwise move op2 to op3
?: < op1 op2 = op3 op1 = op3 op2
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Predicate Operator

Syntax
? expr1 expr2
Description
Evaluates expr1 and if the result is 1 then evaluates expr2, otherwise expr2 is ignored.
The expression expr1 should evaluate to a boolean value. The result of applying the
conditional operator is not an l-value, that is, it cannot be assigned to.
Examples
; Add op1 and op2 and assign to op3 if condition code is set
? cc = op3 + op1 op2
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17.7.4

Relational Expression

17.7.4.1

Equals

Syntax
== expr1 expr2
Description
Compares expr1 with expr2 and returns 1 if both are equal and zero otherwise. Both
expr1 and expr2 should be of the same type – viz. integer, floating point or vector type.
The result of the operation is of boolean type.
If the operands are of vector type, then each element of expr1 is compared with the
corresponding element of expr2.
Examples
;Compare two 32-bit integers
== {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1

{type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2

;Compare two double precision floating point values
== {type=double,width=64}op1 {type=double,width=64}op2
;Compare two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
== {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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Not Equals

Syntax
!= expr1 expr2
Description
Compares expr1 with expr2 and returns 1 if both are not equal and zero otherwise.
Both expr1 and expr2 should be of the same type – viz. integer, floating point or vector
type. The result of the operation is of boolean type.
If the operands are of vector type, then each element of expr1 is compared with the
corresponding element of expr2.
Examples
;Compare two 32-bit integers
!= {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1

{type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2

;Compare two double precision floating point values
!= {type=double,width=64}op1 {type=double,width=64}op2
;Compare two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
!= {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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17.7.4.3

Less Than

Syntax
< expr1 expr2
Description
Compares expr1 with expr2 and returns 1 if expr1 is less than expr2 and zero otherwise.
Both expr1 and expr2 should be of the same type – viz. integer, floating point or vector
type. The result of the operation is of boolean type.
If the operands are of vector type, then each element of expr1 is compared with the
corresponding element of expr2.
Examples
;Compare two 32-bit integers
< {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1

{type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2

;Compare two double precision floating point values
< {type=double,width=64}op1 {type=double,width=64}op2
;Compare two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
< {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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Less Than or Equals

Syntax
<= expr1 expr2
Description
Compares expr1 with expr2 and returns 1 if expr1 is less than or equal to expr2 and zero
otherwise. Both expr1 and expr2 should be of the same type – viz. integer, floating
point or vector type. The result of the operation is of boolean type.
If the operands are of vector type, then each element of expr1 is compared with the
corresponding element of expr2.
Examples
;Compare two 32-bit integers
<= {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1

{type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2

;Compare two double precision floating point values
<= {type=double,width=64}op1 {type=double,width=64}op2
;Compare two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
<= {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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17.7.4.5

Greater Than

Syntax
> expr1 expr2
Description
Compares expr1 with expr2 and returns 1 if expr1 is greater than expr2 and zero
otherwise. Both expr1 and expr2 should be of the same type – viz. integer, floating
point or vector type. The result of the operation is of boolean type.
If the operands are of vector type, then each element of expr1 is compared with the
corresponding element of expr2.
Examples
;Compare two 32-bit integers
> {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1

{type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2

;Compare two double precision floating point values
> {type=double,width=64}op1 {type=double,width=64}op2
;Compare two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
> {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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Greater Than or Equals

Syntax
>= expr1 expr2
Description
Compares expr1 with expr2 and returns 1 if expr1 is greater than or equal to expr2 and
zero otherwise. Both expr1 and expr2 should be of the same type – viz. integer, floating
point or vector type. The result of the operation is of boolean type.
If the operands are of vector type, then each element of expr1 is compared with the
corresponding element of expr2.
Examples
;Compare two 32-bit integers
>= {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1

{type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2

;Compare two double precision floating point values
>= {type=double,width=64}op1 {type=double,width=64}op2
;Compare two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
>= {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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17.7.5

Bitwise Expression

17.7.5.1

Bitwise AND

Syntax
& expr1 expr2
Description
Performs bitwise AND of expr1 and expr2. The operands should be of integral or vector
type. This operation is not defined for floating point types. Both expr1 and expr2 should
be of the same type. The result is of the same type as the operands.
If the operands are of vector type, then the operation is performed on each pair of
corresponding elements of expr1 and expr2.
Examples
;Bitwise AND two 32-bit integers
& {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1 {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2
;Bitwise AND two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
& {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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Bitwise OR

Syntax
| expr1 expr2
Description
Performs bitwise OR of expr1 and expr2. The operands should be of integral or vector
type. This operation is not defined for floating point types. Both expr1 and expr2 should
be of the same type. The result is of the same type as the operands.
If the operands are of vector type, then the operation is performed on each pair of
corresponding elements of expr1 and expr2.
Examples
;Bitwise OR two 32-bit integers
| {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1

{type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2

;Bitwise OR two eight element vectors of 8-bit integers
| {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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17.7.5.3

Bitwise NOT

Syntax
~ expr1
Description
Inverts the bits of expr1. The operand should be of integral or vector type. This
operation is not defined for floating point types. The result is of the same type as the
operand.
If expr1 is of vector type, then the operation is performed on each element of expr1.
Examples
;Bitwise NOT of a 32-bit integer
~ {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1
;Bitwise NOT of a eight element vector of 8-bit integers
~ {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
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Bitwise Exclusive OR

Syntax
^ expr1 expr2
Description
Performs bitwise exclusive OR of expr1 and expr2. The operands should be of integral
or vector type. This operation is not defined for floating point types. Both expr1 and
expr2 should be of the same type. The result is of the same type as the operands.
If the operands are of vector type, then the operation is performed on each pair of
corresponding elements of expr1 and expr2.
Examples
;Bitwise Exclusive OR two 32-bit integers
^ {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1 {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2
;Bitwise Exclusive OR two eight element vectors of 8-bit
; integers
^ {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op2
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17.7.5.5

Bit-field Extract

Syntax
bf start_bit width expr1
Description
Extracts width number of bits starting at start_bit from expr1. The expressions start_bit,
width and expr1 should be of integral type. The extracted bits are shifted right logically
by start_bit bits and returned.

Examples
;Extract bits 10-14 of op1
bf 10 5 op1
;Extract n bits from op1 starting from bit zero
bf 0 n op1
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Bit-field Insert

Syntax
bs start_bit width expr1 value
Description
Inserts width bits of value into expr1 starting at start_bit. The expressions start_bit,
width, expr1 and value should be of integral type.
Examples
;Insert the value 2 at bits 0 to 1 of op1
bs 0 1 op1 2
;Insert n bits of op2 into op1 starting from bit 10
bf 10 n op1 op2
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17.7.5.7

Shift Left

Syntax
<< expr1 expr2
Description
Shifts the bits of expr1 left by the value of expr2. The operand expr1 should be of
integral or vector type. The operand expr2 should evaluate to a integral value.
If the operands are of vector type, then the shift operation is performed on each
element of expr1.
Shift left by a value that is greater than the width of expr1 is undefined.
Examples
;Left shift op1 by op2
<< {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1

{type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2

;Left shift the elements of the vector by op2
<< {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=int,width=32}op2
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Shift Right

Syntax
>> expr1 expr2
Description
Shifts the bits of expr1 right by the value of expr2. The operand expr1 should be of
integral or vector type. The operand expr2 should evaluate to an integral value.
If the operation is applied to a signed type then arithmetic shift right operation is
performed. That is, the emptied out bits to the left are filled with the sign value (i.e.,
the value of the most significant bit of the operand).
If the operation is applied to an unsigned type then logical shift right operation is
performed. That is, the emptied out bits to the left are filled with zeros.
If the operands are of vector type, then the shift operation is performed on each
element of expr1.
Examples
;Right shift (arithmetic) op1 by op2
<< {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1 {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2
;Right shift (logical) op1 by op2
<< {type=int,sign=u,width=32}op1 {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op2
;Right shift the elements of the vector by op2
<< {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1
{type=int,width=32}op2
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17.7.5.9

Rotate Left

Syntax
rol expr1 expr2
Description
Rotates the bits of expr1 left by the value of expr2 number of bit positions. The operand
expr1 should be of integral or vector type. The operand expr2 should evaluate to an
integral value.
The emptied out bits are filled with the most significant bit for each rotation.
If the operands are of vector type, then the rotate operation is performed on each
element of expr1.
Examples
;Rotate left op1 by 2 bits
rol {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1

2

;Rotate left the elements of a 8 element vector by 5 bits
rol {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1 5
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Rotate Right

Syntax
ror expr1 expr2
Description
Rotates the bits of expr1 right by the value of expr2 number of bit positions. The
operand expr1 should be of integral or vector type. The operand expr2 should evaluate
to an integral value.
The emptied out bits are filled with the least significant bit for each rotation.
If the operands are of vector type, then the rotate operation is performed on each
element of expr1.
Examples
;Rotate right op1 by 2 bits
ror {type=int,sign=s,width=32}op1

2

;Rotate right the elements of a 8 element vector by 5 bits
ror {type=vector,eltype=int,width=8,nelems=8}op1 5
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17.7.5.11

Bit Count

Syntax
bc position bit_value expr
where,
position := lead | trail
Description
Counts the number of leading or trailing zeros or ones in expr. The operand position
specifies whether leading or trailing bits should be checked. The operand bit_value can
be 0 or 1, depending on whether zeros or ones should be counted. The operand expr
should be of integral type. The operation returns the total number of leading/trailing
zeros or ones.
Examples
;Count the number of leading ones in op
bc lead 1 op
;Count the number of trailing zeros in op
bc trail 0 op
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Miscellaneous Operators

17.7.6.1

Dereference Operator

Syntax
{arity=1}* addr_expr
Description
Returns the contents of the memory location specified by addr_expr. The expression
addr_expr should evaluate to a valid address.
Examples
;Load the contents of memory pointed by reg + 4
= dest {arity=1}* + reg 4
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17.7.6.2

Reverse Comma (Rcomma) Operator

Syntax
rcomma expr1 expr2
Description
Evaluates expr1 followed by expr2. The result of the operation is the result of evaluating
expr1.
Examples
;Load the contents of memory pointed to by reg and post
;increment reg by 4.
= reg1 rcomma {arity=1}* reg = reg + reg 4
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No Operation (NOP)

Syntax
nop
Description
Performs no operation. Indicates an empty operation with no side-effects.
Examples
;If condition code is set, then perform add operation.
;Otherwise, do nothing
?: cc = r1 + r2 r3 nop
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Table 17 .5 CBDL Operators Summary
Operator

Description

Syntax

+

Addition

+ expr1 expr2

-

Subtraction

- expr1 expr2

*

Multiplication

* expr1 expr2

/

Division

/ expr1 expr2

%

Modulus

% expr1 expr2

&&

Logical AND

&& expr1 expr2

||

Logical OR

|| expr1 expr2

!

Logical NOT

~ expr1

?:

Conditional

?: expr1 expr2 expr3

?

Predicate

? expr1 expr2

==

Equals

== expr1 expr2

!=

Not Equals

!= expr1 expr2

<

Less Than

< expr1 expr2

<=

Less Than or Equal To

<= expr1 expr2

>

Greater Than

> expr1 expr2

>=

Greater Than or Equal
To

>= expr1 expr2

&

Bitwise AND

& expr1 expr2

|

Bitwise OR

| expr1 expr2

~

Bitwise NOT

~ expr1

^

Bitwise Exclusive OR

^ expr1 expr2

bf

Bit-field Extract

bf

bs

Bit-field Insert

bs start width expr value

<<

Shift Left

<< expr1 expr2

>>

Shift Right

>> expr1 expr2

rol

Rotate Left

rol expr1 expr2

ror

Rotate Right

ror expr1 expr2

bc

Bit Count

bc lead|trail 0|1 expr

*

Deference

{arity=1}* expr

start width expr
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Description

Syntax

rcomma

Reverse Comma

rcomma expr1 expr2

nop

No Operation

nop
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18 Teraptor Device API Reference
18.1 Overview
Teraptor provides a C++ API using which peripheral devices can be modeled. These devices
can then be included as part of a virtual board and simulated using Teraptor system
simulator.
This chapter provides detailed description of the classes that are part of the Teraptor device
API. The class definitions and function prototypes are defined in the header file SSDL.h
present under STC_HOME/include directory of the Teraptor installation. This header file
should be included when developing device models.
Note
All the classes, enumerations and type definitions of the device API are defined under the
namespace SSDL. So, when using these names they should be either prefixed with SSDL:: or
a using declaration that brings all the names into scope should be provided as follows.
using namespace SSDL;
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18.2 Enumerations
Enum ModelType
An enumeration that represents the type of a component.

Enumerators
e_smt_processor
Represents a processor component
e_smt_device
Represents a peripheral device component
e_smt_system
Represents a system

Enum Property
An enumeration that represents properties of a resource.

Enumerators
e_pt_none = 0
Represents a null property
e_pt_readable = 1
Represents a readable resource
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e_pt_writeable = 2
Represents a writeable resource
e_pt_setable = 4
Represents a setable resource
e_pt_getable = 8
Represents a resource supporting a get interface
e_pt_runnable = 16
Represents a resource with an executable behaviour
e_pt_setter = 32
Represents a resource supporting a set interface
e_pt_getter = 64
Represents a resource supporting a get interface
e_pt_reader = 128
Represents a resource supporting a read interface
e_pt_writer = 256
Represents a resource supporting a write interface

Enum e_ma_type
An enumeration that represents the way memory is accessed.

Enumerators
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emt_target
Memory is accessed using target endianness.
emt_host
Memory is accessed using host endianness.
emt_little
Represents little endian access
emt_big
Represents big endian access
emt_unknown
Represents unknown endianness

Enum SSDLErrorCode
An enumeration that represents the error codes returned by operations on components and
resources.

Enumerators
e_ok
Represents normal execution of operation.
e_err
Represents a failure condition.
e_nolicense_err
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Represents a tool license checkout failure.
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18.3 Type Definitions
Typedef MAU
The type MAU is an alias for unsigned char. This is defined in the header file
DTTFSIMTypes.h present under STC_HOME/include
typedef unsigned char MAU

Typedef SM_address
The type SM_address is an alias for the SIMValue type defined in the header file
DTTFSIMValue.h present under STC_HOME/include. The SIMValue type represents a
configurable type that can hold values of different sizes.
typedef SIMValue SM_address
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18.4 Classes
Class ComponentType
The ComponentType class represents the type of a component and allows components of this
type to be created.

Constructor
ComponentType(string name, ModelType type, string spec)
Constructs a ComponentType object with the specified name, type and behaviour
specification.
Parameters
name – the name of the component type
type – the type of the component, i.e., system, processor or device
spec – a string specifying the location of the components behaviour model
Returns
None

Methods
get_name
string get_name()
Returns the name of the component type.
Parameters
None
Returns
A string representation of the component type's name.
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get_modeltype
ModelType get_modeltype()
Returns an enumerator which specifies the kind of the component (i.e., system, processor,
device).
Parameters
None
Returns
An enumerator representing the kind of the component.

CreateComponentObject
virtual ComponentObject * createComponentObject(string name,
vector<char*> args) = 0
Creates a component of this type with specified name. The arguments args is a vector of
strings of the form name=value and is used to initialize the component.
Parameters
name – the name of the components
args – a vector of strings of the form name=value, each of which specifies some
attribute of the component being created.
Returns
A component object.
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Class ComponentObject
The ComponentObject class represents a component of a system.

Constructor
ComponentObject(string name, ComponentType* type)
Constructs a ComponentObject with the specified name and type.
Parameters
name – the name of the component
type – pointer to the type of the component
Returns
None

Methods
get_name
string get_name()
Returns the name of the component.
Parameters
None
Returns
A string representation of the component's name.
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getResource
Resource* getResource(string name)
Returns a pointer to the resource object with the specified name if it exists in the component.
Otherwise, returns null pointer.
Parameters
name – name of the resource
Returns
A pointer to the resource object if it exists or null if it does not exist.

setResourceManager
void setResourceManager(ResourceManager *rm);
Sets the resource manager for this component to the object pointed by rm.
Parameters
rm – pointer to a resource manager object
Returns
None

getResourceManager
ResourceManager * getResourceManager();
Returns the resource manager for this component.
Parameters
None
Returns
A pointer to the resource manager associated with this component.
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get_component_type
ComponentType * get_component_type();
Returns the type object of this component.
Parameters
None
Returns
A pointer to the component type of this component.
read
virtual SSDLErrorCode read(SM_address addr,
MAU *buf,
int size,
int access_type,
e_ma_type ma_type=emt_host)
Reads size bytes from address addr from this component into the buffer buf. The access_type
parameter specifies whether the memory is byte-addressed, half-word addressed or wordaddressed. The ma_type parameter specifies the order in which the bytes should be addressed.
Parameters
addr – the starting address from which to read
buf – the output buffer where the bytes read are placed
size – the number of bytes to be read
access_type – the number of bytes by which to address memory
ma_type – the memory access type
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.

write
virtual SSDLErrorCode write(SM_address addr,
MAU *buf,
int size,
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int access_type,
e_ma_type ma_type=emt_target)
Writes size bytes from the buffer buf into the component starting from address addr. The
access_type parameter specifies whether the memory is byte-addressed, half-word addressed
or word-addressed. The ma_type parameter specifies the order in which the bytes should be
addressed.
Parameters
addr – the starting address from which to write into the component
buf – the input buffer from which bytes are copied
size – the number of bytes to be written
access_type – the number of bytes by which to address memory
ma_type – the memory access type
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.
set
virtual SSDLErrorCode set(string name, MAU *buf)
Sets the resource specified by name with the contents of the buffer buf.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource to be set
buf – the input buffer whose contents are set in the resource
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.

get
virtual SSDLErrorCode get(string name, MAU *buf)
Gets the contents of the resource specified by name into the buffer buf.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource
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buf – the output buffer which is set with the contents of the resource.
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.
run
virtual SSDLErrorCode run()
Instructs the component to start a thread of execution.
Parameters
None
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.
step
virtual SSDLErrorCode step(int step_count = 1)
Instructs the component to perform step_count number of steps.
Parameters
step_count – the number of steps to be performed (default: 1)
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.
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Class Resource
The Resource class represents a resource of a component. These could be memory blocks,
registers etc.

Constructor
Resource(string name, Property p)
Constructs a Resource with the specified name and sets its properties to p.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource
p – a bit mask specifying the properties of the resource
Returns
None

Methods
get_name
string get_name()
Returns the name of the resource.
Parameters
None
Returns
A string representation of the resource's name.
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get_propertylist
int get_propertylist()
Returns the properties set for this resource.
Parameters
None.
Returns
An integer representing the properties set for this resource.

set_property
void set_property(Property p);
Adds the property p to the list of properties for this resource.
Parameters
p – A property
Returns
None

reset_propertylist
void reset_propertylist();
Resets the property list for this resource.
Parameters
None
Returns
None
is_property_enabled
bool is_property_enabled(Property p);
Checks if property p is enabled for this resource.
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Parameters
p – A property
Returns
true if the property is enabled and false otherwise.

setResourceManager
void setResourceManager(ResourceManager *rm);
Sets the resource manager for this resource to the object pointed by rm.
Parameters
rm – pointer to a resource manager object
Returns
None

getResourceManager
ResourceManager * getResourceManager();
Returns the resource manager for this resource.
Parameters
None
Returns
A pointer to the resource manager associated with this resource.

get_size
int get_size()
Returns the storage size of the resource.
Parameters
None
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Returns
Storage size in bytes.

set_size
void set_size(int size)
Sets the storage size of the resource to size.
Parameters
size – the number of bytes of storage associated with this resource
Returns
None.

read
virtual SSDLErrorCode read(SM_address addr, MAU *buf, int size)
Reads size bytes from address addr from this resource into the buffer buf.
Parameters
addr – the starting address from which to read
buf – the output buffer where the bytes read are placed
size – the number of bytes to be read
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.

write
virtual SSDLErrorCode write(SM_address addr, MAU *buf,int size)
Writes size bytes from the buffer buf into the resource starting from address addr.
Parameters
addr – the starting address from which to write into the component
buf – the input buffer from which bytes are copied
size – the number of bytes to be written
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access_type – the number of bytes by which to address memory
ma_type – the memory access type
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.
set
virtual SSDLErrorCode set(string name, MAU *buf)
Sets the resource specified by name with the contents of the buffer buf.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource to be set
buf – the input buffer whose contents are set in the resource
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.

get
virtual SSDLErrorCode get(string name, MAU *buf)
Gets the contents of the resource specified by name into the buffer buf.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource
buf – the output buffer which is set with the contents of the resource.
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.
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Class Readable
class Readable : public virtual Resource

The Readable class represents a readable resource. This (abstract) class derives from Resource
class.

Constructor
Readable(string name)
Constructs a Readable object with the specified name.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource
Returns
None

Methods
read
virtual SSDLErrorCode read(SM_address addr, MAU *buf, int size) = 0
Reads size bytes from address addr from this resource into the buffer buf. This is a pure virtual
method and subclasses should provide a definition.
Parameters
addr – the starting address from which to read
buf – the output buffer where the bytes read are placed
size – the number of bytes to be read
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.
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Class Reader
class Reader : public virtual Resource

The Reader class represents a resource that can be read. This class derives from Resource
class.

Constructor
Reader(string name)
Constructs a Reader object with the specified name.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource
Returns
None

Methods
read
virtual SSDLErrorCode read(SM_address addr, MAU *buf, int size)
Reads size bytes from address addr from this resource into the buffer buf.
Parameters
addr – the starting address from which to read
buf – the output buffer where the bytes read are placed
size – the number of bytes to be read
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.
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Class Writeable
class Writeable : public virtual Resource

The Writeable class represents a writeable resource. This (abstract) class derives from
Resource class.

Constructor
Writeable(string name)
Constructs a Writeable object with the specified name.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource
Returns
None

Methods
write
virtual SSDLErrorCode write(SM_address addr, MAU *buf, int size) = 0
Writes size bytes from the buffer buf into the resource starting from address addr. This is a
pure virtual method and subclasses should provide a definition.
Parameters
addr – the starting address from which to write
buf – the input buffer
size – the number of bytes to be written
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.
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Class Writer
class Writer : public virtual Resource

The Writer class represents a resource that can be written to. This class derives from Resource
class.

Constructor
Writer(string name)
Constructs a Writer object with the specified name.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource
Returns
None

Methods
write
virtual SSDLErrorCode write(SM_address addr, MAU *buf, int size)
Writes size bytes from the buffer buf into the resource starting from address addr.
Parameters
addr – the starting address from which to write
buf – the input buffer
size – the number of bytes to be written
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.
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Class Setable
class Setable : public virtual Resource

The Setable class represents a resource that can be set. This (abstract) class derives from
Resource class.

Constructor
Setable(string name)
Constructs a Setable object with the specified name.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource
Returns
None

Methods
set
virtual SSDLErrorCode set(string name, MAU *buf) = 0
Sets the resource specified by name with the contents of the buffer buf. This is a pure virtual
method and subclasses should provide a definition.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource to be set
buf – the input buffer whose contents are set in the resource
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.
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Class Setter
class Setter : public virtual Resource

The Setter class represents a resource that can be set. This class derives from Resource class.

Constructor
Setter(string name)
Constructs a Setter object with the specified name.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource
Returns
None

Methods
set
virtual SSDLErrorCode set(string name, MAU *buf)
Sets the resource specified by name with the contents of the buffer buf.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource to be set
buf – the input buffer whose contents are set in the resource
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.
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Class Getable
class Getable : public virtual Resource

The Getable class represents a resource supporting the get interface. This (abstract) class
derives from Resource class.

Constructor
Getable(string name)
Constructs a Getable object with the specified name.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource
Returns
None

Methods
get
virtual SSDLErrorCode get(string name, MAU *buf) = 0
Gets the contents of the resource specified by name into the buffer buf. This is a pure virtual
method and subclasses should provide a definition.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource
buf – the output buffer
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.
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Class Getter
class Getter : public virtual Resource

The Getter class represents a resource that supports the get interface. This class derives from
Resource class.

Constructor
Getter(string name)
Constructs a Getter object with the specified name.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource
Returns
None

Methods
get
virtual SSDLErrorCode get(string name, MAU *buf)
Gets the contents of the resource specified by name into the buffer buf.
Parameters
name – the name of the resource
buf – the output buffer
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.
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Class ResourceManager
class ResourceManager

The ResourceManager class manages a set of resources in a system.

Constructor
ResourceManager()
Constructs a ResourceManager object
Parameters
None
Returns
None

Methods
addResource
virtual SSDLErrorCode addResource(Resource *r)
Adds the resource pointed by r to the list of resources managed.
Parameters
r – pointer to a resource object
Returns
e_ok if the operation is successful and e_err if it failed.

findResource
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virtual Resource * findResource(const string& name)
Returns a pointer to a resource with name name if it is managed by this resource manager.
Otherwise, returns a null pointer.
Parameters
name – name of the resource
Returns
A pointer to a resource object.

getNestedResource
Resource * getNestedResource(const string& name)
Returns a pointer to a resource with name name if it is managed by this resource manager or
any nested resource managers. Otherwise, returns a null pointer.
Parameters
name – name of the resource
Returns
A pointer to a resource object.

listResource
ResourceList listResources()
Returns the list of resources managed by this object.
Parameters
None
Returns
List of resource objects
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19 Teraptor Device Skin API Reference
19.1 Overview
The Teraptor Device Skin API allows User Interface designers to easily configure different
skins for virtual prototypes thereby enriching the user experience. A skin consists of a
background image on which the different components of a system are laid out. The Skin API
provides a simple configuration mechanism using which the background image and the
layout of the components can be quickly specified.
This chapter describes the Skin API in detail.

19.2 Skin Configuration File Syntax
The Skin configuration is based on XML and uses the following syntax.

<skin>
<icon file="path" />
<image file="path" />
<components>
<component name="string" x="integer" y="integer" width="integer"
height="integer" />
...
</components>
</skin>
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Description
Element: skin
The skin element is the top-level element in the hierarchy. This element contains the complete
definition of the skin.

Element: icon
The icon element specifies the title bar icon to be used for the skin frame. This element is
optional.
Attributes
file – Specifies the path of an icon file.

Element: image
The image element specifies the background image of the skin.
Attributes
file – Specifies the path of the image file. Supported image formats are JPEG and GIF

Element: components
The components element contains the definition of one or more component elements.
Attributes
None.

Element: component
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The component element specifies the size and position of a system component.
Attributes
name – specifies the name of the component. This name should correspond to a component
name in a SSDL description of the system.
x – specifies the horizontal offset of the components bounding rectangle relative to the origin.
This should be an integer value.
y – specifies the vertical offset of the component's bounding rectangle relative to the origin.
This should be an integer value.
width– specifies the width of the component in pixels. This should be an integer value.
height– specifies the height of the component in pixels. This should be an integer value.
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19.3 Skin Wrapper for Java
The Skin API includes a wrapper over Java Native Interface (JNI) functions for invoking Java
methods from C++ programs. This API can be used to integrate graphical components created
using Java from the devices implemented using C++. The API function prototypes are defined
in the header file STC_HOME/include/JavaHelper.h.
Note
Please refer to the Java Native Interface Specification from Sun Microsystems Inc. for more
information on JNI. An HTML version of this specification can be accessed from the
following URL.
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.3/docs/guide/jni/spec/jniTOC.doc.html

Methods
createVM
extern "C"

void createVM()

Creates a Java Virtual Machine by calling JNI_CreateJavaVM if a VM is not already created for
the current process.
destroyVM
extern "C"

void destroyVM()

Destroys the Java Virtual Machine created by createVM by calling DestroyJavaVM.
findClass
extern "C"

jclass findClass(const char *name)

Searches for the Java class named name and returns a reference to it. This is a wrapper around
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the JNI function FindClass.
allocateObject
extern "C"

jobject allocateObject(jclass cls)

Allocates an object of class type cls and returns a reference to it. This is a wrapper around the
JNI function AllocObject.
getStaticMethodID
extern "C" jmethodID getStaticMethodID(jclass cls, const char *name,
const char* sig)
Returns the ID of the static method name of class cls with method signature sig. This is a
wrapper around the JNI function GetStaticMethodID.
getMethodID
extern "C"

jmethodID getMethodID(jclass cls, const char *name,
const char* sig)

Returns the ID of the method name of class cls with method signature sig. This is a wrapper
around the JNI function GetMethodID.
callStaticVoidMethod
extern "C"

void callStaticVoidMethod(jclass cls, jmethodID id, ...)

Invokes the static method with ID id of class cls with any supplied parameters. This is a
wrapper around the JNI function CallStaticVoidMethod.
callMethodClass
extern "C" jobject callMethodClass(jclass cls, const char *name,
const char *sig, ...)
Invokes the method name of class cls with signature sig. This is a wrapper around the JNI
function CallObjectMethodV.
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callMethodObject
extern "C" jobject callMethodObject(jobject obj, jmethodID id, ...)
Invokes the method with ID id on the object obj. This is a wrapper around the JNI function
CallObjectMethodV.
callMainMethod
extern "C" bool callMainMethod(jclass cls, int argc, char **argv)
Invokes the main method of the class cls and passed the arguments argc and argv. Returns true
if the operation succeeded and false otherwise.
create_skin
extern "C" jobject create_skin(const char* config_file)
Creates a Skin object and returns a reference to it. This object can be used by components to
add their graphical components to the skin frame. The parameter config_file specifies the
path of a skin configuration file.

get_skin_object
extern "C" jobject get_skin_object()
Returns a reference to a Skin object which can be used by components to add their graphical
components to the skin frame.
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19.4 Skin Java Class
The Skin API provides a Java class using which system components can add their graphical
elements to the skin frame.

Constructor
Skin(String xmlFile) throws Exception
Creates a Skin object. Processes xmlFile to obtain skin configuration information. Displays a
skin Frame.
Arguments
xmlFile – string containing the path of the skin configuration file

Methods
add
public void add(String name, java.awt.Component c)
Adds the component c to the skin frame. The name of the component should match with a
component name in the skin configuration file. The component will be laid out on the skin
frame according to the size and position specified in the skin configuration file.
Arguments
name – Name of the component. Should match with a component name in the skin
configuration
c – Java AWT component to be added to the skin frame
Returns
None.
addComponent
public void addComponent(String name, int x, int y, int w, int h)
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Adds the component with the specified name, position and size to the list of components
managed by this skin.
Arguments
name – name of the component
x – the horizontal offset of the components bounding rectangle relative to the skin frame
origin.
y – the vertical offset of the component's bounding rectangle relative to the origin of the skin
frame.
w– the width of the component in pixels.
h– the height of the component in pixels.
Returns
None.
getIconFile
public String getIconFile()
Returns the path of the skin frame title bar icon (if any) specified in the skin configuration file.
Arguments
None.
Returns
A string containing the icon file path.

getImageFile
public String getImageFile()
Returns the path of the skin background image specified in the skin configuration file.
Arguments
None.
Returns
A string containing the background image file path.
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setIconFile
public void setIconFile(String path)
Sets the skin frame title bar icon file path to path.
Arguments
path – string containing the path of an icon file.
Returns
None.

setImageFile
public void setImageFile(String path)
Sets the skin background image path to path.
Arguments
path - string containing the background image file path.
Returns
None.
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20 Teraptor Core Channel Reference
20.1 Introduction
The Teraptor Core Channel is a collection of SMDL (Processor), SSDL (System) and C++
(Device) models that help rapidly create and virtualize new system models.

20.2 TCC Models
Model Type

Model Name

Description

Device

tc_core_TCCMMU

A Memory Management Unit

Device

tc_core_TCCCMU

Cache Memory Unit

SytemType

tc_core_system

System

Processor

DLX

DLX Processor Model Set

Device

tc_core_USART

USART Model

Device

tc_core_LED

LED 7 Segment Display

Device

tc_core_Keypad

Hexadecimal Key Pad

Skin

tc_core_skin

Configurable Device Skin

Device

ROM

Read Only Memory

Device

ROMFSLoader

Convenience Device To Load RAM/ROM
From File

System Model

DLX System

A sample DLX System Model
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20.3 Memory Management Unit
The MMU model (TCC-MMU) enables the insertion of memory management functionality such as address
translation and memory protection into the SSDL model of a system.
Distribution

Distributed as a DLL or Shared Object File (SSDL Model)

Licensing

As Per EUSLA

Model Type

[YES] C++ Model
[NO ] RTL Model

Attributes
AttributeType

AttributeName

Description

Numeric

Nabits

North (CPU) side address bits

Numeric

segments

Number of Segments (content lookup case)

Numeric

lines, words

Number of Segments (indexed case), segment size in MAUs

Resource Overview
ResourceType

ResourceName

Description

Register

ATUMR

MMU Mode Register (Enable, Disable)

Register

VSR, PSR

Virtual and Physical Segment Register

Register

SMR

Segment Mode Register

Register

SSR

Segment Size Register (Size in multiples of words attribute)

Register

STEN

Segment Table Entry Number (write to this loads
VSR,PSR,SMR,SSR to Segment Table number STEN)

Memory

STDRAM, VMP, VMD

Virtual Memory for Unified, Program, Data

AddressSpace

U, Program, Data

Unified, Program and Data Address Spaces (South Side)

Register

MMUER

MMU Exception Register (For Interrupting Processor)
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Usage
A TCC-MMU model may be incorporated into an SSDL system using the model statement.
One or more component statements can be used to instantiate one or more MMUs into the
system. An SSDL map can be used to map an MMU into another components (like processor)
address space.

Example
20.3.1

Model
model device MMU

tc_core_TCCMMU.dll ; on Windows

model device MMU

tc_core_TCCMMU.so

20.3.2

; on Linux

Component
; Each segment is of size 0x20000000, Leaving 3 Bits in 32bit
; address (nabits=32) for Segment Index (lines != 0) Physical Segment
; Address (lines = 8).
component MMU segmentation_unit nabits=32 size=0x500000 mode=rw
segments=8 lines=0 words=0x20000000

20.3.3

Map
; Segmented Memory (VM) Appears at Address 0x0 of Processors Unified
; Memory Space
map memory dlx_core:address.0x0 segmentation_unit:STDRAM rw
; Physical Memory Appears at Address 0x20000000 of MMU's Address Space
map memory segmentation_unit:u.0x20000000 MainMemory:STDRAM rw
; Map Various MMU Registers to Processor (Physical) Address Space
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

VSR: Virtual Segment Register
PSR: Physical Segment Register
SMR: Segment Mode Register ( & 0x1 -> Read ; & 0x4 -> Write )
SSR: Segment Size (in number of words) Register
STEN: Segmentation Table Entry Number
Load VSR, PSR, STEN in that order. Write n to STEN Results In
Setting Segment Entry Number n
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; ATUMR=0 Disables; 1 Enables Translation
; DEBUGR=0 Disable Debug Trace, DEBUGR=1 Enable Debug Trace
; MMUER = Exception Register (0x1 :
Protection Violation; 0x4: Invalid
Address)
; Assumes Address Size of 32-bits. For larger addresses change map ;
appropriately.
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc0000 segmentation_unit:VSR rw
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc0004 segmentation_unit:PSR rw
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc0008 segmentation_unit:SMR rw
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc000c segmentation_unit:SSR rw
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc0010 segmentation_unit:STEN rw
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc0014 segmentation_unit:DEBUGR rw
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc0018 segmentation_unit:ATUMR rw
; Send MMUER changes to Core Interrupt Register, which may be used
; In async SMDL model elements to process exceptions
map register segmentation_unit:MMUER dlx_core:interrupt_register

20.3.4

Player Command File
;
; Virtual Memory Address 0 maps to Physical Memory 0x80000000
; set vsr 0x0
;<- MMU Matches only segment part of address
; set psr 0x80000000
;<- Gets added to Translated Physical address
; set sten 0
;<- Write ToFirst Segment Table Entry
; vsr
memset 0xfffc0000 0
; psr (Physcal Address)
memset 0xfffc0004 0x100000
; smr (Segment Mode Read/Write)
memset 0xfffc0008 0x011
; ssr (Segment Size)
memset 0xfffc000c 0x1
; sten. Load Segment Register 0
memset 0xfffc0010 0

20.3.5

Notes
To be useful the Segmentation Table should be setup by an operating system on
each context switch. This can be done by using an appropriate SMDL model
element which models segment table register read/write instructions to MMU
Register Locations.
This can be done directly by an instruction element, or by an async
operation.
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20.4 Cache Memory Unit
The Cache model (TCC-CMU) enables the insertion of caches into the SSDL model of a
system.
Distribution

Distributed as a DLL or Shared Object File (SSDL Model)

Licensing

As Per EUSLA

Model Type

[YES] C++ Model
[NO ] RTL Model

Attributes
AttributeType

AttributeName

Description

Numeric

Nabits, size, mode

North (CPU) side address bits, Memory Size, Mode (rw, ro)

Numeric

lines

Number of CacheLines

Numeric

words

CacheLineSize in MAUs (Default MAU = 8 bits)

Numeric

ways

Linear (1) or n-way Set Associative (n)

Numeric

hit_cycles

Number of Cycles For Cache Hit

Numeric

miss_cycles

Number of Cycles For Cache Miss

Resource Overview
ResourceType

ResourceName

Description

Register

CMR

Cache Mode Register (Disable, Enable, Delayed Write, Write Back)

Register

CAHR, CAMR

Cache Access Hit Regiter, Cache Access Miss Register

Register

CRWR, CWWR

Cache Read Word Register, Write Word Register (count of read /
write MAUs)

Register

CMRR, CMWR

Cache Memory Read Register, Cache Memory Write Register

Register

DEBUGR

Debug Register (set to get debug messages)

Memory

STDRAM, CMP, CMD

Cache Memory for Unified, Program, Data

AddressSpace

U, Program, Data

Unified, Program and Data Address Spaces (South Side)
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Usage
A TCC-CMU model may be incorporated into an SSDL system using the model statement.
One or more component statements can be used to instantiate one or more Cache Memories
into the system. An SSDL map can be used to map an CMU into another components (like
processor or another cache) address space.
TCC-CMU includes several registers that can be used for understanding cache performance
and bandwidth analysis.

Example
20.4.1

Model
model device Cache tc_core_TCCCMU.dll

20.4.2

Component
;
; size : Size of addressable memory through cache
; ways : Number of cache entries per cache line
; words: Size of cache line in MAUs. Must be power of 2
; lines: Number of cache lines. Must be power of 2.
;
; Each Address Contains Bits as Follows
;
k-i-l
; l = word address within cache line,
; Ln = log words to base 2 (bits per line address)
; i = index address within cash
; In = log lines to base 2 (bits per index)
; k = Key address
; Kn = nabits – (Ln + In)
;
; If nabits is not supported, CMU will automatically guess value of
; nabits during system operation.
component Cache cache size=0x500000 mode=rw ways=4 lines=1024
words=128 hit_cycles=2 miss_cycles=4

20.4.3

Map
; Map Cache to Processor Memory
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map memory dlx_core:address.0x0 cache:STDRAM rw
; Relate cache to main memory. Main-memory should appear in cache
; address space at exactly same address as it would have appeared in
; main memory.
map memory cache:u.0x400000 main-memory:STDRAM rw

; Cache Register Mapping
;
;DEBUGR: Enable (1), Disable (0)
;CMR
: Cache Mode Register Enable(1) Disable(0)
;
; Registers For Performance Analysis
;CAHR : Cache Access Hit Register (number of hits)
;CAMR : Cache Access Miss Register (number of misses)
;CRWR : Cache Read Word Register (Number of Words (MAU) Read from Cache)
;CWWR : Cache Write Word Register (Number of Words (MAU) Written to Cache)
;CMRR : Number of Words Transferred from Cache To Memory
;CMWR : Number of Words Transferred from Memory To Cache
;
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc1000 cache:CMR rw
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc1008 cache:CAHR ro
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc1010 cache:CAMR ro
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc1018 cache:CRWR ro
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc1020 cache:CWWR ro
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc1028 cache:CMRR ro
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc1030 cache:CMWR ro
map memory dlx_core:address.0xfffc1034 cache:DEBUGR rw

20.4.4

Player Command File
; Get performance
memget 0xfffc1008
memget 0xfffc1010
memget 0xfffc1018
memget 0xfffc1020
memget 0xfffc1028
memget 0xfffc1030

counters
; CAHR
; CAMR
; CRWR
; CWWR
; CMRR
; CMWR

; Enable Cache
memset 0xfffc1000 1
; Disable Cache
memset 0xfffc1000 0
; You can enable this if you are using Teraptor Player CA
; trace message stall
; ...
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; Cycle system 20 times
; scycle 20
; Teraptor Player Standard
step 20

20.4.5

Notes
Depending on your product version and licensing, some or more of the above
features may not be supported.
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